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In this thesis we develop models for sentence compression. This text rewriting task
has recently attracted a lot of attention due to its relevance for applications (e.g., sum-
marisation) and simple formulation by means of word deletion. Previous models for
sentence compression have been inherently local and thus fail to c pture the long range
dependencies and complex interactions involved in text rewriting. We present a solu-
tion by framing the task as an optimisation problem with locaand global constraints
and recast existing compression models into this framework. Using the constraints we
instill syntactic, semantic and discourse knowledge the models otherwise fail to cap-
ture. We show that the addition of constraints allow relatively simple local models to
reach state-of-the-art performance for sentence compression.
The thesis provides a detailed study of sentence compression and its models. The
differences between automatic and manually created compression corpora are assessed
along with how compression varies across written and spokentext. We also dis-
cuss various techniques for automatically and manually evaluating compression output
against a gold standard. Models are reviewed based on their assumptions, training re-
quirements, and scalability.
We introduce a general method for extending previous approaches to allow for
more global models. This is achieved through the optimisation framework of Integer
Linear Programming (ILP). We reformulate three compression models: an unsuper-
vised model, a semi-supervised model and a fully supervisedmo el as ILP problems
and augment them with constraints. These constraints are intuitive for the compression
task and are both syntactically and semantically motivated. We demonstrate how they
improve compression quality and reduce the requirements onraining material.
Finally, we delve into document compression where the task is to compress ev-
ery sentence of a document and use the resulting summary as a replacement for the
original document. For document-based compression we investigate discourse infor-
mation and its application to the compression task. Two discourse theories, Centering
and lexical chains, are used to automatically annotate documents. These annotations
are then used in our compression framework to impose additional constraints on the
resulting document. The goal is to preserve the discourse stucture of the original doc-
ument and most of its content. We show how a discourse informed compression model
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This thesis is concerned with the task of sentence compression. Sentence compression
is often considered a subtask within automatic summarisation. In its simplest form it
can be viewed as producing a summary of a single sentence. This chapter presents
motivation for the task and how it differs from other summaris t on tasks. The chapter
concludes with a summary of the thesis and its main contributions.
1.1 Automatic Summarisation
The field of automatic summarisation has traditionally beendominated by extrac-
tive summarisation. Extract summaries are summaries consisti g entirely of material
copied from a source document. This is in contrast to abstract summaries where at
least some of the material is not present in the source document. Abstracts tend to
contain paraphrases and offer higher degrees of condensatio : a short abstract may
contain more information than a longer extract.
In extractive summarisation the units of text that are deemed ost representative of
the document are selected and then concatenated verbatim together to form a summary.
Sentences are typically used as the unit of text, however it is possible to use paragraphs
or clauses too (Mani 2001). A large body of work has focused onthe selection pro-
cess using features such as: position in document, keyword frequency, sentence length
and sentence similarity or dissimilarity within the document (see Mani (2001) for an
overview).
Performing sentence extraction alone can lead to incoherent and fragmented sum-
maries, as the context of each sentence is not considered during the extraction process;
1
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this is especially true in multi-document summarisation1 where sentences from many
documents may be concatenated. The problem of producing a coherent summary given
a set of extracted sentences has received some attention in summarisation. For exam-
ple, Mani et al. (1999) have looked at revising single document extracts with the aim
of making them more readable. By way of rendering the summaryless repetitive they
remove extraneous constituents such as relative clauses and prepositional phrases. An-
other example are Jing and McKeown (1999) who propose to smooth the extracts with
operations such as sentence compression, sentence combination and syntactic transfor-
mations. Redundancy also poses challenges to multi-document summarisation. Again
systems often include a component that deals especially with this problem (Barzilay
et al. 1999).
Generating abstractive summaries is a complex and difficulttask. Abstractive sum-
marisation systems often perform sentence compression, not only to help produce a
coherent summary, but also to remove any redundancy from thesummary. This is typ-
ically done through manually written rules for compression(Barzilay et al. 1999; Mani
et al. 1999). Thus recently research emphasis has shifted towards sentence compres-
sion which is an integral part of summarisation systems. Theproblem is studied in its
own right which removes the other factors of summarisation (.e., sentence selection).
Sentence compression is considerably simpler than full abstr ction but still provides
many of the same challenges facing document summarisation.
1.2 Sentence Compression
Sentence compression can be viewed as producing a summary ofsingle sentence.
Instead of being given a document, or collection of documents, and asked to produce
a summary (either extract or abstract) we are given a sentence to ompress. The com-
pressed sentence should retain the most important information nd remain grammatical
while using fewer words than the original source sentence. Although compressing a
sentence may seem a relatively trivial task, performing it automatically is not.
Sentence (1-a) can be compressed to form sentence (1-b), while (2-b) and (2-c) are
two possible compressions of (2-a).
(1) a. Prime Minister Tony Blair today insisted the case for hlding terrorism
suspects without trial was “absolutely compelling” as the government pub-
1Mutli-document summarisation is concerned with creating asingle summary using multiple docu-
ments about the same event or topic.
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lished new legislation allowing detention for 90 days without charge.
b. Tony Blair has insisted there is a “compelling” case for newly published
legislation allowing terror suspects to be held without trail.
(2) a. David Cameron’s bid for the Conservative leadership receiv d a double
boost today in the form of endorsements from the party’s mostsenior
woman, Theresa May, and Bernard Jenkin, a figure from the Toryright.
b. Theresa May and Bernard Jenkin endorsed David Cameron’s bid for Tory
leadership.
c. David Cameron’s bid for Tory leadership gets support from party’s most
senior woman and figure from Tory right.
These two examples demonstrate that sentence compression involves determining what
information is important and how to convey it. This can involve complex text rewriting
operations which include: word reordering, deletion, substitution and insertion. Ide-
ally a sentence compression algorithm will have all these oprations at its disposal.
However, much of the current research in the sentence compression literature has sim-
plified the problem to the removal of words from the original sentence. Examples of
this can be seen in sentences (3-b) and (4-b).
(3) a. Prime Minister Tony Blair today insisted the case for hlding terrorism
suspects without trial was “absolutely compelling” as the government pub-
lished new legislation allowing detention for 90 days without charge.
b. Tony Blair insisted the case for holding terrorism suspects without trail
was “compelling”.
(4) a. David Cameron’s bid for the Conservative leadership receiv d a double
boost today in the form of endorsements from the party’s mostsenior
woman, Theresa May, and Bernard Jenkin, a figure from the Toryright.
b. David Cameron’s bid for leadership received a boost in the form of en-
dorsements from Theresa May and Bernard Jenkin.
Over the last few years there have been numerous papers publihed on sentence com-
pression, however the task itself remains poorly defined. Much of the current work in
the literature focuses on one particular instantiation of the compression task — word
deletion. Given an input source sentence of wordsx = x1,x2, . . . ,xn, a compression
is formed by dropping any subset of these words (Knight and Marcu 2002). Good
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compressions are those which:
• use fewer words than the source sentence,
• retain the most important information from the source sentence,
• remain grammatical.
A similar definition is provided by Jing (2000), who states that the goal of sentence
compression is “to reduce without major loss”. This entailsremoving as many extra-
neous phrases as possible from a sentence without detracting from the main idea the
sentence conveys. In this definition the notion of importance is dependent on the topic
of the sentence.
Our own definition of sentence compression is broader. Following from Sparck-
Jones’s (1998) definition of a summary, we formulatesentence compressionas atrans-
formation of a source sentence through information reduction and/or paraphrasing
with respect to what is important in the source. The information that is important in
the source is a very subjective concept. Assuming that sentence compressions are gen-
erated with a user in mind, the notion of information contentwill depend upon: (1) the
user’s background knowledge, (2) their information need, and (3) their compression
requirements.
Background Knowledge Background knowledge is one of the most important fac-
tors influencing how to compress a sentence. For example, in sntences (3-a) and (4-a)
if the user is aware that Tony Blair is the Prime Minster and David Cameron is a Con-
servative then we can produce compressions (3-b) and (4-b) respectively, with little or
no information loss.
The users’s background knowledge can vary from general (i.e., th knowledge we
assume an average person has accumulated from life experienc s) to domain specific
knowledge. Another form of background knowledge is the information gained while
reading a document. For example, documents tend to contain redundant information.
On the first mention of a novel fact we may decide not to remove it, however on
subsequent mentions, we can consider it redundant information. Thus, the document’s
content will also influence compression.
Information Need The information need of a user provides us with an idea of which
information to present in the compression. For example, theuser could require that
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compressions contain information related to certain key events or people they are in-
terested in. This would be similar to query-focused summarisation2. Another scenario
would be presenting compressions of one document in relation to a reference docu-
ment. For example, the reference document may be a news article on an event, and
here, when a compression system is presented a new document the compressions it
generates should present new information not found in the reference document.
There are many different configurations of information need. Perhaps the most
general information need concerns the document as a whole and how compressed sen-
tences relate to its main topic.
Compression Requirements The final aspect affecting the compression are the re-
quirements which are not user specific. For example, a hypothetical compression sys-
tem may be faced with physical limitations. In such a case, ifwe are compressing
sentences to be displayed on small screens, a strict length limi may be imposed which
must not be exceeded. Other compression requirements may bemore general such as
transforming complex wordy and technical sentences into shorter sentences which are
simpler and less technical.
Exploring all these different compression factors is beyond the scope of this the-
sis. Here, we limit ourselves to the simple instantiation ofsentence compression as
word deletion. We will assume a hypothetical user requires acompression that takes
into account general background knowledge and will not specifically account for the
individual user’s information need. Therefore, we aim to create compressions from a
document that relate to the main topic or topics of the document.
1.3 Applications of Sentence Compression
Thus far we have motivated sentence compression from an autom tic summarisation
standpoint. Beyond summarisation, sentence compression has a wide variety of use-
ful applications on its own. Subtitles for television programmes can not be typically
created using speech transcripts verbatim as the rate of speech is usually much higher
than the rate at which words can be displayed on the screen while keeping the text and
picture in synchronisation. Thus, sentence compression can be used to automatically
2The goal of query-focused summarisation is to produce a summary which is directed by a user’s
query expressing their information need.
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generate subtitles (Vandeghinste and Pan 2004), in which redundant or less important
information can be missed while retaining the main argumentor premise of the pro-
gramme.
One of the first applications proposed for sentence compression was audio scanning
devices for the blind (Grefenstette 1998). Sighted readerscan easily and quickly scan
over a page or document and understand the topic being discussed. Blind readers, who
read documents via a reading machine which produces audio output, cannot easily
navigate a document quickly. To do this, a blind reader can only speed up or slow
down the audio. If reading machines contained a sentence compression module, the
amount of compression could be controlled via a knob and a blind reader could scan a
document in a similar manner to sighted readers.
Another application is compressing text to be displayed on small screens (Corston-
Oliver 2001). In many cases reading full documents or email messages on a small
screen such as a mobile phone or PDA is impractical.
1.4 Contributions
This thesis contributes to the sentence compression task inthe following ways:
• We study the compression task by assessing how humans compress sentences.
Previous work has concentrated on automatically generatedcompression cor-
pora. We focus on human authored compressions of spoken and written text and
show that these compressions are radically different to those obtained automati-
cally.
• We reformulate and extend three compression models in the Ineger Linear Pro-
gramming (ILP) framework which allows us to examine how constraints influ-
ence the compression task. The three models cover the spectrum of learning
paradigms: unsupervised, semi-supervised and fully supervised. ILP provides
us with exact inference even in the face of constraints.
• Under the ILP framework, we introduce several novel and intuitive constraints
for the compression task. The constraints instill additional syntactic, semantic
and discourse knowledge the models otherwise fail to capture. We show that the
constraints allow relatively simple models to reach state-of-the-art performance
for sentence compression.
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• We extend our module from sentence compression to document compression.
In order to perform document compression we formulate a robust method for
automatically annotating discourse information using twoheories of discourse,
Centering Theory and lexical chains. Using this informationwe instill discourse
information into a compression model through ILP constrains. Our discourse
enhanced model conserves the core content of documents whenperforming doc-
ument compression better than state-of-the-art discourseagnostic compression
systems.
• Finally, we assess the evaluation of sentence compressions. Specifically we de-
scribe two judgement elicitation studies for comparing system compressions.
The first considers sentences in isolation where judges ratecompressions in two
dimensions: grammaticality and importance. The second is concerned with
document compression evaluation and follows a question-answering paradigm
where the content of the compressions is evaluated without reference to the orig-
inal document material. We also study automatic evaluationmeasures and show
that F-score over the grammatical relations between gold standard and system
compressions can be used since it correlates reliably with human judgements.
1.5 Thesis Overview
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:
• Chapter 2 introduces previous approaches to the sentence compression task. We
give details of several fully supervised methods which can be split broadly into
generative models and discriminative models. Semi-supervised, unsupervised
and less data intensive models are also examined. We summarise previous eval-
uation studies which give us insight into the performance ofthe models and
motivate why current approaches are not completely satisfac ory.
• Chapter 3 focuses on the analysis of human authored sentence compressions.
Specifically, we show that automatically collected compression corpora differ
significantly from human authored compression corpora. To undertake this anal-
ysis we create two human authored compression corpora on spoken and written
news text. These corpora differ from those previously availble as they contain
compressed sentences of complete documents or news storiesthus allowing us
build models that compress entire documents.
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• Chapter 4 is concerned with methods for evaluating sentence compression sys-
tems and fleshes out the evaluation techniques we adopt in this thesis. We present
a variety of methods for automatically and manually evaluating compressions.
We outline the problems of current elicitation studies and provide a more rigor-
ous paradigm for evaluating compressed sentences in isolation. We also assess
whether the proposed automatic evaluation measures are suitable for the task by
correlating their scores with human judgements. Finally, we present a method
for evaluating document compressions through a question-answering paradigm.
• Chapter 5 introduces the frameworks of linear programming (LP) and integer
linear programming (ILP). These are two flexible frameworksfor modelling var-
ious optimisation problems. We provide an overview of how ILP has previously
been used within natural language processing as a motivating f ctor for choosing
the framework.
• Chapter 6 reformulates and extends three sentence compression models in the
ILP framework. We introduce a set of linguistically and semantically motivated
constraints which are designed to bring less local syntactic knowledge into the
models and help preserve the meaning of the source sentence in the compression.
We investigate the influence of our constraint set across models and learning
paradigms; in particular how the performance of supervised, s mi-supervised
and unsupervised models is impacted by constraint-based inf rence.
• Chapter 7 is concerned with document compression (where all sntences within
a document are compressed). Central to our approach is the useof discourse-
level information which we annotate automatically. Our annotation algorithms
are robust and complementary. They are inspired by two linguistic theories relat-
ing to local coherence, Centering Theory and lexical cohesion; and provide our
model with important information for document (as opposed to sentence) com-
pression. This information is instilled into our model using a set of discourse
constraints designed to preserve coherence of the originaldocument and also
provide information about which entities are important.
• Chapter 8 summarises the major contributions of this work anddiscusses future
research directions.
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1.6 Published Work
Some of the material presented in this thesis has been previously published. Chapter 3
and Chapter 4 expands on the material in Clarke and Lapata (2006b) by providing more
details of: the corpus annotation method, variations across c rpora and analysis of the
nature of compressions.
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 is related to the work in Clarke and Lapata(2006a, 2008).
In particular, Chapter 5 contains a more detailed introduction o Integer Linear Pro-
gramming, how it relates to other methods such as constraintprogramming and rerank-
ing; and its previous use within natural language processing. Chapter 6 contains addi-
tional information on parameter estimate and Chapter 4 covers the evaluation method
in more detail.
Finally, some of the work in Clarke and Lapata (2007) is described in Chapters 4
and 7. The former covers the evaluation methodology in more detail, and the latter
discusses various approaches to incorporating discourse information into models, as
well as providing full details of how we obtain our discourseannotations automatically.
Chapter 2
Overview of Compression Models
In this chapter we examine the computational treatment of sentence compression. A
wide variety of methods have been proposed in the literature. We review these methods
concentrating on the training requirements of each approach. Some methods require
rich linguistic annotations of sentences such as parse trees and dependency trees; while
other methods rely on very little linguistic knowledge suchas part-of-speech tags or
merely the lexical items alone.
Current approaches are split into two broad classes: data intensive and data lean.
The data intensive approaches usually follow a supervised learning paradigm and re-
quire a parallel corpus of (source sentence, compressed sentenc ) pairs which are used
to learn the rules of compression. Data lean approaches usually have some generalisa-
tion of compressed sentences so that without learning specific rules, they incorporate
knowledge with respect to compression. The data lean algorithms are typically unsu-
pervised and applied with little or no prior learning from a prallel corpus.
Supervised learning aims to learn a function that maps from inputsx ∈ X to out-
putsy∈Y . Many natural language processing tasks can be framed usingthis mapping.
For example, in machine translationx could be a French sentence andy is the English
translation. In sequence labelling tasks such as part-of-speech tagging,x is a sentence
andy is the corresponding part-of-speech sequence. In the case of sentence compres-
sion x ∈ X is a source sentence andy ∈ Y its corresponding compression. Here the
task is viewed as developing a mapping fromX toY that retains important information
from the source sentence and provides a grammatical compression.
We first introduce data intensive treatments of the compression task. Next we
progress to more data lean methods and conclude the chapter with a discussion of
previous compression models.
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2.1 Generative Approaches
Generative approaches have received a considerable amountof attention in the com-
pression literature. The generative models typical estimate the joint probabilityP(x,y)
of a source sentencex having the target compressiony. One appealing aspect of these
models is their simplicity to train. Parameters are estimated using simple functions
of counts of various compression operations obtained from apar llel corpus of source
sentence and target compression pairs.
The initial generative models were inspired by the models used in machine trans-
lation. Machine translation has natural parallels with thecompression task. In trans-
lation the goal is to translate a document from asourcelanguage into anothertarget
language. The machine translation community focus on producing models that trans-
late between sentences. Probabilistic models are trained oaligned sentence-sentence
pairs from which the model must learn word or phrase alignments a d word or phrase
translations.
Sentence compression can be viewed as a machine translationproblem where in-
stead of translating between languages we are translating between original source sen-
tences and target compressed sentences. Thus the same probabilistic approach and
model can be applied — the noisy-channel model.
Next we review the noisy-channel model in general and how it has been applied to
sentence compression (Knight and Marcu (2002); Turner and Charniak (2005)). We
then discuss some of the shortcomings of this model.
2.1.1 The Noisy-channel Model
The noisy-channel model has been used successfully in a variety of natural language
processing applications including speech recognition (Jelinek 1997), part-of-speech
tagging (Church 1988) and machine translation (Brown et al. 1993).
Rather than directly modelling probability of the target compression given the
source sentence,P(y|x), the noisy channel model breaks the probability intoP(y) ·
P(x|y), the goal to find the best compression,y then becomesy∗ = argmaxyP(y) ·
P(x|y).
This corresponds to three components (see Figure 2.1 for visual representation):
• The channel modelP(x|y) – the conditional probability of the source sentence
given the target compression. This is responsible for capturing the operations










Original Source Target Compressed
Sentence (x) Sentence (y)
argmax P(y)*P(x|y)
Figure 2.1: The noisy-channel model.
which transform the compression into the source sentence.
• The language modelP(y) – gives us the probability of the compression occur-
ring. In this model we want grammatical compressions to score higher than
ungrammatical ones.
• The decoder — searches for the best compressed sentence given the source sen-
tence by maximisingP(y) ·P(x|y).
Sentence compression within the noisy-channel framework can be viewed as fol-
lows: given a source sentence we must imagine that it was oncea compressed sentence
which has had additional (and optional) text added to it. Thenoise in the model corre-
sponds to the additional text present in the long string.
A parallel corpus is required to learn the probability estimates of the channel model
(P(x|y)).
Knight and Marcu (2002) first proposed using the noisy-channel approach for sen-
tence compression and since then it has been extended by Turner and Charniak (2005).
2.1.2 Knight and Marcu’s Compression Model
Knight and Marcu (2002) propose a probabilistic approach using the noisy-channel
model for sentence compression. Their source and channel models act on parse trees
rather than words, and this differs from previous work usingstatistical channel models
for caption generation which are solely word-based (Witbrock and Mittal 1999). Their
goal is to take a large tree and rewrite it into a smaller tree while retaining the word
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y = S ((NP John)
(VP (VB saw)
(NP Mary)))
is assigned the score:
P(y) = Pc f g(TOP→ S | TOP) ·Pc f g(S→ NP VP| S) ·
Pc f g(NP→ John| NP) ·Pc f g(VP → VB NP | VP) ·
Pc f g(VB → saw| VB) ·Pc f g(NP→ Mary | NP) ·
Pbigram(John| EOS) ·Pbigram(saw| John) ·
Pbigram(Mary | saw) ·Pbigram(EOS| Mary)
Figure 2.2: Example of the source model as introduced by Knight and Marcu (2002)
ordering of the source tree. The language model is concernedwith creating target com-
pressions,y, that look grammatical; while the channel model has the taskof preserving
the important meaning between source sentence,x and compressed sentences.
For the language model, a good compressed tree is one that hasnormal-looking
parse structure and a high bigram score. ThusP(y) is computed using a combination
of a probabilistic context-free grammar (PCFG) score (whichis computed over the
grammar rules that yielded the treey from x) and the bigram score for the leaves of
the tree. Knight and Marcu (2002) note that the probability assignments made by the
source model do not sum to one as they are counting the cost of each word twice.
Figure 2.2 shows the score for the target compressed sentenc“John saw Mary”.
The channel model performs minimal operations on the compressed sentence to
produce the source sentence. The model probabilistically chooses an expansion tem-
plate, which are synchronous context free grammar (SCFG) rules for each internal
node iny, based on the labels of the node and its children. For example, giv n the
structure S→ NP VP, the channel model may grow this into S→ NP VP PP with the
probability ofPexp(S→ NP VP PP| S→ NP VP). It could also choose not to grow it
at all, with probabilityPexp(S→ NP VP| S→ NP VP) or grow it into another structure
with a probability framed in a similar way. If a new node is grown, the subtree is also
grown with probabilities given by the PCFG factorisation shown in Figure 2.2 (without
taking the bigram probabilities into account; onlyPc f g).
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A parallel corpus is used to train the models’ parameters. Each side of the corpus
is parsed with Collins’s (1997) parser. The parses are used toidentify corresponding
syntactic nodes which provide a frequency count of joint events, such as (S→ NP VP,
S→ NP VP PP). These joint counts can be normalised to providePexp. The PCFG and
bigram language model are estimated from the Penn Treebank and unannotated Wall
Street Journal respectively.
The decoder selects the trees with the best combination of the source and channel
scores. This is achieved by creating a packed parse forest ofall possible compres-
sions that are grammatical according to the Penn Treebank. If a compression has zero
expansion probability with respect to the training data it is assigned a very small prob-
ability. A tree extractor then collects the sentences with the highestP(y|x) score. It
returns a list of trees that correspond to the best compression for each possible com-
pression length with their corresponding log-probabilities. Knight and Marcu (2002)
observed that if they rely on the log-probability to select the best compression, they
almost always select the shortest compression. To avoid this the log-probabilities are
normalised by the compression length, thus rewarding longer compressions.
Their noisy-channel based approach was tested on the Ziff-Davis corpus (details of
which are provided in Chapter 3) and gives a compression rate of approximately 70%
compared to a human authored compression rate of 53%. A baseline system using
a bigram language model provides a compression rate of 64%. When evaluated by
human judges the noisy-channel model’s compressions significa tly outperformed the
baseline compression but proved to be significantly worse than e human authored
compressions.
2.1.3 Turner and Charniak’s Extensions
Turner and Charniak (2005) extend the noisy-channel model proposed by Knight and
Marcu (2002) by modifying the language model and channel model. Their most sig-
nificant change is the substitution of the language model. Recall that the latter con-
sists of a probabilistic context free grammar (PCFG) score that determines if the parse
structure is normal looking and a bigram language model. This language model is sub-
stituted with a syntax-based language model following Charniak (2001). More specif-
ically the language model is an “immediate-head” parser that conditions all events
below a constituentc upon the head ofc.
A slight modification to the channel model is made givingP(x|y) = Pexp(x|y) ·
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Pdeleted, wherePdeleted is the probability of adding the deleted subtrees back into the
compression to give the original source sentence. This is also estimated using the
syntax-based language model. Turner and Charniak (2005) do not require a packed
parse forest for the decoding process as they limit their system to only generate com-
pressions for original sentences for which they have rules.Thus if they have never
seen the original sentence they do not generate a compression. While Knight and
Marcu (2002) required a parameter to discourage compression Turner and Charniak
(2005) found the opposite true; their system did not naturally produce compressions
therefore a parameter was added to encourage compression.
One of the biggest problems with the noisy-channel approachto sentence compres-
sion is the lack of training data. To alleviate this, Turner and Charniak (2005) added
manually crafted rules and approximated other rules (from different corpora). They
added a selection ofspecial ruleswhich could not be modelled using the simple chan-
nel model. These rules are structurally more complicated such as the rule NP(1)→
NP(2) CC NP(3), where the parent has at least one child with thesame label as itself;
then the resulting compression is one of the matching children, for example NP(2).
Constraints were also added to never allow the deletion of a complement without its
syntactic parent. A similar constraint was applied to noun phrases.
It is possible to estimate the channel model without a parallel corpus. In this un-
supervised versionPexp(x|y) is estimated from the first section of the Penn Treebank
while Pdelete remains the same as it is obtained from the language model. This is
achieved by matching the PCFG expansions with similar rules occurring in the Penn
Treebank. A rule must be asvo(shorter version of) the PCFG expansion for it to be
considered a match. Wheresvois defined as:
svo r1 svor2 if and only if the right hand side ofr1 is a subsequence of the right hand
side ofr2.
This unsupervised version is then restricted to generatingcompressions provided
the head of any subtree is not deleted; thus reducing the number of poor compressions.
All these changes are merged together to produce a variety ofmodels. They present
a series of models, one of which uses the special rules and constraints when appropri-
ate and only relies on the unsupervised compression probabilities f there are no prob-
abilities under the supervised model. This model outperforms the original model by
Knight and Marcu (2002) and provides a compression rate of 81% (compared to 70%
for Knight and Marcu’s model).
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2.1.4 Discussion of the noisy-channel model
Turner and Charniak (2005) point out a fundamental problem with the noisy-channel
model as discussed above for sentence compression. The probl m is the following: the
probability of a constituent being deleted is far lower thanthat of the constituent being
left in. Thus, the most probable compression should be a sentence which is barely
compressed if at all. To make this assertion firmer we will follow the reasoning made
in Turner and Charniak (2005).
If we state the noisy-channel model more explicitly as Equation (2.1):
P(x) = argmax
c
P(y,L = y|x,L = x)
= argmax
c
P(y,L = y) ·P(x,L = x|y,L = y) (2.1)
where the eventsL = y andL = x explicitly state that the sentence is target compression
or original source respectively. Then in order to give the equationP(y) ·P(x|y) in the
current formulation, we must assume:
P(y,L = y) = P(y) (2.2)
P(x,L = x|y,L = y) = P(x|y) (2.3)
Thus we are assuming that the probability ofy as a target compression is simply its
probability of being a sentence. This should not be the case in ntence compression.
Ideally the probability ofy being a compression should be calculated with respect to
a set of compressed sentences rather than the set of all English sentences. Whereas
the probability ofx being a source sentence should be calculated against the setof all
English sentences (of which compressed sentences will be a subset) as any sentence
can be considered a source sentence. However, we do not have alarg enough corpus
of compressed sentences to estimateP(y,L = y) reliably thus we must assume that
Equations (2.2) and (2.3) hold.
These assumptions eventually undermine the whole compression process; i.e., the
probability of deleting constituents is far lower than leaving them in (Turner and Char-
niak 2005). Thus, a weighting factor to aid compression is added when the source
model is a syntax language model. If the source model consists of a PCFG probability
model and a bigram language model, then this weighting factor is not required, as we
are paying the probabilistic price twice for including a word (once in the PCFG and
once in the bigram).
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2.1.5 Lexicalized Markov Grammars
Galley and McKeown (2007) present another generative approch to sentence com-
pression which addresses some of the deficiencies of previous models, most notably
the sparseness issues encountered through lack of trainingdata. This is achieved
through a head-driven Markovization of synchronous context-free grammar (SCFG)
compression rules. The Markovization provides several benefits including the ability
to condition deletions on a flexible amount of syntactic context, to treat head-modifier
dependencies independently, and to lexicalize SCFG productions. These benefits lead
to more robust probability estimates.
Similarly to the noisy-channel models, Galley and McKeown’s (2007) model is
generative. However they estimate the joint probabilityP(x,y) directly rather than
breaking it down intoP(y) ·P(x|y). If τ(x,y) is the set of all SCFG compression rules




One of the problems encountered by previous SCFG approaches to compression
is unreliable probability estimates for rules. This is mainly due to the use of Penn
Treebank (PTB) tree structures for estimation. PTB tree structures are relatively flat
which leads to sparse probabilities. For example, Galley and McKeown (2007) found
that over half of SCFG compression productions only occurredonce in the training set.
Instead of using PTB structures to estimate SCFG compressionrules, the PTB
structures are annotated to provide additional information. The first type of annotation
added to each syntactic category is the category’s lexical he d and head part-of-speech.
This annotation allows the model to determine if prepositional phrases are adjunct
or complements. The second type of annotation added to syntactic categories is the
parent annotation(Johnson 1998) which is used to break unreasonable context-free
assumptions.
Galley and McKeown (2007) compare their lexicalized markovgrammar model
against the noisy channel of Knight and Marcu (2002) on the 32test sentences from
the Ziff-Davis corpus. However, their model is trained on a much larger training set
(15,554 sentence pairs compared to 823 sentence pairs). Their system compresses
with an average compression rate of 62.7% and according to human judgements out-
performs the noisy channel model’s compressions. Human authored compressions are
favoured over either system by judges.
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2.2 Discriminative Approaches
In Section 2.1 we saw how sentence compression can be framed in a generative paradigm.
Two problems of the generative approach are that its simplicity is achieved by making
strong statistical independence assumptions, and that training does not optimise any
notion of the quality of compression.
Discriminative approaches attempt to alleviate these problems. In the discrimina-
tive paradigm a model can use a large and rich set of features to help disambiguate
many natural language phenomena. Unlike in the generative appro ch, these features
are not required to be independent and thus multiple overlapping features can be engi-
neered. The parameters of the model are set discriminatively by minimising the error
rate on the training data. Discriminatively trained modelshave been exploited in other
areas of natural language processing and have provided state-of-the-art results, such
as parsing (McDonald et al. 2005b), entity extraction (Sangd Meulder 2003) and
relation extraction (Zelenko et al. 2003).
2.2.1 Decision-based Sentence Compression
Converting a source parse tree,x, into a target compression parse tree,y, can be viewed
as a rewriting problem (Knight and Marcu 2002). The rewriting process can be decom-
posed into a sequence of shift-reduce-drop actions that follow an extended shift-reduce
parsing paradigm.
The rewriting process starts with an empty stack and an inputlist that is built from
the source sentence’s parse tree. Words in the input list arelabelled with the name of
all the syntactic constituents in the original sentence that start with it. Each stage of the
rewriting process is an operation that aims to reconstruct the compressed tree. There
are four types of operations that can be performed on the stack:
• SHIFT operations transfers the first word from the input liston o the stack.
• REDUCE pops the syntactic trees located at the top of the stack, combines them
into a new tree and then pushes the new tree onto the top of the stack. This can
be used to derive the syntactic structure in the compressed sentence.
• DROP, deletes from the input list subsequences of words thatcorrespond to a
syntactic constituent.























Figure 2.3: Parse trees of a source sentence (a) and its target compression (b)
• ASSIGNTYPE operations can change the label of the trees at the top of the stack
(i.e, the POS tag of words can be changed).
An example of rewriting the tree in Figure 2.3 (a) into (b) is shown in Figure 2.4.
Learning cases are automatically generated from a parallelcorpus. Each learning
case performs one of the four possible operations for a givenstack and input list. The
operations represent 210 distinct operations, for example, there are distinct ASSIGN-
TYPE operations for each part-of-speech tag.
Each learning case is represented by 99 features that fall under two categories: op-
erational features that reflect the current state of the input list, stack and previous op-
erations; and source-tree-specific features that considerthe t ee before any operations
have been applied. Using these 99 features the decision-tree model is automatically
learnt using the C4.5 program (Quinlan 1993). The model triesto determine what
operation should be performed on a parse given a set of features.
The decision-based model is applied to a parsed source sentenc in a deterministic
fashion. First an input list is built from the source sentence parse, this list contains each
word and the syntactic constituents they ‘begin’. The features for the current state are
extracted and the classifier is queried for the next operation to perform. This is repeated
until the input list is empty and the stack contains only one item (this corresponds to
the parse for the compressed tree). The compressed sentenceis re overed by traversing
the leaves of the tree in order.
At test time the decision-based model was compared against the noisy channel
model of Knight and Marcu (2002) and human authored compression on the Ziff-
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Figure 2.4: Example of Decision Tree process (italics denotes parents of nodes)
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Davis corpus. The decision-based model is much more aggressive than the noisy
channel approach, providing a compression rate of 57.19% onaverage compared to
70.37%. This is much closer to the human compression rate of 53.33%. Human rat-
ings on grammaticality and importance show that the decision-based and noisy chan-
nel models perform comparably, however, compressions produce by both systems are
significantly worse than the human authored compressions.
Nguyen et al. (2004b) extend the decision-based model usingprobabilistic support
vector machines (SVM). They propose a two-stage method withpairwise coupling
to remove the deterministic constraint of the original model. Given the probabilistic
model, the score of a target compression tree,y, is obtained through its derivation,
d(y) = a1,a2, . . . ,ad whereai are the actions performed on the original tree to reach
the compression. The score ofy is the product of the conditional probabilities of the




whereci is the context in whichai was applied. A heuristic search is then used to
find the best compressed tree,y∗. The SVM variant of the decision-based algorithm
performed comparably to the original formulation on the Ziff-Davis corpus.
2.2.2 Maximum Entropy Reranking
The previous approaches have relied on the lexical items andp rse trees to learn rules
for compression. Riezler et al. (2003) use a richer sentencerepresentation. Specifi-
cally their approach uses a Lexical-functional Grammar (LFG) parser combined with
a set of rules for sentence compression learnt from a parallel corpus. Their method is
supplemented with a maximum entropy model which selects thebest compression.
The LFG parser (Riezler et al. 2002) produces a set of functioal (f-)structures and
constituent (c-)structures for a given sentence in a packedformat. For sentence com-
pression only f-structures are used, and these encode the predicate-argument structure
of the sentence. A transfer component (based on one used previously in machine trans-
lation (Frank 1999)) is used to produce reduced f-structures by modifying the packed
format. It rewrites one f-structure into another using an ordered set of rewriting rules.
These rules include: adding, deleting and changing individual facts; all of which can
be obligatory or optional. For example the optional deletion of all intersective adjuncts
can transform a sentence like “He slept in the bed.” to “He slept.” However, “He did
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not sleep.” cannot become “He slept.”
The transfer rules are independent of the grammar and thus donot always produce
sentences, thus a generator is used to remove structures that do not have a lexical form.
The remaining f-structures correspond to candidate compressions which are weighted
by a maximum entropy model. The model is trained on a parallelcorpus of source
sentence and target compression f-structure pairs. The f-structures were manually se-
lected from the candidate compression for their suitability as compressions. Around
13,000 features were used falling into three categories:
• Property-functions that indicate attributes, attribute-combinations or attribute-
value pairs for f-structure attributes.
• Property-functions that indicate co-occurrences of verb stem and sub-categorisation
frames.
• Property-functions indicating transfer rules used to arrive at the reduced f-structure.
The two-stage LFG system was tested on the Ziff-Davis corpusand provided an
average compression rate of approximately 60%. Using a human judgement evaluation
it was found the system performs comparably to the noisy channel and decision-based
systems of Knight and Marcu (2002). The authors note that this result may seem
disappointing consider the more complex machine employed.However they believe
this is due to the limited variation possible in word deletion.
2.2.3 Online Large-Margin Learning
Thus far all previous approaches have relied heavily on various parse-trees for com-
pression. While parse-trees are a rich source of linguistic information and allow for
compression decisions to be generalised, they can suffer from noise. The previous
work has treated the syntactic information as gold truth; unfortunately this is not al-
ways the case. McDonald (2006) present a discriminative appro ching using a large-
margin learning framework. The model has a rich feature set defined over compression
bigrams which includes part-of-speech, parse-tree and dependency information. The
discriminative learning algorithm learns to only trust features that are good discrimi-
nators of compression and not rely on noisy data or features that do not discriminate
between compressions.
Assume we have a source sentencex = x1, . . . ,xn with a target compressiony =
y1, . . . ,ym where eachy j occurs inx. The functionL(yi)∈ {1. . .n} maps wordyi in the
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target compression to the index of the word in the source sentence,x. We also include
the constraint thatL(yi) < L(yi+1) which forces each word inx to occur at most once
in the compressiony. Let the score of a compressiony for a sentencex be:
s(x,y) (2.5)






s(x,L(y j−1),L(y j)) (2.6)
The score function is defined to be the dot product between a high dimensional feature





w · f(x,L(y j−1),L(y j)) (2.7)
Decoding in this model amounts to finding the combination of bigrams that max-
imises the scoring function in (2.7). McDonald (2006) uses adynamic programming
approach where the maximum score is found in a left-to-rightmanner. The algo-
rithm is an extension of Viterbi for the case in which scores factor over dynamic
sub-strings (McDonald et al. 2005a; Sarawagi and Cohen 2004). This allows back-
pointers to be used to reconstruct the highest scoring compression as well as thek-best
compressions.
Features The computation of the compression score crucially relies on the dot prod-
uct between a high dimensional feature representation and its corresponding weight
vector (see Equation (2.7)). McDonald (2006) employs a richfeature set defined over
adjacent and individual parts of speech, dropped words and phrases from the origi-
nal sentence, and dependency and syntactic structures (also of the original sentence).
These features are designed to mimic the information present d i the previous noisy-
channel and decision-tree models of Knight and Marcu (2002). Features over adjacent
words are used as a proxy to the source model of the noisy-channel. Unlike other
models, such as the noisy-channel and decision-tree models, which treat the parses
as gold standard, McDonald (2006) uses the dependency and syntactic information as
another form of evidence. Faced with noisy parses, the learning algorithm can reduce
the weighting given to those features, based on the parses, if they prove poor discrimi-
nators on the training data. Thus the model should be much more robust and portable
across different domains and training corpora.
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Learning The weight vector,w is learnt using the Margin Infused Relaxed Algorithm
(MIRA, Crammer and Singer (2003)) a discriminative large-margin online learning
technique (McDonald et al. 2005b). This algorithm learns bycompressing each sen-
tence and comparing the result with the gold standard. The weights are updated so
that the score of the correct compression (the gold standard) is greater than the score
of all other compressions by a margin proportional to their loss. The loss function of
McDonald (2006) is the number of words falsely retained or drpped in the incorrect
compression relative to the gold standard. A source sentence will have exponentially
many compressions and thus exponentially many margin constrai ts. To render learn-
ing computationally tractable, McDonald et al. (2005b) create constraints only on the
k compressions that currently have the highest score, bestk(x;w).
McDonald (2006) provided an evaluation on the Ziff-Davis corpus, in which he
compared his model’s output against the decision tree model(Knight and Marcu 2002)
and human authored compressions. Human judges were asked torate compressions
for grammaticality and importance. They judged that McDonald’s system provided
more grammatical and informative compressions than the decision tree; however hu-
man authored compressions tended to be more grammatical. McDonald found that
his model is more robust than the decision tree model which sometimes fails to pro-
duce reasonable compressions, for example on a handful of sentences the decision tree
compressions were a single word or noun-phrase.
2.2.4 Example-Based Sentence Compression
The noisy-channel model is not the only model to be used within t e machine trans-
lation paradigm. Example-based machine translation is another corpus based method
of automatic translation. It can be adapted to the sentence compression problem us-
ing translation-template learning (TTL) (Nguyen et al. 2004a). The previous noisy-
channel approaches relied on having a parse of the sentence available to perform com-
pression. With a template-learning algorithm the sentences need not be represented
by their parse. TTL uses examples of source and target sentences to automatically
generate template rules.
Rules for template reduction map from the source sentence language to the target
compression language and have the form of Equation (2.8) whereSi ’s andT ′j sare either
constants or variables in the source and target language resp ctively.
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Figure 2.5: Example-based reduction for the sentence “It is likely that two companies
will work on integrating multimedia with database technology”
S1,S2 . . .Si . . .SN ↔ T1,T2 . . .Tj . . .TM (2.8)
The template reduction rules are learnt using an unparsed parallel corpus. Pairs
of examples are compared against one another to find similarities between the con-
stituents of the two example pairs. In this case a constituent is considered to be a
subsequence of lexical items. If there are no similar constituents, then a template re-
duction rule cannot be learnt; however, when there are similarities a match sequence
is generated. TTL then aligns each side of the match sequenceto form template rules.
Thus all template reduction rules can be learnt automatically using only the lexical
items of the sentences.
Figure 2.5 shows how the sentence “It is likely that two companies will work on
integrating multimedia with database technology” can be compressed using the tem-
plate rules. The two phrases “It is likely that” and “will work on” are matched to a
template rule. Lexical rules are then applied to the remainder of the sentence which
generate alternatives for “two companies” and “integrating multimedia with database
technology”. These are shown inL1 to L6. An HMM is used to select a combination
of rules that result in the best compression.
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2.3 Data Lean Methods
The previous two sections (Sections 2.1 and 2.2) have shown hparallel corpora can
be used to automatically learn the rules for sentence compression. One of the main
problems of relying entirely on parallel corpora is that allthe compression rules must
be estimated solely from the training corpus1 without any other knowledge about words
or compressions. Thus the estimates suffer from data sparsenes and are consequently
unreliable. These poor estimates can eventually accumulate and result in unsatisfac-
tory compressions. One method of improving these systems isto simply create more
training data, however this is expensive and time consuming. I stead one could rely
less on training data for learning and start to incorporate domain specific knowledge
about sentence compression. Another approach would be to remove the parallel corpus
all together and move to an unsupervised approach.
This section reviews methods for sentence compression thatdo not rely solely on a
parallel corpus or at all.
2.3.1 Knowledge Rich Compression
Jing (2000) uses multiple knowledge sources to determine which phrases in a sen-
tence can be removed. These knowledge sources are combined with a small amount of
parallel data to select nodes of a parse tree for removal and include:
• multiple lexical resources that together form a rich lexicon (Jing and McKeown
1998). These consist of a subcategorisation lexicon for ove5000 verbs and also
include: the COMLEX syntactic dictionary (Grishman et al. 1994), English verb
classes (Levin 1993) and WordNet (Miller 1995). The lexiconis used to identify
the obligatory arguments of verb phrases.
• lexical relations between words such as synonymy, entailment and causation are
identified using WordNet and provide information about the focus of the local
context as determined by the number of relations between words (i.e., words
with more links to other words are important for the local context).
• a parse tree of the sentence with thematic roles of phrases (such as object or
subject) using the English Slot Grammar (ESG) parser (McCord1989)
1Although Turner and Charniak (2005) do propose an unsupervis d method which they recommend
using in combination with rules obtained from a parallel corpus.
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• a small collection of 500 source-target sentence pairs are used for training and
testing purposes. These were gathered automatically from anews service pro-
vided by the Benton Foundation2 consisting of news reports on telecommunica-
tion related issues.
The compression algorithm works in five stages. The first stage involves parsing the
sentence with the ESG parser; this provides a base parse treethat later stages annotate
with additional information.
Stage two involves determining which components of the sentence must not be
deleted in order for the sentence to remain grammatical. Each node in the parse tree is
traversed and its children are marked if they are grammatically obligatory with respect
to their parent. Simple linguistic rules determine which words should be marked; such
as the head noun of a noun phrase, and the main verb, subject and object of a sentence
if they are present. A second method is also used which relieson the lexicon. This
stage results in each node of the parse tree being annotated with a value indicating
whether it is grammatically obligatory (relative to its parent node).
The next stage takes contextual information into account. Words in the sentence
are linked to words within the local context, which is assumed to also be the sentence.
Words can be linked in a variety of ways through repetition, morphological relations
or WordNet’s lexical relations; there are nine such relations in total. The more often a
word occurs in the local context (the sentence) the more important it is. The nine rela-
tions used can be weighted according to how strongly the relation holds. For example,
repetition and inflectional relations are considered more important and thus given a
higher weight than the hypernym relation. These word scoresa then used to score
the phrases within the sentence with different relations contributing a different weight
to the overall score.
Stage four involves corpus evidence gathered from a parallel corpus of sentence
pairs. This includes probabilities on the removal of clauses given their head noun or
main verb, the reduction of a phrase or clause (where the phrase is altered but not
removed entirely), the phrase being unchanged.
The final stage decides which phrases should be dropped or reduced given all the
scores of the previous steps. A phrase will be dropped if it isnot grammatically oblig-
atory, not the focus of the local context and there isreasonablepast evidence that
it would be removed by humans. If there is no previous corpus evidence for a drop
2http://www.benton.org
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the system uses the lexical and context information to determine how to compress a
sentence.
The compression system draws on large amount of knowledge about the character-
istics of language. These knowledge sources are united throug rules and handcrafted
scores. This makes the approach difficult to port to new domains or languages.
Jing (2000) tests her system on a corpus of 100 compressed sentenc s against
a baseline system which removes all preposition phrases, clauses,to infinitives and
gerunds. Phrase removal probabilities were calculated from a corpus of 400 sentences.
For evaluation, Jing defines asuccess rateautomatic measure which calculates the per-
centage of system compression decisions that agree with human decisions (see Chap-
ter 4 for details). Her system achieves a success rate of 81.3% which considerably
outperforms the baseline (success rate 43.2%). In terms of compression rate her sys-
tem on averages compresses to 67.3% whereas the human authored compressions were
approximately 58%.
2.3.2 Word-based Compression
All previous approaches have used parallel corpora to different degrees to learn what
a compressed sentence should look like or when to perform compression. In contrast,
Hori and Furui (2003) propose an unsupervised method for sentence compression.
It is part of an automatic speech summarisation system that compresses individual
sentences and then joins them together to form a summary.
A set of words are extracted from a sentence according to a summarisation score.
We could equally term this score a compression score, which must be maximised for
a fixed and prescribed compression ratio. This approach goesbeyond simple word
extraction as it not only selects the important words in the sentence but also ensures
function words are selected which lead to a grammatical output.
The summarisation score (see Equation (2.9)) is a combined measure of the ap-
propriateness of the compressed sentence; it consists of individual scores that measure
word significance (I ), word confidence (C), linguistic likelihood (L) and word concate-
nation likelihood (T). The lambdas (λL,λC,λT) are used as weighting factors to adjust
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The sentencey (of mwords) that maximises the scoreS(y) is the best compression for
an original sentence consisting ofn words (m< n).
We now introduce each measure individually, giving detailsof how a value is de-
rived for each word.
Word significance score The word significance scoreI measures the relative im-
portance of a word in a document. This is similar to the tf-idfscore (Salton 1988) that
is popular in the information retrieval community; it is given by Equation (2.10).




Wherewi is the topic word of interest,fi is the frequency ofwi in the document,Fi
is the corpus frequency ofwi andFA is the sum of all topic word occurrences in the
corpus (∑i Fi). Topic words are defined as nouns and verbs. A flat score is assigned to
non-topic words and repeated topic words within the sentence.
Linguistic score The linguistic score’sL(wm| . . .wm−1) responsibility is to select
function words thus ensuring the compressions remain grammtical. It also controls
which topic words can be placed together. The score is measurd by then-gram prob-
ability of the compressed sentence.
Confidence score A confidence scoreC is taken from the output of an automatic
speech recogniser (ASR). This measures how certain the recogniser is that the acous-
tics for the given word match the output. This is necessary when working with ASR
output rather than transcribed speech. The argument is thatwords which the ASR
predicts with little confidence should not be included in thecompression as they will
introduce errors into the compression.
Word concatenation score The linguistic score alone is not powerful enough to
stop the concatenation of topic words that make linguistic sense but cause semantic
differences between the original and compressed sentences. For example, sentence (2)
is a grammatical compression of (1), however it is semantically incorrect asbeautiful
modifiescherry blossomsand notJapan. The word concatenation score is designed to
alleviate this problem.
(1) The beautiful cherry blossoms in Japan
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(2) The beautiful Japan
The score is calculated based on the sum of the dependency probabilities between two
words (wi ,w j ) and betweenwi and each ofw j+1, . . . ,wn. The dependency probabilities
are estimated from a Stochastic Dependency Context Free Grammar (SDCFG) (Hori
et al. 2003).
Maximising the summarisation score The summarisation score (Equation (2.9)) is
maximised for a given compression lengthm using dynamic programming. We can
break the problem down into smaller sub-problems that compute the optimal substruc-
tures for the compression. Firstly, the summarisation score f r sub-sentences consist-
ing of one word are calculated. Sub-sentence hypotheses fortwo words are then cal-
culated using the optimal substructures for sub-sentencescon isting of one word and
so on. This is recursively done until we have calculated the optimal summarisation
score for the compression ofm words using the previous sub-sentences. A backtrack-
ing process is then performed that selects the correct word sequencey = y1, . . . ,ym that
maximises the summarisation score.
This algorithm has been extended to provide a summary of multiple sentences (Hori
et al. 2003), by compressing each sentence at varying compression ratios and then se-
lecting the best combination of compressed sentences according to an overall com-
pression ratio for the set of sentences. The first stage is performed using the process
described above, while the second stage is done using another dynamic programming
process.
Hori and Furui (2004) evaluate their compression method at fixed compression
rates of 40% and 70% against a baseline which randomly removes words until the de-
sired compression rate is reached. Fifty utterances from CNNTV news broadcasts in
English were used for evaluation purposes. Seventeen annottors compressed the sen-
tences and the compressions were merged to form a word network o use in automatic
evaluation (see Chapter 4 for more details). Their compression methods performed
better than the baseline in all tests.
2.4 Discussion
Previous approaches to sentence compression model the procss usinglocal informa-
tion. For instance, in order to decide which words to drop, they exploit information
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about adjacent words or constituents. Local models can do a good job at producing
grammatical compressions, however they are somewhat limited in scope since lan-
guage has moreglobal properties. The long range dependencies inherent in language
mean many simple linguistic phenomena are difficult to capture with models that rely
exclusively on local information. The desire to model more global properties in com-
pression is apparent in the work of Turner and Charniak (2005)where they incorporate
constraints on the rules they generate. These constraints are simple and allow for un-
desirable rules to be filtered from the whole rule set. However, such an approach is
only applicable to models that map the compression task in a synchronous context-
free grammar framework. It is desirable to have a general framework for modelling
long range dependencies and linguistic phenomena which does not merely pre-process
a selection of rules or decisions, or post-process the resulting compressions through
editing or selection via an-best list.
We will now provide some concrete examples of the long range and sentence level
dependencies we wish to preserve from the source sentence when generating a com-
pression.
• The compressed sentence should contain at least one verb, provided that the
source sentence had one in the first place.
• When verbs are included in the compression their arguments should be preserved
thus the semantics of the compressed sentence must be carried over from the
source sentence.
• Dependencies between head words and modifiers should remainsemantically
valid in the compressed sentence. Examples of this include,permitting the re-
moval of non-essential modifiers, not including modifiers iftheir head word has
been removed and ensuring negations are held in the compression.
• In document compression, as opposed to isolated sentence compression, the dis-
course of a document should remain coherent. To achieve sucha goal we need
to ensure that the topic of the compression flows from one sentence to the next.
There maybe other properties of the generated compression which we may wish
to capture but the current models are beyond learning; such properties need not only
be linguistic or semantic but might be task or application specific. For example, an
application which compresses text to be displayed on small screens would presumably
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have a higher compression rate than a system generating subtitles from spoken text.
These kind of properties are very difficult for the model to learn unless we have training
data tailored to the task or application. Again a general method of incorporating such
knowledge into the model is desirable.
Existing approaches do not model global properties of the compression problem,
despite the potential benefits. This is for good reason. Finding the best compression
for a long sentence given the space of all possible compression 3 (this search process
is often referred to as decoding or inference) can become intractable for too many
constraints and overly long sentences. Typically, the decoing problem is solved ef-
ficiently using dynamic programming often in conjunction with heuristics that reduce
the search space (e.g., Turner and Charniak 2005). Dynamic programming guaran-
tees we will find the global optimum provided the principle ofoptimality holds. This
principle states that given the current state, the optimal decision for each of the re-
maining stages does not depend on previously reached stagesor previously made deci-
sions (Winston and Venkataramanan 2003). However, we know this to be false in the
case of sentence compression. For example, if we have included modifiers to the left
of a noun in a compression then we should probably include thenoun too, also if we
include a verb its arguments should also be included. With a dynamic programming
approach we cannot easily guarantee such global propertiesa e enforced.
In later chapters we will begin to address the issue of modelling long range depen-
dencies and other global and local properties in a manner that is applicable to many
compression approaches.
2.5 Summary of Chapter
In this chapter we have examined the computational treatment of sentence compression
and characterised the performance of each system.
The supervised systems that are comparable from the resultspresented can be sum-
marised as follows: the decision-based systems (decision tree and two-stage SVM),
the noisy-channel model of Knight and Marcu (2002) and Riezler et al.’s (2003) com-
pression system all perform similarly according to human judgements, however the
decision-based systems compressed much closer to the gold stan ard compression
rate. These systems are outperformed by Turner and Charniak’s (2005) noisy-channel
model and Galley and McKeown’s (2007) system using lexicalized markov grammars.
3There are 2n possible compressions wheren is the number of words in a sentence.
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However, the former only compresses at 81.2% and the latter used considerably more
training data. Finally, McDonald’s (2006) system outperforms the decision-based sys-
tems using the same amount of training data and retains a similar compression rate to
the gold standard. The other systems are difficult to comparebecause the evaluations
have not contained a baseline system common in other evaluations.
We concluded the chapter with a discussion of some of the limitations of the cur-
rent approaches and described various examples of long range d sentence level de-
pendencies we would like to capture.
Chapter 3
Sentence Compression Analysis
The previous chapter introduced various models of the sentence compression task.
Like many natural language processing techniques the majority of compression tech-
niques fall under a supervised setting. The requirements ona supervised learning al-
gorithm are that there is a training set of example input-output pairs for which to learn
the model’s parameters.
A set of training examples is usually termed ap rallel corpuswhen text rewriting
occurs between a source and target text (in our case sentences). Obtaining a parallel
corpus is often a laborious task. Luckily in some text rewriting tasks, such as machine
translation and summarisation, it has been possible to automatically collect a parallel
corpus. For example, in machine translation, parallel corpora occur naturally within
limited domains. They are often a by-product of governmental efforts to provide docu-
ments and proceedings to a multilingual populace. However,when large problems are
split into sub-tasks training data may be difficult to obtains the output of the sub-tasks
may not be directly observable. The sentence compression task exhibits this problem.
Compressions are not as naturally abundant as summaries or translations. Even rarer
are compressions restricted to being formed by word deletion al ne (see the definition
in Chapter 1).
When a parallel corpus cannot be automatically acquired it isnecessary to build
one manually. In such situations a set of guidelines must be produced for annotators
to follow when creating examples. This ensures the annotations made are consistent
between annotators.
In this chapter we will discuss two methods for gathering compression corpora and
motivate the approach we adopt in this thesis. Next, we will provide a detailed analysis
of the compression task and highlight any differences betwen automatically gathered
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Source Thespeakers notes and handouts are a by-product of the slide
show process, and add the professional polish to your presenta-
tion without extra effort.
Target Speakers notes and handouts are a by-product of the slide show
process.
Source Thedocumentation is excellent– it is clearly written with numer-
ous drawings, cautions and tips, and includes an entire section on
troubleshooting.
Target Documentation is excellent.
SourceThe FTS 2000 acquisition strategy went beyond thebasicobjec-
tive of simply replacing the 25-year-old FTS.
Target The FTS 2000 acquisition strategy went beyond the objective of
replacing the 25-year-old FTS.
SourceThe simplest topology is the daisy chain.
Target The simplest topology is the daisy chain.
Figure 3.1: Sentence compression examples from the Ziff-Davis corpus. Sentences
marked Source are the original source sentences and Target the target compressions.
Words in italics are shared between source and target.
and human authored corpora; and between spoken and written domains.
3.1 Compression Corpora
Automatically Created Corpora One method of automatically obtaining a parallel
corpus of originalsourcesentences andtarget compressed sentence pairs has been
proposed and successfully employed by Knight and Marcu (2002). Given a collec-
tion of documents and corresponding abstracts we can automatically extract original
source-target compression pairs. Assuming a document containi g source sentences
D = s1,s2, . . . ,sn; we can search the document’s abstract,A = t1, t2, . . . , tn for a target
compressiont where the words in the compression are a subset of those in theoriginal
source sentence,s, and the words occur in the same order in both sentences.
Previous work on sentence compression has almost exclusively us d the Ziff-Davis
corpus for training and testing purposes. This corpus originates from a collection of
news articles on computer products. The corpus was created au om tically using the
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previously described procedure. A training set and test setform the corpus consisting
of 1035 sentences and 32 sentences respectively. Each source sentence is provided
out-of-context. Figure 3.1 demonstrates some of the sentences found in the Ziff-Davis
compression corpus.
Galley and McKeown (2007) note that the Ziff-Davis corpus contains over 4000
abstract-document pairs and the 1087 extracted sentence pairs represent a recall of only
1.84%. To gather additional training material they loosen the assumption that a target
compression must only involve word deletion with respect tothe source sentence and
allow for substitutions and insertions. For example, Sentence (1-b) is now considered
a valid compression of (1-a) as it includes the one-word substit tion of computerwith
unit.
(1) a. The second computer started up and ran without incident.
b. The second unit ran without incident.
Although in this examplecomputerandunit are meaning equivalent, Galley and McK-
eown’s (2007) method considers substitutions without any knowledge about word re-
lations. The resulting compressions may therefore containnoise (i.e., the substitutions
performed may not always correspond to the same entities).
Relaxing the word deletion assumption allows for a richer set of compressions to
be gathered automatically and allows for more varied compressions. Unfortunately,
obtaining source-target compression pairs automaticallywhen insertions and substi-
tutions are permitted is not a trivial task especially when the number of non-deleting
edits increases. The task is known to be NP-hard, however approximate algorithms
exist which run in polynomial time (Zhang and Shasha 1989). Galley and McKeown
(2007) gathered source-target compressions with up to six substitutions which resulted
in 16,787 example pairs representing a recall of almost 25% of the abstract sentences
in the Ziff-Davis corpus. They did not consider insertions as they adversely affected
their compression model. It is important to note that although their model is trained on
data containing substitutions it nevertheless still only performs word deletion during
compression.
Manually Created Corpora Automatically constructed parallel corpora are created
by matching sentences that occur in a document with sentences that occur in an ab-
stract. The target abstract sentence must contain a subset of th words from the source
sentence and the word order must remain the same. While this isa uitable method
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when a parallel corpus is required cheaply and quickly it does have drawbacks.
One concern is the nature of the compressions. Although the compressions are
valid with respect to our limited definition they may not be repr sentative of human
performance. Compressions derived from abstracts may contain artefacts of other
tasks performed during the summarisation process rather than compression. Typically
multiple factors are taken into consideration when creating a summary such as the in-
formation already placed in the summary, future summary content and the context of
the information being summarised. These factors are requird to ensure the summary
flows and is coherent and truthfully represents the source mat rial. It is difficult to
imagine a coherent summary if compression is being performed in isolation on se-
lected sentences.
Another concern is the limited scope of the compressions. Automatically derived
compressions corpora are not suitable for investigating compression beyond isolated
sentences, since it is unlikely that an abstract will be entir ly composed of compressed
sentences. This is an important issue. For example, in summarisation we may wish
to compress a whole document prior to sentence extraction. In this case it would be
beneficial to consider the discourse flow and document structu e during compression.
Another scenario is where sentence extraction first takes place and then a compression
system compresses the extracted sentences to form an abstract (Lin 2003); again the
dependencies between the abstract sentences should be taken into account. Without
such wholly compressed documents or abstracts it is difficult to investigate the fac-
tors of compressing documents; such an omission would be unfort ate due to the
relevance of document compression to applications.
Finally, although Knight and Marcu (2002) were able to create a compression cor-
pus fairly easily using the Ziff-Davis corpus their recall of abstract sentences was ex-
tremely low. We have found that the technique does not yield as m ny compressions on
other corpora of abstract-document pairs. Another problemis that abstract-document
paired corpora only occur naturally within limited domainssuch as written news and
scientific articles, in other domains such corpora are unavailable thus making it difficult
to study compression.
Taking into consideration the previous points we manually created two compres-
sion corpora to investigate:
• Whether human compressions are similar to those obtained autom tically.
• Whether there are any differences between compressions produced from differ-
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ent domains.
• The range of compression phenomena within a document ratherthan focusing
on isolated sentences.
We compiled two compression corpora to aid this investigation, a written and a
spoken corpus. The appeal of written text is understandablesince most summarisa-
tion work to date has focused on this domain. Speech data not only provides a natural
test-bed for compression applications such as subtitle genration but also poses ad-
ditional challenges. Spoken utterances can be ungrammatical, in omplete, and often
contain artefacts such as false starts, interjections, hesitations, and disfluencies. Rather
than focusing on spontaneous speech which is abundant in these artefacts, we conduct
our study on the less ambitious domain of broadcast news. This lies in-between the
extremes of written text and spontaneous speech as it has been scripted beforehand
and is usually read off autocue. However, speech artefacts still arise in many places
such as when presenters misread the autocue and during live segments and unscripted
interviews.
Following the classification scheme adopted in the British National Corpus (BNC),
we assume that our two corpora belong to the same genre (news)but to different do-
mains (written and spoken). Our first corpus consists of newsarticles gathered from
the BNC and the American News Text corpus. The articles originate form The LA
Times, Washington Post, Independent, The Guardian and Daily Telegraph newspa-
pers. Eighty-two articles, totalling 1,433 sentences, were selected for compression.
The corpus was split into training, development and testingsets randomly on article
boundaries. These sets contain 908, 63 and 462 sentences resp ctively. We refer to this
corpus as the written corpus. The second corpus is a spoken corpus consisting of 50
broadcast news stories (1,370 sentences) taken from the HUB-4 1996 English Broad-
cast News corpus provided by the LDC. The HUB-4 corpus contains broadcast news
stories from a variety of networks (CNN, ABC, CSPAN and NPR) which have been
manually transcribed and split at the story and sentence level. Again the corpus has
been divided into 882 training sentences, 78 development sentences and 410 testing
sentences; each set contains full stories. We call this corpus the spoken corpus. Both
corpora were automatically segmented at the sentence leveland tokenised using the
Robust Accurate Statistical Parsing (RASP, Briscoe and Carroll 2002) system.
Two annotators were asked to perform sentence compression by removing tokens
from the original document. They were instructed to remove words while consider-
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Source President Boris Yeltsin has won the most votes in Russia’s hotly
contested presidential election, one watched around the world.
Annotator 1 Boris Yeltsin has the most votes in Russia’s presidential election.
Annotator 2 Boris Yeltsin has won the most votes in Russia’s presidential
election.
Source He became a power player in Greek politics in 1974, when he
founded the socialist Pasok party.
Annotator 1 He became a power player in Greek politics in 1974, when he
founded the socialist Pasok party.
Annotator 2 In 1974 he founded the socialist Pasok party.
Source The number of people entitled to civil legal aid has fallen by
more than 14 million since 1979, according to research published
today.
Annotator 1 The number of people entitled to legal aid has fallen by 14 mil-
lion since 1979.
Annotator 2 The number of people entitled to legal aid has fallen by 14 mil-
lion since 1979.
Source Some experts say that even if the eruption stopped today, the
sheer pressure of lava piled up behind for six miles would bring
debris cascading down on to the town anyway.
Annotator 1 Experts say even if the eruption stopped, the sher pressure of
lava piled up for miles would bring debris down on the town.
Annotator 2 Experts say even if the eruption stopped today, the pressure of
lava piled up for six miles would bring debris on to the town.
Figure 3.2: Sentence compression examples from the two human authored compres-
sion corpora. The first two examples are taken from the spoken corpus and the last
two from the written corpus. (Source: source sentence, Annotator 1: first annotator’s
compression, Annotator 2: second annotator’s compression).
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ing: (a) the most important information in the original sentence, and (b) the gram-
maticality of the compressed sentence. If they wished they could leave a sentence
uncompressed by marking it as inappropriate for compression. They were not allowed
to completely delete sentences even if they believed they contained no information
content with respect to the document. This final constraint simplifies the task and en-
sures a boundary exists between compression and summarisation. See Appendix A.1
for the full instructions and examples given to our annotators.
Figure 3.2 demonstrates some example compressions createdby our annotators.
The first two sentences originate from the spoken corpus whereas the final two sen-
tences come from the written corpus. These corpora demonstrate the variation possible
and observed during compression.
3.2 Corpus Analysis
We first begin by providing an analysis of the three compression corpora: the automati-
cally constructed Ziff-Davis corpus, and our two human authored compression corpora
on spoken text and written text.
Compression Rate Compression rate is a measure of how terse a compression is






We compute compression rate on a sentence-by-sentence basis as the task is de-
fined over sentences. The compression rate for an entire document or a collection
of compressions is calculated by taking the average of the compression rates for the
collection.
Table 3.1 shows the average compression rate for each corpusand annotation
method. The table displays a distinct difference between thhuman authored com-
pression corpora and the automatically obtained corpus (Ziff-Davis). The Ziff-Davis
is compressed much more aggressively than our human authored c pora. This maybe
due to the methodology used in obtaining this corpus. We can see that the compres-
sions created by our annotators are much more conservative in comparison and are
similar across domains. The compression rate for our human authored corpora are
within 5% of one another with an average rate of approximately 73%.
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Figure 3.3: Scatter plots of source sentence length against compression rate for the
three corpora (a. spoken corpus, b. written corpus, c. Ziff-Davis).
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Corpus Annotation Length Comp Rate
Spoken Source 20.36 100%
Spoken Human 1 14.67 75.2%
Spoken Human 2 13.58 70.7%
Written Source 27.83 100%
Written Human 1 19.48 72.6%
Written Human 2 20.57 74.2%
Ziff-Davis Source 23.91 100%
Ziff-Davis Automatic 12.74 58.1%
Table 3.1: Compression Rates for the two manually constructed corpora (spoken text
and written text) and the automatically constructed Ziff-Davis corpus. Length: average
sentence length; Comp Rate: average compression rate (where 100% implies uncom-
pressed).
We next turn our attention to examining the relationship betwe n sentence length
and compression rate. Such an analysis may provide insight into selecting a com-
pression rate for a given sentence. Figure 3.3 shows plots ofthe source sentence length
against the compression rate for our spoken and written corpora and the Ziff-Davis cor-
pus. All three plots are extremely scattered and demonstrate no correlation between
source sentence length and compression rate. For example, if w examine sentences
with a length of approximately 30 tokens, we see that the compression rate on the
Ziff-Davis corpus (see Figure 3.3c) ranges from 12% to 100%,for the spoken corpus
(Figure 3.3a) the range is 19% to 98% and 26% to 95% for the written corpus (Fig-
ure 3.3b). This suggests that compression rate is a functionof a higher level property
of the sentence, it does not depend on the sentence’s surfacefeatures (such as length)
but more likely is determined by its structure and information content. Thus the com-
pression rate can not be assumed fixed throughout a corpus or even for sentences of
a given length. Despite this, it may be desirable to specify aminimum, maximum or
range of compression rates for various applications.
Although Figure 3.3 appears to display some regular patterns (see the arc shapes
formed by the plot) such formations are due to the discrete nature of compression rate
rather than any inherent pattern in the data. Compression rate is not a continuous
measure: there are only a certain number of fixed compressionrates possible for each
sentence (i.e.,n possible compression rates, wheren is source sentence length).
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Figure 3.4: Distribution of spans of words dropped (a. spoken corpus, b. written corpus,
c. Ziff-Davis)
The human annotators rarely compress sentences below 40% (removing over 60%
of the words) as shown in Figures 3.3a and 3.3b. However, the Ziff-Davis corpus
(Figure 3.3c) displays a large proportion sentences being compressed beyond 40%. It
is also interesting to note that there is little difference in the plots between the domains
of written and spoken text when compressions are being produced manually. The
annotators also leave more sentences uncompressed in comparison to the Ziff-Davis
corpus. This can be seen in the figures by the concentration ofpoints at a compression
rate of 100%.
Word Removal Analysis We also examined whether the three corpora differ with
regard to the length of word spans being removed. Figure 3.4 show how frequently
word spans of varying lengths are being dropped. A word span is defined as a con-
tinuous sequence of tokens. As can be seen, a higher percentage of long spans (five
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Constituent Spoken Written Ziff-Davis
Total % drop Total % drop Total % drop
NP 5892 18% 8678 19% 7114 38%
PP 1754 16% 2757 22% 2195 42%
SBAR 692 11% 863 8% 511 37%
WHNP 162 43% 247 34% 215 83%
VP 3302 8% 4320 7% 3379 27%
S 2324 6% 2734 5% 2227 21%
ADVP 564 57% 476 61% 421 64%
ADJP 305 14% 342 22% 402 35%
Table 3.2: Percentage of constituents dropped for the spoken corpus, written corpus
and Ziff-Davis. Total refers to the frequency the constituent occurs in the source data. %
drop is the percentage of times the constituent was dropped in forming the compression.
or more words) are dropped in the Ziff-Davis corpus. This suggests that the annota-
tors are removing words rather than syntactic constituents. Closer examination shows
there are no significant differences in the length of spans dropped between annotators
on the same corpus. There are differences between the human authored corpora (spo-
ken text and written text) and the automatically created corpus (Ziff-Davis), and these
differences are significant at a level ofp < 0.01 using the Wilcoxon Test. There is no
statistically significant difference between the human authored written text and spoken
text corpora.
We next investigate the deletion of syntactic units. We parsed our corpora us-
ing Roark’s (2001) parser which provides Penn Treebank style annotations. Table 3.2
illustrates how often each constituent was dropped in the compression as a percent-
age. A higher percentage of constituents are being dropped in the Ziff-Davis. This is
somewhat expected since the Ziff-Davis corpus is compressed at higher rate. A rel-
atively high percentage ofwh-noun phrases (WHNP) are dropped throughout all cor-
pora; these typically introduce clauses and contain awh-word, e.g.who, which, whose
abstract form, that, precisely what, etc. It is interesting to note that in the two human
authored corpora, clauses are not often dropped (SBAR, 10% and S, 5%) in compar-
ison to the Ziff-Davis corpus (SBAR, 37% and S, 21%). This is most likely due to
only part of the clause being dropped in the two human authored corpora. Adverbial
phrases (ADVP) are dropped frequently throughout all corpora suggesting they are
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Tag Spoken Written Ziff-Davis
Total % drop Total % drop Total % drop
AUX 1058 24% 1105 20% 801 36%
CC 510 40% 624 39% 805 50%
DT 1720 28% 2377 30% 2023 48%
IN 1929 32% 2862 35% 2162 53%
JJ/JJR/JJS 1072 32% 1796 47% 1945 45%
MD 175 21% 256 12% 281 34%
NN/NNS 3083 23% 4800 28% 5255 40%
NNP/NNPS 1559 16% 2642 25% 1612 50%
PRP/PRP$ 932 30% 981 27% 308 68%
RB/RBR/RBS 922 55% 806 58% 663 63%
TO 446 25% 637 27% 481 46%
VB 497 20% 537 20% 533 37%
VBD 251 17% 697 14% 188 73%
VBG 315 19% 394 21% 318 51%
VBN 353 19% 688 25% 450 42%
VBP 165 53% 82 32% 147 42%
VBZ 151 22% 114 21% 417 39%
WDT/WP/WP$/WRB 232 41% 331 31% 237 81%
Table 3.3: Percentage of part-of-speech (POS) tags dropped for spoken, written and
Ziff-Davis corpora. Total refers to the frequency the POS tag occurs in the source data.
% drop is the percentage of times the POS tag was dropped in forming the compression.
usually superfluous. We see in our human authored corpora that sentences (S), clauses
(SBAR) and verb phrases (VP) are very important and not oftendropped whereas the
Ziff-Davis compressions are more inclined to remove them.
We provide details of the grammatical categories being dropped in Table 3.3. The
table shows various part-of-speech (POS) tags, their frequency in the source sentences
from our training corpora, and the percentage of times each POS tag is dropped. When
we examine Table 3.2 in conjunction with Table 3.3 we see thata naive baseline that
removes all prepositional phrases, clauses,to-infinitives and gerunds will struggle to
create high quality compressions; this has also been empirically observed (Jing 2000).
The table also provides evidence against other naive methods such as dropping all
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Tag Spoken Written Ziff-Davis
AUX 5% 3% 3%
CC 4% 3% 4%
DT 10% 10% 10%
IN 12% 13% 11%
JJ/JJR/JJS 7% 11% 9%
NN/NNS 14% 18% 20%
NNP/NNPS 5% 9% 8%
PRP/PRP$ 6% 4% 2%
RB/RBR/RBS 10% 6% 5%
TO 2% 2% 2%
VB* 8% 7% 7%
Table 3.4: Relative percentage of total part-of-speech (POS) tags dropped.
adjectives (JJ/JJR/JJS) as we observe less than 50% of all adjectives are dropped in
forming compressions.
Table 3.4 provides a slightly different look at the grammatic l categories being
dropped. The table shows the proportions of the total drops accounted for by each
part-of-speech (POS) tag. This shows that the frequently occurring tags tend to account
for a larger percentage of total drops and similar proportions are observed across all
corpora.
3.3 Summary of Chapter
In this chapter we have presented a novel and detailed analysis of the sentence com-
pression task. We examined various methods for data acquisition. This has resulted
in the creation of two new publicly available compression corpora1 in the spoken and
written domains. Upon examining the corpora we have found that t e compressions
produced by our annotators differ to those obtained automatically from the Ziff-Davis
corpus. The annotators’ compressions are much more conservativ than those auto-
matically acquired (approximate 70% compression rate compared to 50% of the Ziff-
Davis). Our annotators were asked to perform sentence compression explicitly as an
isolated task rather than indirectly as part of the broader task of abstracting, which
1The data can be downloaded fromhttp://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/s0460084/data
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we can assume is the case with the Ziff-Davis corpus. The framing of the task may
have been a contributing factor in the differences observedbetween the corpora. For
example, the Ziff-Davis compressions may not be trying to reain all the important in-
formation in a sentence, instead only retaining the information which is relevant to the
rest of the abstract sentences. This suggests that the Ziff-Davis corpus may be more
representative of an abstracting task rather than a pure compression task.
Our compression analysis affords several conclusions regarding the task. Setting a
fixed compression rate is inappropriate unless the application imposes a certain com-
pression rate. Methods which remove prepositional phrases, clauses, to infinitives and
gerunds will prove to be weak baselines; our word removal analysis demonstrates that
the sentence as a whole plays a role in compression not just its linguistic units in iso-
lation. Also the notion of how much to compress a sentence goes beyond the surface




Evaluation is an important aspect of any natural language processing task. Without
systematic evaluation it is impossible to assess the quality of an NLP system and com-
pare performance against other systems. Many NLP tasks (e.g., parsing, named entity
recognition, chunking and semantic role labelling) can be automatically evaluated us-
ing standard precision and recall measures. However, this is not always applicable to
text generation tasks such as summarisation, machine translatio and sentence com-
pression where there is no unique gold standard against which to evaluate the system’s
output. For example, in machine translation there are multiple possible translations of
the source sentence which can be considered correct. The same i true for summari-
sation and sentence compression. Our annotators do not always compress a source
sentence identically (Figure 3.2 demonstrates some of the differences between com-
pressions produced by our annotators), however we still consider compressions as gold
standard. The nature of text generation tasks is such that often system output must be
evaluated by human judges. Human evaluations consider diffrent aspects of the au-
tomatically generated texts such as grammaticality, fluency, readability and content
selection.
Although manual evaluations provide essential feedback onthe quality of system
output, they are costly and time consuming to run. During development, evaluations
must be performed quickly and frequently and is thus impractic l to elicit human
judgements for development purposes. Due to this, researchrs seek methods for auto-
matically evaluating system output without any human input. Unfortunately it can be
difficult to find suitable automatic evaluation measures fortext generation tasks. A lot
of research is devoted to finding suitable automatic evaluation measures for summari-
sation and machine translation. In this chapter we will explore some of the automatic
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evaluation methods proposed for sentence compression and seek to find one that cor-
relates with human judgements. First we concentrate on previous manual evaluation
studies and their design. We conclude the chapter by considering how to evaluate
compressed documents rather than sentences.
4.1 Manual Evaluation
Almost all previous approaches to sentence compression evaluation have focused on
intrinsic1 human judgements. Knight and Marcu (2002) provided the firstintrinsic
human judgement evaluation. Their experimental setup consisted of four judges be-
ing given 32 source sentences coupled with four different compressions (three system
compressions and one gold standard). The judges were told that all compressions
had been generated automatically and the order they were pres nted was randomised
across judges. The evaluation was broken down into two stage, in the first stage the
judges were asked to rate on a five point scale how well the systems did at selecting
the most important information with respect to the source sentence. In the second ex-
periment the judges rated how grammatical the outputs were on a five point scale. This
experimental setup has been adopted in most sentence compression work (Galley and
McKeown 2007; McDonald 2006; Nguyen et al. 2004b; Turner andCharniak 2005).
Our experiments will follow a modified version of Knight and Marcu’s (2002) eval-
uation setup but allow for a greater range of significance tests to be performed. Our
changes also allow us to more reliably measure the differencs between system com-
pressions. In Knight and Marcu’s design each judge (or subject) is presented with
n× k compressions, wheren is the number of sentences andk is the number of sys-
tem configurations (including the gold standard). This requires subjects to judge a
large number of compressions which may become a burden on thesubj ct. Another
problem is that subjects directly judge the difference betwe n compressions on the
same sentences; such a design can lead to inaccurate judgements as the comparison
of compressions is done on a per sentence basis rather than a per system basis. We
modify the experimental design to use a Latin square which prevents subjects from
seeing two different compressions of the same sentence. This results in subjects seeing
n compressions rather thann× k. Obviously with such a change more subjects are
1Intrinsic evaluations test the system in and of itself; for example, they determine the quality of a
system’s compression, whereas extrinsic evaluations testth system in relation to a task (Sparck-Jones
et al. 1996).
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Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3
Item 1 A B C
Item 2 C A B
Item 3 B C A
Item 4 A B C
Item 5 C A B
Item 6 B C A
Figure 4.1: Example Latin Square design. Different treatments are represented by
columns and items as rows. Subjects are split into three sets (A, B, C) and only see
one treatment of each item.
required to obtain the same number of judgements per compression. However, as we
are only dealing withn compressions the time required to complete an evaluation is
much shorter and thus it is easier to elicit volunteers via the Internet.
Our human evaluation setup is outlined as follows. Volunteers are recruited through
mailing lists (typically student mailing lists) to participate in our evaluation. The ex-
periment is conducted via the Internet using a custom made web int rface. Before
the subjects participate in the experiment they are presentd with a set of instructions
detailing sentence compression and their task with the aid of example compressions;
good compressions and poor compressions2. They are informed that all compressions
are generated automatically and asked to provide some personal details such as the
country they grew up in. These details are used to ensure thatour subjects are na-
tive speakers and have an adult’s grasp of English. Each subject is presented withn
source sentences andcompressions (one compression per sentence). They are asked
to first read the source sentence and then press a button to reveal the compression
and ratings interface. A Latin Square design is used and the ord r f the sentences is
randomised. The Latin Square design ensures that subjects do not see two different
treatments (i.e., compressions) of the same sentence. For example, if we have three
compression systems (treatments) and six source sentences(item ) each subject (par-
ticipant) will see one of three possible set of compressions(see Figure 4.1, sets A, B,
C). It is important to ensure we have the same number of participants for each set; this
is taken care of by the evaluation interface which selects the appropriate set to show
each subject.
2Appendix A.2 contains a typical set of instructions for our elicitation study.
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Subjects are asked to rate how grammatical the compression is a d how well the
compression preserves the most important information fromthe source sentence. Both
ratings are on a five point scale, with a score of one being poorand five being excellent.
4.2 Automatic Evaluation
Although human evaluations provide valuable feedback, it is not practical to conduct
them repeatedly during system development. It is thus desirable to have automatic
evaluation measures for gauging how different factors influence a system’s or model’s
performance without always resorting to manual evaluationwhich is admittedly time
consuming and expensive. There are three criteria which aredesirable from an auto-
matic evaluation measure (Lapata 2006). First, it should measure the numerical simi-
larity or closeness of the system output with respect to one or several gold standards.
Second, the measure should be robust and domain and languageindep ndent; we want
to be able to use the same measure across different corpora. Finally, correlation with
human judges is an important aspect. The measure should reflect the results observed
in human evaluations.
Automatic evaluation of sentence compression has been lessstudied in the liter-
ature, although several automatic measures have been proposed; these include calcu-
lating deletion decisions on a syntactic tree, considerings milarity to a gold standard
or multiple gold standards and computing F-scores on grammatical structures between
system output and gold standard.
Jing (2000) proposed the first automatic measure for compression: she defines a
success ratemeasure that evaluates systems based on the decisions made at the syntac-
tic level compared to those required to reach a gold standardcompression. The com-
pression process is considered as a series of decisions along the edge of a sentence’s
parse tree. Each node can be either kept or removed and the agre ment between system
and human are computed. The success rate ranges from zero to one and is defined as
the ratio of the number of edges that the human and system makethe same decision on
to the number of edges which the human and system have made decisions upon. Thus,
this measure only concentrates on the edges that both human and system perform a
decision on.
For example, consider the tree in Figure 4.2. If the human keeps dge A-C and A-B
but the computer drops A-C and keeps A-B, the edges inC → DE will not be consid-
ered, thus it may be possible to get an artificially high scoref a poor compression by




Figure 4.2: An example parse tree
Figure 4.3: An example word network formed by multiple compressions of the same
sentence.
only considering a few of the ‘top’ nodes.
The word network of Hori et al. (2004) combines multiple human compressions
into a word lattice. The lattice contains many more sentences than the number of hu-
man compressions, thus Hori et al. compare their system against the compression from
the word lattice that gives them the highest evaluation score (based on substitutions,
insertions and deletions). A typical word network is shown in F gure 4.3. The use of a
word lattice forces artificially high scores, because some sentences obtained within the
lattice will be poor compressions. For example in Figure 4.3the compression “Cherry
blossoms in Japan” would be considered 100% correct even though it has very little
information content in comparison to the other compressions. Also the evaluation pro-
cedure assumes there are multiple gold standard compressions available, but in practice
these are difficult to obtain.
Simple String Accuracy (SSA, Bangalore et al. 2000) has beenproposed as a base-
line evaluation measure in natural language generation. Itis based on a normalised
string edit distance between a generated sentence and its gold tandard. The measure
consists of the number of insertion (I ), deletion (D) and substitution (S) errors between
the two strings. Equation (4.1) defines the SSA score whereR is the length of the gold
standard string. The measure has an upper limit of 1 (when thecompression matches
the gold standard), however it can fall below 0 when the number of dits required is
greater than the length of the gold standard string.
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A parsing-based evaluation measure has been proposed by Riezler et al. (2003).
They compare the grammatical relations found in the system co pressions against
those found in a gold standard. This provides a means to measure the semantic aspects
of summarisation quality in terms of grammatical-functional information. The stan-
dard measures of precision, recall and F-score can then be used to quantify the quality
of system output against a gold standard. Precision is the number of relations in the
system compression that match the gold standard over the total number of relations in
the system compression. Recall is the number of relations inthe system compression
that occur in the gold-standard over the total number of relations in the gold-standard.





The matching of grammatical relations is shown in Figure 4.4in which we have a
gold standard compression and its relations compared against the system output and its
relations. The precision and recall in this example are 0.75and 1.0 respectively, this
results in an F-score of 0.86.
We ran a judgement elicitation study in order to investigatewhich of the above
mentioned measures correlates reliably with human judgements. This is a prerequisite
for employing automatic measures in large scale evaluations. I our experiment we
consider the Simple String Accuracy (SSA, Bangalore et al. 2000) and grammatical
relation F-score (Riezler et al. 2003). A set of 40 sentenceswere taken from the Ziff-
Davis and spoken corpus (split evenly, 20 sentences each) along with their correspond-
ing gold standard compressions. We used Knight and Marcu’s (2002) deterministic
shift-reduce-drop decision tree system and Hori and Furui’s (2004) word-based model
to obtain system compressions of the 40 sentences. The models were chosen due to
their previously published results on written and spoken text r spectively. The com-
pressions were presented to sixty volunteers, all self report d native English speakers.
The study followed our evaluation setup outlined in Section4.1 but differed in one
aspect. Automatic evaluation scores conflate the two ratings of our human judgements
(grammaticality and importance). In order to correlate human ratings with automatic
scores we must also conflate both criteria into a single score. Participants were asked
to rate the compressions on a five point scale taking into account the information re-
tained by the compression and how grammatical it is. This provided a score to correlate
against automatic evaluation measures.
Along with performing correlations we also wanted to examine one other aspect
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Figure 4.4: Grammatical relations obtained from RASP for gold standard and hypothet-
ical system compression.
of the evaluation setup, the mode of presentation. The studywas thus split into two
conditions. In the first condition participants were presented with the source sentence
while the compression was hidden. They were asked to read thesource sentence be-
fore revealing the compression (via a button on the web interfac ). They then read
the compression and gave it a score. For the second conditionthe compression was
displayed first with the source sentence hidden. These two conditi ns were designed
to investigate if there is any variation in judgements depending on the order the source
sentence and compression are presented. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) tests revealed
that there was no significant difference in the ratings obtained when the judges were
presented with the source first, then the compression and visa ver a. The results of the
two studies were then concatenated to perform correlation measures.
We next examined the degree to which the automatic evaluation measures corre-
late with human ratings using simple string accuracy (SSA Bangalore et al. 2000) and
relation F-score (Riezler et al. 2003). Our results are shown in Table 4.1 using Pear-




* p < 0.05 ** p < 0.01
Table 4.1: Correlation (Pearson’s r) between evaluation measures and human ratings.
Stars indicate level of statistical significance.
son’s r correlation. Pearson’sr reflects the linear degree to which the two variables
(human judgement and automatic measure) are related. It ranges from +1 to -1. A
correlation of +1 means there is a perfect positive linear relationship between the vari-
ables whereas -1 implies a negative linear relationship. Wefind that SSA does not
correlate on both corpora with human judgements; it thus seem to be an unreliable
measure of compression performance. However, the F-score cor lates significantly
with human ratings, yielding a correlation coefficient ofr = 0.575 on the Ziff-Davis
corpus andr = 0.532 on the spoken corpus. To get a feeling for the difficulty ofthe
task, we assessed how well our participants agreed in their ratings using leave-one-out
resampling (Weiss and Kulikowski 1991). The technique correlates the ratings of each
participant with the mean ratings of all the other participants. The average agreement
is r = 0.679 on the Ziff-Davis corpus andr = 0.746 on the spoken corpus. This result
indicates that F-score’s agreement with the human data is not far from the human upper
bound.
4.3 Document-level Evaluation
The evaluation criteria we have considered thus far have focused exclusively on in-
trinsic evaluation; judging a compression in relation to the source sentence. This has
allowed us to define evaluation procedures for sets of isolated sentences. However,
many potential applications will operate at the document rather than sentence level.
For example a compression system that shortens text to be displayed on devices with
small screens will generate compressed documents. Although the individual sentences
can be evaluated, we may also wish to evaluate the document asa whole. It is possi-
ble, for example, for the individual compressions to be goodc mpressions but for the
document to be incoherent. In Chapter 7 we present a document-based compression
model which will require a document specific evaluation methodology. Our evaluation
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methodology is motivated by two questions: (1) are the compressed documents read-
able? and (2) how much key information is preserved between th source document
and its target compression? These are similar to the sentence-l vel questions presented
in Section 4.1; however, now we are considering compressed documents.
The readability of a document is fairly straightforward to measure using a rating on
a scale. Measuring how much information is preserved in the compressed document is
more involved. Under the assumption that the compressed document is to function as
a replacement for the source document, we can design a question-answering paradigm
to find answers for questions which have been derived from thesource document and
are representative of its core content. Thus, the overall objective of our Q&A task is to
determine how accurate each document (generated by different compression systems)
is at answering questions derived from the source document.The Q&A paradigm
has been used previously to evaluate summaries and text comprehension (Mani et al.
2002b; Morris et al. 1992).
Morris et al. (1992) performed one of the first question-answering evaluations to in-
vestigate the degree to which documents could be summarisedbefore reading compre-
hension diminished. Their corpus consisted of four passages randomly selected from
a set of sample Graduate Management Aptitude Test (GMAT) reading comprehension
tests. The text covered a range of topics including: medieval literature, 18th-century
Japan, minority-operated businesses and Florentine art. Accompanying each text were
eight multiple-choice questions, each containing five possible answers. The questions
were provided by the Educational Testing Service and were design d to measure the
subject’s reading comprehension. Subjects were given various textual treatments: the
full text, a human authored abstract, three system generated extracts and a final treat-
ment where merely the questions were presented without any text. The questions only
treatment was used as a control to investigate if subjects could answer questions with-
out any source material. Subjects were instructed to read the passage (if provided) and
answer the multiple choice questions.
The advantage of using standardised tests, such as the GMAT reading comprehen-
sion test, is that question-answer pairs are provided alongwith a method for scoring
answers (i.e., which answer from the multiple choice question is correct). However,
our corpora do not contain ready prepared question-answer pairs thus we require a
methodology for constructing questions, constructing answer and scoring documents
against the answers. One such methodology is presented in the TIPSTER Text Sum-
marization Evaluation (SUMMAC Mani et al. 2002a). SUMMAC was concerned with
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What is posing a threat to the town? (lava)
What hindered attempts to stop the lava flow? (bad weather)
What are the Army attempting to block to halt the lava flow? (underground con-
duits)
What did the Army do first to stop the lava flow? (detonate explosives)
What other experiments are planned? (using concrete slabs)
Do the experts agree over what to do next? (no)
Figure 4.5: Example questions with answer key in brackets for document in Figure 4.6.
summarising TREC topics, and for the Q&A evaluation three topics were selected.
For each topic, 30 relevant documents were chosen as source texts to generate a single
summary. One annotator per topic crafted no more than five questions relating to the
obligatory aspectsof the topic. Anobligatory aspectof a topic was defined as infor-
mation that must be present in the document for the document to be relevant to the
topic. The annotators then created an answer key for their topic by annotating the pas-
sages and phrases from the documents which provided the answers to the questions.
In the SUMMAC evaluation, the annotator for each topic was also given the task of
scoring system summaries. Systems were scored against the answer key (annotated
passages from the source documents) using scoring criteriathat involved judging if
the summary provided aCorrect, Partially Corrector Missing answer. If a summary
contained an answer key and sufficient context the summary was deemed to be ‘cor-
rect’, however, summaries would be rewarded ‘partially correct’ if the answer key was
present but with insufficient context. If context was completely missing, misleading or
the answer key was absent then the summary was judged ‘missing’.
Our methodology for constructing Q&A pairs and for scoring documents is in-
spired by the SUMMAC methodology (Mani et al. 2002a). Ratheran creating ques-
tions for document sets (or topics) our questions are derived from individual docu-
ments. Two annotators were independently instructed to read the documents from our
written corpus (test set, 31 documents) and create Q&A pairs. Each annotator drafted
no more than ten questions and answers per document, relatedto its content. Anno-
tators were asked to create factual-based questions which required an unambiguous
answer; these were typically who, what, where, when, how style questions. The pur-
pose of using two annotators per document was to allow annotators to compare and
revise their question-answer pairs; this process was repeat d until a common agreed
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Snow, high winds and bitter disagreement yesterday furtherhampered attempts to
tame Mount Etna, which is threatening to overrun the Sicilian town of Zafferana
with millions of tons of volcanic lava.
The wall of molten lava has come to a virtual halt 150 yards from the first home in
the town, but officials said yesterday that its flow appeared to have picked up speed
further up the slope. A crust appears to have formed over the volcanic rubble,
but red-hot lava began creeping over it yesterday and into a priv te orchard. Bad
weather dashed hopes of attempts to halt the flow during what was seen as a natural
lull in the lava’s momentum.
Some experts say that even if the eruption stopped today, thesheer pressure of lava
piled up behind for six miles would bring debris cascading down on to the town
anyway. Some estimate the volcano is pouring out one milliontons of debris a
day, at a rate of 15ft per second, from a fissure that opened in mid-December.
The Italian army yesterday detonated nearly 400lb of dynamite 3,500 feet up
Mount Etna’s slopes. The explosives, which were described as nothing more than
an experiment, were detonated just above a dam built in January and breached last
week. They succeeded in closing off the third of five underground conduits formed
beneath the surface crust and through which red-hot magma has been flowing. But
the teams later discovered that the conduit was dry, suggestin that the lava had
already found a new course.
Rumours have been circulating that experts are bitterly divided over what to do.
But in another experiment 50 two-ton concrete slabs are to bechained together
and dumped from a huge tilting steel platform about 6,750ft above sea level. It
is hoped the slabs will block the conduit from which the main force of the lava is
said to be bearing down “like a train”, causing it to break up and cool. High winds
and snowfalls have, however, grounded at a lower level the powerful US Navy Sea
Stallion helicopters used to transport the slabs.
Prof Letterio Villari, a noted vulcanologist, said yesterday he had “absolutely no
faith whatsoever” in the plan. If Zafferana was saved from the lava, which could
flow for a year or more, it would be “a complete fluke”, he said.
Figure 4.6: Sample document from the written test set.
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upon set of questions was reached. Revisions typically involved merging and simplify-
ing questions to make them clearer, and in some cases splitting a question into multiple
questions. Rewording is another important revision. The qustions must not contain
too much information about the content of the document, and were revised until con-
cise. Documents for which too few questions were agreed uponand for which the
questions and answers were deemed too ambiguous by the annotators were removed.
From a test set of 31 documents this left an evaluation set of six documents with be-
tween five to eight concise questions per document3. Figure 4.5 shows the questions
and answers our annotators created for the document in Figure 4.6.
For scoring our documents we adopt a more objective method than asking the an-
notator who constructed the questions to check the documentcompressions for the
answers. We recruit naive human subjects to answer the questions using the com-
pressed documents alone. The compressed document and questions are presented to
participants who are asked to answer the questions as best they can. At no point during
the evaluation is the source document shown to the subject; thus if the compression
is difficult to read, the participant has no point of referencto help them understand
the compression. This is a departure from previous evaluations within text generation
tasks, where the source text is available at judgement time;in our case only the system
output is available.
We now present the details of our evaluation setup. The evaluation is conducted
remotely over the Internet using a custom built web interface. Participants are recruited
through student mailing lists and the Language Experimentswebsite4. Upon loading
the web interface, participants are presented with a set of instructions that explain the
Q&A task and provide examples5. Subjects are first asked to read the compressed
document and then rate its readability on a seven point scalewhere seven is excellent,
and one is terrible. Once a rating has been obtained questions are presented one at
a time (the order of which is defined by the annotators) and participants are asked to
consult the document for the answer. Answers are written directly into a textfield on
the web interface which allows for free form text to be submitted. Once a participant
provides an answer and confirms the answer, the interface locks the answer to ensure it
is not modified later. This is necessary because later questions may reveal information
which could help answer previous questions. A Latin square design is used to prevent
3Appendix B contains the full documents and question answer pairs.
4http://www.language-experiments.org
5Full instructions and examples can be found in Appendix A.3.
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participants from seeing multiple treatments (compressions) of the same document
thus removing any learning effect.
The answers provided by the participants are scored againstn answer key. Each
answer is marked with a score of one for a correct answer and zero for a incorrect
answer. In cases where two answers are required a score of 0.5is awarded for each
correct answer. The score for a compressed document is the average of its individual
question scores.
4.4 Summary of Chapter
In this chapter we have presented a variety of methods for automatically and manu-
ally evaluating sentence compression systems. We have outlined some of the prob-
lems of current sentence compression elicitation studies and presented a more rigorous
paradigm for evaluating isolated sentences. Furthermore,we reviewed earlier proposed
measures for automatic evaluation and assessed whether thes are appropriate for the
compression task. Our results show that grammatical relation-based F-score (Riezler
et al. 2003) correlates reliably with human judgements and thus can be used to mea-
sure compression performance automatically. This is especially useful during system
development for assessing quickly and effectively how different system configurations
impact compression performance. Another advantage of a reliabl automatic measure
is that much larger tests set can be used than the 32 sentencesused in previous studies
allowing for significance tests to be performed.
We have also presented a method for evaluating document compressions through
a question-answering paradigm. This includes a methodology f r creating question-
answer pairs, presenting document compressions and question-answer pairs to sub-
jects, and scoring the subjects’ answers. We have managed tocreate question-answer
pairs for six documents from our written compression corpuseach containing between
five to eight concise questions and answers. The Q&A evaluation study allows us to
determine how well our compression systems preserve the most i portant informa-
tion from the source documents and whether the resulting compressed document is
understandable by naive human judges.
Chapter 5
Integer Linear Programming
Before we present our compression models (Chapter 6), we willprovide a brief in-
troduction to the integer linear programming framework which we will adopt in later
chapters.
Mathematical Programming encompasses a set of tools for solving optimisation
problems. This chapter concentrates on two types of mathematical programming frame-
works: Linear Programming and Integer Linear Programming.Many practical optimi-
sation problems in operations research can be expressed as line r programming prob-
lems; consequently considerable research has been devotedto the efficient solving of
linear programs. An example of a business application wouldbe maximising profit in
a factory that manufactures a number of different products from the same raw material
using the same resources (in fact we will use such an example in the next section to
describe the concepts of linear programming). Integer linear programming is an ex-
tension to linear programming which allows us to model a wider range of real world
problems. For example, the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) can be formulated as
an integer linear programming problem.
We begin the chapter by introducing the terminology of linear and integer linear
programming, along with the algorithms required to solve thse problems. We then
demonstrate why these frameworks, in particular integer linear programming, are ben-
eficial for NLP.
5.1 Linear Programming
Linear programming (LP) problems are optimisation problems with constraints. They
consist of three parts:
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• A linear function (theobjective function). This is the function we wish to min-
imise or maximise. This can be a linear combination of many such f nctions.
• Decision variables. These are variables under our control which influence the
result of the objective function. These are the variables wemust optimise to
maximise (or minimise) the objective function.
• Constraints. The ability to include constraints is one of themain strengths of
the LP framework. Most problems will only allow the decisionvariables to take
certain values. These restrictions are modelled by the constrai ts.
These terms are best demonstrated with a simple example taken from Winston and
Venkataramanan (2003).
Telfa Example Imagine the Telfa Corporation manufactures tables and chairs. To
produce a table 1 hour of labour and 9 square board feet of woodis required. Chairs
require 1 hour of labour and 5 square board feet of wood. Telfahave 6 hours of labour
and 45 square board feet of wood available. The profit made from each table is 8
GBP and 5 GBP for chairs. Determine the number of tables and chairs that should be
manufactured to maximise Telfa’s profit.
First we must determine thedecision variables. These must represent the decisions
that need to be made. In our case we define:
x1 = number of tables manufactured
x2 = number of chairs manufactured
Ourobjective functionis the value we wish to maximise or minimise – the profit.
Profit= 8x1 +5x2
The coefficient of a variable in the objective function is referred to as theobject
function coefficientof the variable.
There are two constraints in this problem: we must not exceed6 hours of labour
and no more than 45 square board feet of wood must be used. Alsowe can not create
a negative amount of chairs or tables.
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Labour constraint x1 + x2 ≤ 6
Wood constraint 9x1 + 5x2 ≤ 45
Variable constraints x1 ≥ 0
x2 ≥ 0
Once the decision variables, objective function and constraints have been deter-
mined we can express the LP model:
maxz= 8x1 +5x2 (Objective function)
subject to (s.t.)
x1 + x2 ≤ 6 (Labour constraint)
9x1 + 5x2 ≤ 45 (Wood constraint)
x1 ≥ 0
x2 ≥ 0
5.1.1 Solving LP models
Two of the most basic concepts involved in solving LP problems are thefeasibility
regionandoptimal solution. The optimal solution is one in which all the constraints
of the LP problem are satisfied and the objective function is mini ised or maximised.
A specification of the value for each decision variable is refe red to as apoint. The
feasibility region for a LP is a region consisting of the set of all points that satisfy all
the constraints of the LP. The optimal solution lies within this feasibility region, it is
the point with the minimum or maximum objective function value.
A set of points satisfying a single linear inequality (in ourcase a constraint) is a
half-space. The feasibility region is defined by a the intersection ofm (for m linear in-
equalities) half-spaces and forms apolyhedron. Our Telfa example forms a polyhedron
set (a polyhedral convex set) from the intersection of our foconstraints. Figure 5.1a
shows the feasible region (the polyhedron enclosed by points A,B,C,D) for the Telfa
example.
To find the optimal solution we graph a line (or hyperplane) onwhich all points
have the same objective function value. In maximisation problems it is called the
isoprofit lineand in minimisation problems theisocost line. One isoprofit line is rep-
resented by the dashed black line in Figure 5.1a. Once we haveone isoprofit line we
can find all other isoprofit lines by moving parallel to the original isoprofit line.
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Figure 5.1: Feasible region for the Telfa example
Theextreme pointsof the polyhedral set are defined as the intersections of the lines
that form the boundaries of the polyhedral set (pointsA,B,C andD in Figure 5.1a).
It can be shown that any LP that has an optimal solution, has anextreme point that
is globally optimal. Another important property of LPs is tha there are only a finite
number of extreme points, which is proportional to the number of variables and con-
straints. These two properties reduce the search space of thp imisation problem to
finding the extreme point with the highest profit or lowest cost.
Algorithms such as the simplex method (Dantzig 1963) are used to find the optimal
solutions of LPs. The simplex method starts by computing an initial extreme point and
tests its optimality. If some optimality condition is verified the algorithm terminates.
Otherwise the simplex method identifiesadjacent extreme points(extreme points that
lie on the same line segment) with a better objective functiovalue. Optimality of this
new solution is tested again, and the entire method is repeatd until an optimal extreme
point is found. As there are only a finite number of extreme points for a given LP, it
follows that the simplex method will terminate in afinitenumber of iterations.
Many LP solvers (both commercial and free) rely on a the simplex algorithm to
solve large scale linear programs. This is despite its poor worst-case behaviour. It is
possible to construct a LP for which the simplex algorithm will take an exponential (in
the problem size) number of steps to solve. However, in practice the algorithm is very
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efficient and is found in many solvers providing solutions asefficiently as worst-case
polynomial-time algorithms (e.g., interior points methods Vanderbei 2001).
The optimal solution for the Telfa example isz = 1654 , x1 =
15
4 , x2 =
9
4. Thus to
achieve a maximum profit of 41.25 GBP, they must build 3.75 tables and 2.25 chairs.
This is obviously impossible as we would not expect people tobuy fractions of tables
and chairs. We therefore want to be able to constrain the problem such that the de-
cision variables can only take integer values. This can be done with Integer Linear
Programming, described in the following section.
5.2 Integer Linear Programming
Integer linear programming (ILP) problems are LP problems in which some or all of
the variables are required to be non-negative integers. They are formulated in a similar
manner to LP problems but have the additional constraint that all the decision variables
must take non-negative integer values. Many different types of real world problems
such asscheduling problemsand thetravelling salesman problemcan be modelled as
ILPs.
Let us now return to the Telfa problem which also requires an integer solution. To
formulate it as an ILP model we merely add the constraints that x1 andx2 must be
integer. This gives:
maxz= 8x1 +5x2 (Objective function)
subject to (s.t.)
x1 + x2 ≤ 6 (Labour constraint)
9x1 + 5x2 ≤ 45 (Wood constraint)
x1 ≥ 0;x1 integer
x2 ≥ 0;x2 integer
In the LP model it can be proved that the optimal solution lieson an extreme point
of the feasible region. This gave us two real numbers as the optimal solution to the
Telfa problem. When we define this problem as an ILP we only wishto consider the
points that are integer values. These points are shown in Figure 5.1b as dots.
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5.2.1 Solving ILP problems
One might think that solving ILP problem would not be much harder than solving
linear programming problems. Unfortunately this is not thecase: solving ILP problems
is NP-hard (Cormen et al. 2000).
A number of techniques have been developed to find a global optimal solution to an
ILP problem. Two such techniques are the cutting planes method (Gomory 1960) and
the branch-and-bound method (Land and Doig 1960). Both of these are guaranteed
to find a global optimal solution. The cutting planes method ad s extra constraints to
slice parts of the feasible region until it contains only extr me points that are integer
points — however reducing the feasible region until it contains only extreme integer
points can be a difficult or impossible process (Nemhauser and Wolsey 1988).
The branch-and-bound method involves solving a (potentially) l rge number of (re-
lated) linear programming problems to find the optimal integer solution. This involves
relaxing the constraints that variables must be integral and solving the resulting linear
program in the hope that the solution contains integer solutions. The linear program-
ming problem obtained from relaxing these constraints is called theLP relaxation. If
all the variables assume integer values then the solution isalso optimal for the ILP;
however, if this is not the case, the resulting solution provides an upper bound on the
optimal solution for the ILP. Typically the solution to the LP relaxation contains non-
integer variables. One naive strategy of obtaining an integer solution would be to round
the variables to their nearest integer value. Unfortunately, his strategy is a poor choice
as the integer solutions it yields might not even be feasible. The branch-and-bound
strategy (Land and Doig 1960) is a cleverer approach. It usesthe non-integer solutions
obtained from the relaxation to divide the ILP into several LP sub-problems. This
creates an enumeration tree in which the original relaxation is the root node and the
first sub-problems are child nodes. Sub-problems are created based on the non-integer
solution for one variable at a time.
For example, the LP relaxation to the Telfa problem returns asolution of 154 for
variablex1, in this case two sub-problems are created, one with the constrai t that
x1 ≤ 3 and the other with the constraintx1 ≥ 4. Figure 5.2 shows the enumeration tree
resulting from dividing the LP relaxation into two sub-problems.
These sub-problems are solved and the process is repeated until:
• the LP sub-problem returns integer solutions for all variables. The first integral
solution found becomes the candidate solution and providesa lower bound for
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Figure 5.2: Telfa’s First Enumeration Tree; t represents the solving iteration.
the ILP. If a subsequent integer solution has a higher objective value than the
lower bound, it becomes the new candidate solution (and the low r bound is
modified accordingly).
• the LP sub-problem is infeasible; or
• the objective function value is less than the currently optimal candidate (the
lower bound).
The search method for the enumeration tree is typically depth-first as this allows us
to find feasible solutions to the ILP early, these give a lowerbound to the problem and
can be used to prune nodes from the tree. Figure 5.3 shows the final enumeration tree
for the Telfa problem. Thet value represents the iteration for which each sub-problem
was solved. Using the branch-and-bound method we find the first candidate solution
on iteration five, which is then replaced by the solution found on the sixth iteration.
The sixth iteration solution is optimal; however, its optimality cannot be proved until
the seventh iteration; after which all sub-problems in the enumeration tree have been
exhausted. The final solution to the Telfa problem isz= 40, x1 = 5, x2 = 0; thus to
achieve a maximum profit of 40 GBP, Telfa must manufacture 5 tables and 0 chairs.
For the full details of the cutting planes and branch-and-bound methods see Win-
ston and Venkataramanan (2003), Vanderbei (2001), or Nemhauser nd Wolsey (1988).
Special Cases In general, the branch-and-bound methods have proved to be the most
successful in solving practical ILP problems. However, there are special cases of prob-
lems which have more efficient solving strategies or specialised structure that simpli-
fies solving.
0–1 ILP problems are a special case of ILP problem in which allvariables are bi-
nary. Such problems can be solved using a simplified branch-ad-bound technique
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Figure 5.3: Telfa’s Final Enumeration Tree; t represents the solving iteration, LB repre-
sents lower bound value.
called implicit enumeration. This simplifies both the branchi g and bounding com-
ponents and can efficiently identify when a node in the enumeration tree is infeasible
by exploiting the binary nature of the variables. Variablesin implicit enumeration can
either befixedvariables where their value is specified, orfreevariables whose value is
unspecified. For any node in the enumeration tree, a specification of the values of the
free variables is known as acompletionof the node. For example, if a problem consists
of three variablesx1, x2, x3 and we are at a node in the enumeration tree wherex1 is
fixed at 0, then one completion of the node isx2 = 1, x3 = 1, another completion is
x2 = 0, x3 = 1. The different completions are the various combinations the free vari-
ables can form. The previous branch-and-bound technique relied on relaxing the ILP
to the corresponding LP without integer constraints to solve the node whereas during
implicit enumeration the relaxation is not required. By exploiting the fact that the vari-
ables are binary it is possible to efficiently compute the best completion of a node and
determine its feasibility.
First, the best completion of the node is found by setting thefre variables to the
value (0 or 1) which makes the objective function largest (inmax problems) or smallest
(in min problems). If this completion is feasible (no constraints are violated) then it
is the best feasible completion of the node and no further branching of the node is
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required. If the best completion is not feasible then the completion gives us an upper
bound for the node. The bound can be used to eliminate the nodefr m consideration
(i.e., if the bound is lower than the current candidate score, in the max case).
Next we determine if all the completions of the node are infeasible. For each
constraint in the problem we assign the free variables to thebest value for satisfying
the constraint. If the constraint is not satisfied by this most feasible completion we can
deduce the node has no feasible completion. For example, if our n de has the fixed
variablex1 = 1 and free variablesx2, x3 and the problem has a constraint:
9x1−1x2 +3x3 ≤ 3
By settingx2 = 1, x3 = 0 the left side of the constraint as small as possible. If this
completion does not satisfy the constraint then no completion of the node can. In this
case 9−1+ 0 ≤ 3 does not hold, so the node can be eliminated from consideraton.
In general, if even one constraint can not be satisfied by its mo t feasible completion,
then the node has no feasible completion and can be eliminated.
At this point if the node’s best completion is infeasible andthere exists feasible
completions for each constraint, we cannot deduce if the node has a feasible comple-
tion or is infeasible until more variables are fixed. Thus, weselect a free variablexi
to branch on, creating two sub-nodes: one withxi = 1 and another withxi = 0. The
process then repeats itself by computing the best completion of a new node and deter-
mining its feasibility.
Another special case of ILP problem are ones which have atotally unimodular
constraint matrix. These ILP problems can be solved directly by the LP relaxation as
the relaxation is guaranteed to result in an integer solution. This removes the need to
perform branch-and-bound as the problem can be treated as anLP. A matrixA is totally
unimodular if every square sub-matrix ofA has its determinant equal to 0,+1 or−1.
Unfortunately the definition of total unimodularity does not help us detect if a con-
straint matrix has the property. Evaluating the determinant of every square sub-matrix
is computationally prohibitive. However, it is known that problems which can be for-
mulated as the minimum cost network flow problem (MCNFP) have totally unimodular
constraint matrix. Generally, the more the constraint matrix looks totally unimodular
the easier the problem is to solve by branch-and-bound methods. Therefore, it is good
practice to formulate an ILP in which as many variables as possible have coefficients
of 0, +1 or−1 in the constraints.
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5.2.2 Uses of Discrete Variables
We have shown how linear programming models can be convertedto integer linear
programming models in which all the variables must take integer values. The obvious
use of discrete variables is when we want to represent discrete quantities (e.g., the
number of chairs to build), however, for NLP this is not the most applicable use. In
NLP it is more useful to be able to determine if different actions or decisions should
be taken rather than determining numeric quantities of variables. For example, we
may wish to know what part-of-speech tag should be assigned for a given word (each
decision would be a part-of-speech assignment) or if a word should be included in a
compression.
Integer variables are frequently used in ILP to represent which decision should be
made. Typically these variables are constrained to take thetwo values, zero or one.
Such variables are known as 0–1 variables. For example, in compression a variable
could be used to represent if a certain word should be in the compression where a
value of 0 would represent the word being dropped from the compression whereas a
value of 1 would indicate the word is included in the compression. Although decision
variables are usually 0–1 variables they need not be, for example the variable could be
constrained to take a value from zero, one or two.
Indicator variables are another use for discrete variables. These are used in cases
where extra conditions must be imposed on a model. To accomplish this it maybe
necessary to introduce additional 0–1 variables which are linked to other variables to
indicate certain states. For example, it would be possible to introduce a single 0–1
variable to represent a combination of two words being included in the compression.
Having introduced these 0–1 variables it is now possible to represent logical con-
nections between different decisions through linear constraints involving the variables.
Many different types of logical condition can be imposed using constraints. Table 5.1
lists some useful conditions which can be modelled.
Another useful condition to express is transitivity, i.e.,‘z if and only if x andy’. It
is often thought that such a logical condition can only be expr ssed as a polynomial
expression of 0–1 variables.
xy= z
However it is possible to replace this polynomial expression with the linear con-
straints (Williams 1999):
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Condition Statement Constraint
Implication if x theny y−x≥ 0
Iff x if and only if y x−y = 0
OR x or y or z x+y+z≥ 1
XOR x xor y xor z x+y+z= 1
AND x andy x = 1;y = 1
NOT notx 1−x = 1
Table 5.1: How to represent various logical conditions using 0–1 variables and con-




This can be extended easily to model an indicator variable which represents if a set
of 0–1 variables take certain values.
The ability to incorporate logical conditions through constraints will allow us to
instill more linguistic and semantic knowledge into our compression models. This will
be shown in Chapter 6.
5.2.3 Constraint Programming
Constraint Programming (CP) and Integer Linear Programming share many similari-
ties, in particular both allow the modelling of constraintsover a set of variables. In CP
each variable has a finite domain of possible values, this could be integers, real num-
bers or even sets of values. Constraints are used to restrict the possible combinations
of values the variables can take much like in ILP. However, the constraint language of
CP is much richer than the linear constraints in ILP; constrain s need not be expressed
only as linear inequalities. A greater variety of constraint operators and relations are
available (Williams and Wilson 1998), such as=, ≥, ≤, >, <, ∗, \, subset, superset,
union, intersection, member, all different, OR, AND andXOR. It is possible to model
these CP constraints in ILP by transforming them, with varying degrees of difficultly,
to linear constraints involving integer variables. However, CP provides a greater ex-
pressive power as it allows for these constraints directly.This representation can make
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problems easier to model and sometimes easier to solve due toth more concise repre-
sentation, that is problems can be expressed with fewer constrai t and variables than
in ILP.
Constraint Programming is often used when a quick feasible solution to a problem
is required rather than a provably optimal solution. A feasible solution is found using
constraint propagationwhereby the values of variables (or domains of variables) is
reduced using information from the constraints. For example (taken from Williams
and Wilson (1998)), letx, y, z be integer variables defined in the range[1,10] and let
the constraints bey < z andx = y+ z. We can deduce thaty < 10 andz > 1 from
the constrainty < z. Combining this withx = y+ z we can deduce thatx > 2, y < 9
andz< 10. Thus the domains of the variables can be revised tox∈ [3,10], y∈ [1,8],
z∈ [2,9].
It is also possible to specify an objective function. When an objective function is in-
troduced solutions are usually found via a tree search similar to the branch-and-bound
used in ILP. This depends on having a good bound on the objective function (Lustig
and Puget 2001). For example, assume that our objective is tominimise the function
g(x1,x2, . . . ,xn) and we know the lower bound,L. Before optimisation begins, we must
first find a feasible solution (ignoring the objective function) which determines the up-
per boundU of the objective function. These two bounds provide us with arange
the optimal objective function must fall within. Using a binary search on the objec-
tive function we can find the optimal value. The procedure computes the midpoint
M = (U + L)/2 of the bounds and then solves a CP by taking the original problem
(without objective function) and adding the constraintg(x1,x2, . . . ,x3) < M. If a feasi-
ble solution is found then the upper bound is updated and the search continues with a
new midpoint. If the problem is infeasible then the lower bound is updated and search
continues with a new midpoint. The main difference between this procedure and the
brand-and-bound procedure of ILP is that in CP we stress the search for feasible solu-
tions, whereas branch-and-bound procedures usually emphasise improving the lower
bound (Lustig and Puget 2001).
Although CP may appear more desirable than ILP due to its expressive power and
the ability to incorporate an objective function, it is not without its problems. When
constraints contain many variables, constraint propagation becomes ineffective; this
stems from the history of the CP community who mainly considerproblems in which
the constraints only contain two variables each (Hooker 2002). Objective functions
tend to contain many variables as they represent the cost or reward incurred by making
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different decisions. Thus CP is less desirable for modellingproblems which involve
large objective functions.
5.3 Integer Linear Programming in NLP
Our presentation of ILP has been very general with little refe nce to NLP. In this
section we describe how ILP has been used in NLP and the benefits it can bring.
Integer Linear Programming has recently attracted much attention in the NLP com-
munity. ILP techniques have been applied to several tasks, including machine trans-
lation (Germann et al. 2004), relation extraction (Roth andYih 2004), semantic role
labelling (Punyakanok et al. 2004), the generation of routedir ctions (Marciniak and
Strube 2005), temporal link analysis (Bramsen et al. 2006),set partitioning (Barzilay
and Lapata 2006), syntactic parsing (Riedel and Clarke 2006), multi-document sum-
marisation (McDonald 2007) and coreference resolution (Denis and Baldridge 2007).
Most of these approaches use ILP to model problems in a more glbal manner.
Capturing the global properties of a problem can improve a model’s accuracy as it is
able to represent the long-range dependencies of the problem. In this section we give
an overview of previous NLP work using ILP and describe the tasks to which ILP has
been applied.
It is important to clarify what we mean byglobal since it has multiple senses de-
pending on its context. When referring to optimisation, aglobal method seeks to find
the globally best solution of the model in the presence of multiple local optima. By
contrast, global in the sense ofglobal models means being able to perform decisions
based on evidence beyond the local scope (i.e., beyond adjacent words, part-of-speech,
constituents ). In this section we will use the termexact inferenceto refer to a technique
which finds the globally best solution under the model (rather an global optimisa-
tion). And global will be reserved to the modelling sense, threforeglobal inference
refers to being able to incorporate more global informationduring inference.
Recall that many tasks in natural language processing can befram d as mapping
from inputsx∈ X to outputsy∈ Y . For example, in the case of sentence compression
x∈ X is a source sentence andy∈ Y its corresponding compression.
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5.3.1 Global Constraints with ILP
In the sequence labelling setting (e.g., part-of-speech tagging and chunking) there are
existing techniques for training local models under the globa structure of the prob-
lem which provide exact and tractable inference. Two popular techniques are hidden
Markov Models (HMMs) and conditional random fields (CRFs, Lafferty et al. 2001).
These models benefit from being trained under the global structu e of the problem, by
this we mean the sequential (or structural) constraints of the tasks are enforced. For ex-
ample, each word must be assigned exactly one part-of-speech tag or chunk sequences
cannot overlap. However, HMMs and CRFs force us to make strongassumptions of
conditional independence between variables. This is due tothe widely used Viterbi
algorithm which provides efficient and exact inference. Theassumptions are not al-
ways justifiable as many real world problems exhibit complexstructure and long range
dependencies which we are unable to capture with local models. In both HMMs and
CRFs low-order Markov assumptions (typically first-order) ae made on the output
structure, thus limiting us to consider the output sequencelo ally, i.e., that the current
part-of-speech tag for a word only depends on the previous tag; longer histories can be
difficult to encode. In many tasks and domains there are hard or soft global constraints
on the output sequence that are easily motivated by common sense typically through
linguistic understanding or domain knowledge. One exampleof this may be, that a
sentence must contain a verb. It is, therefore, desirable tohave models which can look
more globally at the output structure.
Reranking Reranking is one method that has been used to incorporate global c n-
straints on the output (Collins 2000; Shen et al. 2004). Its motivation is to provide a
method of incorporating constraints which would otherwisebe awkward to encode in
existing models.
In order to perform reranking, a base model, which is typically local (e.g., HMM,
CRF or perceptron), produces a set of candidate solutions foreach input. Accompa-
nying these solutions are their respective probabilities or m del scores which define a
natural ranking on the solutions. This ranked list of solutins is termed then-best list.
A second model (the reranker) then attempts to improve on this initial ranking using
more global features or constraints over the output space. Th task of the reranker is
to pick the best global solution from then-best list.
The advantage of reranking is that it provides a quick methodfor incorporating
global constraints on the output and is relatively easy to imple ent. It has been shown
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to improve parsing accuracy (Collins 2000) and machine translation quality (Shen et al.
2004). However it is not without its drawbacks. Reranking issensitive to the size of
the n-best list. The performance of the reranker is limited by thebase model. If the
n-best list does not contain good solutions then the rerankerwill not be able to find any
better solutions. This is very task dependent, in parsing 27candidate parses needed
to be considered on average to see a notable improvement in accuracy whereas in
machine translation at least 1000 candidates must be considered to see an increase in
performance. Generally, the size ofn grows with the size of the output spaceY .
Another problem is that finding a solution using reranking replaces a single pro-
cess with a two stage process. In the first stage, the base model ust generate then
candidate solutions thus pruning the search space (or solution space); the second stage
then selects the best candidate according to the reranking model. Thus this method has
multiple approximations; it is possible that good solutions according to the reranker
will be pruned in the first stage. Reranking relies on the basemodel being able to pro-
ducen-best solutions which contain globally good answers. If this isn’t the case then
the reranker will not be able to find better solutions.
Integer Linear Programming Another method of incorporating global constraints is
by reformulating the inference procedure as an ILP. This is favourable to the reranking
method as global constraints can be incorporated into the model in a single inference
process rather than as part of a two stage process. ILP allowsus to introduce new
local and global constraints that act over the output space and model the long-range
dependencies of the problem in a natural and systematic fashion.
In the context of CRFs, Roth and Yih (2005) reformulate the Vitrbi algorithm as an
ILP which allows them to extend CRF models to support general constraint structures
(i.e., more global and non-sequential constraints). Specifically inference in CRFs (and
HMMs) can be viewed as a minimum cost network flow problem (MCNFP) and can
be easily formulated as an ILP. This formulation also results in a totally unimodular
constraint matrix and thus can be solved by the LP relaxationwithout resorting to
specific ILP solving methods (see Section 5.2.1 for details).
Roth and Yih (2005) test their ILP inference in CRFs using the Semantic Role
Labelling (SRL) task which attempts to discover the verb-argument structure of a
sentence. Asemantic roleis the relationship that a syntactic constituent has with a
predicate. Example of roles arguments include Agent, Patient, Instrument, Locative,
Temporal, Manner and Cause. Sentence (1) shows the semantic roles annotation for
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Label Description Label Description
V Verb A3 Attribute
A0 Acceptor AM-MOD Modal
A1 Thing accepted AM-NEG Negation
A2 Accepted-from
Table 5.2: Semantic Role Labels for the verb accept as defined by the PropBank Frame
Scheme.
the predicateaccept, taken from the PropBank corpus.
(1) [A0 He] [AM-MOD would] [AM-NEG n’t] [ V accept] [ A1 anything of value]from [A2
those he was writing about].
The labels in the case ofacceptare defined in the PropBank Frame scheme according
to Table 5.2.
When the task is framed as a sequence labelling problem we can view identifying
the segments (arguments) as attempting to label consecutivwords as being part of a
segment or not. This can be represented at the word level using aBIO representation.
In this case, we label each word as either beginning (B) a text segment, being inside (I )
a text segment but not the first word of the segment, or being outside (O) a text segment.
TheO label is assigned all words we are not interested in. In the cas of semantic role
labelling where we must not only segment the sentence but also label the segments we
can append the label to theBIO representation. For example, to signify anA1 argument
we would have the labelsB-A1 andI-A1 . When adjacent text segments cannot share
the same label we can simplify the representation to theIO representation.
Using this representation, Roth and Yih (2005) reformulatethe Viterbi algorithm
used in CRFs as an ILP to incorporate linguistically motivated constraints. Examples
of these constraints include: no duplicate verb arguments (i.e., a verb cannot have
two A1 arguments), all verbs must have at least one argument, and disallowing invalid
arguments for a verb among others. The constraints can be used both during training
and testing, however, Roth and Yih observe the best performance when they apply the
additional constraint at test time after training without the constraints.
Riedel and Clarke (2006) augment a dependency parsing model with linguistically
motivated constraints to create amoreglobal model by reformulating the inference pro-
cess as an ILP. Dependency parsing is the task of attaching words t their arguments,
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for example verbs are attached to their objects and subjects. The output of a depen-
dency parser is a dependency tree in which each word depends on exactly one parent
or the dummy root symbol. Inference in dependency parsing models is made tractable
by assuming a first-order factorisation (Eisner 1996) in which attachment decisions
are made independently of one another. McDonald et al. (2005c) show that using a
first-order factorisation inference can be performed globally nd exactly by solving
the maximum spanning tree. The resulting tree is guaranteedto be a structurally valid
dependency tree and the best solutions with respect to the mod l. The factorisation,
however, often causes the output to contain linguistic errors as attachment decisions
are made independently of one another. For example, a verb could be attached to more
than one subject or nouns and verbs may be coordinated. Such properties cannot be
modelled with a first-order factorisation.
Riedel and Clarke (2006) reformulate the maximum spanning tree problem as an
ILP and introduce additional linguistic constraints whichact over the output. The
resulting model uses these constraints to disallow dependency trees which do not con-
form to certain linguistic constraints. For example one constraint states: “heads are not
allowed to have more than one outgoing edge labelledl for all l in the set of labels”.
This constraint covers situations such as ensuring that verbs have no more than one
subject. The additional constraints ensure the resulting dependency trees are linguisti-
cally correct and contain fewer errors.
5.3.2 ILP for Arbitrary Problem Structure
In some problems the task is not easily mapped into sequence labelling or other set-
tings with well understood and efficient decoding algorithms such as Viterbi or the
maximum spanning tree. However, ILP is capable handling a variety of problems pro-
vided the objective and constraints can be expressed as linear functions.
Rather than tackling the whole problem of mappingX into Y , many approaches
break the mapping into a series of isolated decisions. This makes the task amenable
to a variety of “simple” learning algorithms. Local classifiers, such as the percep-
tron (Rosenblatt 1988) and support vector machines (Vapnik1998), can be used to
predict each “simple” decision without knowledge of the broader task. However, these
local classifiers have no knowledge of the global structure of the problem and thus
their collective output can be inconsistent and contradictory. Using ILP, it is possible
to perform global inference over the classifier’s output, thus ensuring that the output’s
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structure is consistent and correct.
We will demonstrate this using the aggregation task from natural language gener-
ation (Barzilay and Lapata 2006). In sentence generation a content planner provides
a set of entities which must appear in the generated document. A aggregation com-
ponent takes these entities as input and clusters (or aggregates) them such that each
cluster corresponds to a sentence. Entities from the same cluster will be mentioned
in same generated sentence. The aggregation is formulated as a set partitioning task
where the goal is to find a cluster of the input entities that maxi ises a global utility
function. This can be viewed as mapping from a set of entitiesx∈ X to a partitioning
of non-empty subsetsy∈ Y such that each entity appears in exactly one subset. They
model this task as a series of local decisions in which a localclassifier predicts whether
two entities should be aggregated based on their similarity. Efficient exact algorithms
do not exist for solving set partitioning problems (Cormen etal. 2000), which are NP-
complete and thus typically solved approximately without imposing structure on the
output. Solving this problem greedily (without imposing any structure) using solely a
local model can lead to an inconsistent partitioning. For example, transitivity may not
hold; entityA could be aggregated with entityB which in turn is aggregated with entity
C, however entitiesA andC are not aggregated. Barzilay and Lapata (2006) alleviate
these problems by using ILP to perform inference over the local classifier model with a
set of structural constraints which ensure that the global partitioning is consistent (i.e.,
transitivity holds). This provides exact and global inferenc over the output which was
not possible in the greedy case.
5.3.3 Combining Multiple Classifiers with ILP
Traditionally, NLP applications are implemented using a cascade of classifiers in which
the output representation is built incrementally and the output of one classifier serves
as input to the next. This process is repeated until the output re resentation is reached.
For example a simple pipeline for relation extraction mightinvolve performing named
entity recognition and then using the result as input to a reltion extraction module.
A major problem with the pipeline approach is that classifiers must blindly trust the
output of earlier classifiers even when there may be evidenceto the contrary — this is
especially true if the tasks being performed are strongly correlated with one another.
Consider for instance sentence (2):
(2) John Doe has worked for many airports throughout his life, h is currently
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employed by JFK.
Here, a hypothetical named entity recogniser may labelJohn DoeandJFK asperson.
This labelling is then passed on to a relation extraction module which from the sen-
tence alone has strong evidence that awork for relation exists betweenJohn Doeand
JFK. However, despite this evidence, it must label the entity pair differently as awork
for relation takespersonandlocationas its arguments and not twopersons. This prob-
lem is common in pipeline architectures; they suffer hugelyfrom error propagation
as later classifiers have no means of informing earlier classifiers of possible errors or
inconsistencies.
Integer Linear Programming has been used to combine local classifiers in a global
manner thus removing the reliance on the pipeline. Such an appro ch has been used for
generating route directions (Marciniak and Strube 2005) and relation extraction (Roth
and Yih 2004). Roth and Yih (2004) use ILP to combine the output of a named entity
identifier and relation identifier. Given a sentence, ILP provides global and exact in-
ference over all possible classifications that could in the sentence. Taking sentence (2)
as an example, the objective function would contain the sum of the scores for all pos-
sible labellings forJohn DoeandJFK plus the scores of all possible relations between
those labellings. A set of constraints help model the structure of the problem to ensure
the output is valid. This disallows labelling both entitiesaspersonand selecting the
relationwork for. Modelling the problem in this manner allows the relation extraction
scores to help resolve the ambiguity in labellingJFK which will have relatively high
scores for being labelled eitherpersonor location.
5.3.4 ILP for Exact Inference
While most uses of ILP in NLP focus on combining the output of multiple local classi-
fiers to find global solutions or producing more global models, some work has used ILP
solely for inference without extending the model with linguistic or other constraints.
Germann et al. (2004) and McDonald (2007) have compared approximate inference
algorithms against the exact solution provided by ILP for two NP-hard problems: ma-
chine translation and multi-document summarisation. In these cases the sheer scale
of the problem makes inference intractable and approximatealgorithms are often used
to ensure speed and tractability. ILP is a prime candidate for these kinds of problems
since it is suited to solving NP-hard problems exactly, although solve time is sacrificed
to reach optimality.
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Germann et al. (2004) compare the speed and output quality ofthree decoders for
statistical machine translation (SMT) using the IBM transltion Model 4 (Brown et al.
1993). SMT is framed as the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) where choosing a
good word order for the output is likened to determining a good TSP tour. They find
that the ILP becomes intractable due to the sub-tour eliminatio strategy employed
which requires an exponential number of constraints be added to avoid subtours.
The multi-document summarisation problem is framed as selecting sentences from
multiple related documents to form a general summary. The desirable properties for
a summary are that: it is relevant for its purpose, it contains no redundant sentences
and that its length is bounded by some upper limit. McDonald (2007) treats the task as
optimising all these properties jointly, and proves that global inference is NP-hard. The
output of three global inference algorithms are compared. These are a greedy approx-
imate method, a dynamic programming approach based on solutions to the knapsack
problem, and an ILP formulation of the knapsack problem. He shows that the dynamic
programming approach provides near optimal results and scales much better than the
exact ILP method which is feasible for smaller problems.
5.3.5 ILP in Other Scenarios
Dras (1999) develops a document paraphrasing model using ILP. The key premise of
his work is that in some cases one may want to rewrite a document so as to conform
to some global constraints such as length, readability, or style. The proposed model
has three ingredients: a set of sentence-level paraphrasesfor rewriting the text, a set
of global constraints, and an objective function which quantifies the effect incurred by
the paraphrases. Under this formulation, ILP can be used to select which paraphrases
to apply so that the global constraints are satisfied. The constrai ts are focused on:
length, readability, lexical density (Halliday 1985) and variety in sentence structure.
Paraphrase generation falls outside the scope of the ILP model – sentence rewrite op-
erations are mainly syntactic and provided by a module basedon synchronous tree
adjoining grammar (S-TAG). Unfortunately, only a proof-of-concept is presented; im-
plementation and evaluation of this module are left to future work.
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5.4 Summary of Chapter
In this chapter we have presented linear programming (LP) and integer linear program-
ming (ILP). LP and ILP are flexible frameworks for modelling various optimisation
problems. ILP problems consist of three parts: a linear objectiv function, a set of
decision variables, and a set of linear constraints. The constrai ts are flexible, easy to
formulate and can represent a variety of real world properties.
We provided an overview of the application of ILP to various NLP problems. This
outlined some of the properties which make ILP an appealing framework, in particular
how constraints can be used to enforce global structure on prblems.
Chapter 6
ILP for Compression
Sentence compression has been expressed in a variety of formulations using either lex-
ical information, syntactic information or both. Despite differences in formulation,
all these approaches model the compression process usinglocal information. For in-
stance, in order to decide which words to drop, they exploit information about adjacent
words or constituents. Local models can do a good job at producing grammatical com-
pressions, however they are somewhat limited in scope sincethey cannot incorporate
global constraints on the compression output. Such constraints coider the sentence
as a whole instead of isolated linguistic units (words or constituents). To give a con-
crete example we may want to ensure that each target compression has a verb, provided
that the source had one in the first place. Or that verbal arguments are present in the
compression. Or that pronouns are retained. Such constraint re fairly intuitive and
can be used to instill not only linguistic but also task specific information into the
model. For example, an application which compresses text tobe displayed on small
screens would presumably have a higher compression rate than a system generating
subtitles from spoken text. A global constraint could forceth former system to gen-
erate compressions with a fixed rate or a fixed number of words.
Existing approaches do not model global properties of the compression problem
for a good reason. The decoding process for finding the best compression for a source
sentence given the space of all possible compressions can beome intractable for too
many constraints and overly long sentences. In cases where tdecoding problem
cannot be solved efficiently using dynamic programming, an approximate search is
used. For example, in the noisy-channel approach of Turner ad Charniak (2005),
the decoder first searches for the best combination of rules to apply. As it traverses
the list of compression rules, it removes sentences outsidehe 100 best compressions
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(according to the channel model). This list is eventually truncated to 25 compressions.
In this chapter we propose a novel framework for sentence compression that takes
into account local and global constraints and finds an optimal solution. Our formula-
tion uses many of the integer linear programming (ILP) techniques discussed in Chap-
ter 5. Specifically, we show how previously proposed models can be recast as integer
linear programs. We extend these models with constraints which we express as linear
inequalities. Decoding amounts to finding the best solutiongiven a linear (scoring)
function and a set of linear constraints that can be either global or local. Our con-
straints are syntactically and semantically motivated anddesigned to bring less local
knowledge into the model and help preserve the meaning of thesource sentence. Pre-
vious work has identified several important features for thecompression task (Knight
and Marcu 2002; McDonald 2006); however, the use of constraints during the search
process is novel to our knowledge.
Although ILP has been used in previous work (see Chapter 5), its application to
generation is not widespread. Barzilay and Lapata (2006) use ILP for aggregation, a
subtask within generation. Our work however tackles the whole generation pipeline
of sentence compression including content selection and surface realisation. Our ILP
systems are end-to-end systems in which the input is an uncompressed sentence and
the output is a compressed sentence. Contrary to most previous w rk (Roth and Yih
(2005) are an exception) we do joint inference and learning within the ILP framework
including learning in the presence of our constraints.
We present three compression models from Chapter 2 recast in the ILP frame-
work. These models are representative of an unsupervised, semi-supervised and fully
supervised learning approach. This allows us to perform a comparison across learning
paradigms and assess the impact of our constraints on these mod ls.
Finally, we introduce a series of constraints designed to ensure the compressions
are structurally and semantically valid. The first set of constraints are concerned with
relations between modifier and head words. We then look at sentence wide constraints
such as verb argument structure. Our final set of constraintsconcern discourse infor-
mation and are explored in more detail in the next chapter.
6.1 Compression Models
In this section we recap three compression models from Chapter 2 which we reformu-
late as integer linear programs; and present our compression-related global constraints
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in Section 6.2. All the constraints are derived from the logical condition identities
presented in Section 5.2.2; these allow us to build simple logical conditions into our
models through 0–1 variables.
The first model is a simple language model which has been used as a b seline in
previous research (Knight and Marcu 2002). Our second modelis based on Hori and
Furui (2004); it combines a language model with a corpus-based significance scoring
function (we omit here the confidence score derived from the speech recogniser since
our models are applied to text only). This model requires a smll amount of parallel
data to learn weights for the language model and the significace score.
Our third model uses a discriminative large margin framework (McDonald 2006),
is fully supervised and trained on a larger parallel corpus.
6.1.1 Language Model
A language model is perhaps the simplest model that springs to mind. It does not
require a parallel corpus (although a relatively large monolingual corpus is necessary
for training), and will naturally prefer short sentences tolonger ones. Furthermore, a
language model can be used to drop words that are either infrequent or unseen in the
training corpus. Knight and Marcu (2002) use a bigram language model as a baseline
against their noisy-channel and decision-tree models.
Let x = x1,x2, . . . ,xn denote a source sentence for which we wish to generate a
target compression. We introduce a decision variable for each word in the source and
constrain it to be binary; a value of 0 represents a word beingdropped, whereas a value
of 1 includes the word in the target compression. Let:
δi =
{
1 if xi is in the compression
0 otherwise
∀i ∈ [1. . .n]
If we were using a unigram language model, our objective functio would max-
imise the overall sum of the decision variables (i.e., words) multiplied by their unigram






Thus, if a word is selected, its correspondingδi is given a value of 1, and its probability
P(xi) according to the language model will be counted in our total score.
A unigram language model will probably generate many ungramm tical compres-
sions. We therefore use a more context-aware model in our objective function, namely
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a trigram model. Dynamic programming would be typically used to decode a lan-
guage model by traversing the sentence in a left-to-right manner. Such an algorithm
is efficient and provides all the context required for a conventional language model.
However, it can be difficult or impossible to incorporate constraints into such a model
as decisions on word inclusion cannot extend beyond a three word indow. By formu-
lating the decoding process for a trigram language model as an integer linear program
we are able to take into account constraints that affect the compressed sentence more
globally. This process is a much more involved task than in the unigram case where
there is no context, instead we must now make decisions basedon word sequences
rather than isolated words. We first create some additional decision variables:
αi =
{
1 if xi starts the compression
0 otherwise









1 if sequencexi,x j ends
the compression ∀i ∈ [0. . .n−1]









1 if sequencexi,x j ,xk ∀i ∈ [0. . .n−2]
is in the compression∀ j ∈ [i +1. . .n−1]
0 otherwise ∀k∈ [ j +1. . .n]
Our objective function is given in Equation (6.2). This is the sum of all possible tri-
grams that can occur in all compressions of the source sentence wherex0 represents the
‘start’ token andxi is theith word in sentencex. Equation (6.3) constrains the decision
























βi j ·P(end|xi,x j) (6.2)
subject to:
δi,αi,βi j ,γi jk = 0 or 1 (6.3)
The objective function in (6.2) allows any combination of trigrams to be selected.
This means that invalid trigram sequences (e.g., two or moretrigrams containing the
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‘end’ token) could appear in the target compression. We avoid this situation by intro-
ducingsequential constraints(on the decision variablesδi ,γi jk , αi, andβi j ) that restrict
the set of allowable trigram combinations.




αi = 1 (6.4)
Constraint 2 If a word is included in the sentence it must either start the sentence or








γi jk = 0 (6.5)
∀k : k∈ [1. . .n]
Constraint 3 If a word is included in the sentence it must either be preceded by one












βi j = 0 (6.6)
∀ j : j ∈ [1. . .n]
Constraint 4 If a word is in the sentence it must be followed by two words or fol-
lowed by one word and then the end of the sentence or it must be preceded by one
















βhi = 0 (6.7)
∀i : i ∈ [1. . .n]







βi j = 1 (6.8)
The sequential constraints described above ensure that thesecond order factorisation
(for trigrams) holds and are different from our compression-specific constraints which
are presented in Section 6.2.
Unless normalised by sentence length, a language model willnaturally prefer one-
word output. This normalisation is however non-linear and cannot be incorporated into
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our ILP formulation. Instead, we impose a constraint on the length of the compressed




δi ≥ b (6.9)
Alternatively, we could force the compression to be exactlyb tokens (by substituting
the inequality with an equality in (6.9)) or to be less thanb tokens (by replacing≥
with ≤).1 The constraint in (6.9) is language model-specific and is notused elsewhere.
6.1.2 Significance Model
The language model just described has no notion of which content words to include in
the compression and thus prefers words it has seen before. But words or constituents
will be of different relative importance in different documents or even sentences.
Inspired by Hori and Furui (2004), we add to our objective function (see Equa-
tion (6.2)) a significance score designed to highlight important content words. In
Hori and Furui’s original formulation each word is weightedby a score similar to un-
normalisedtf ∗ idf . The significance score is not applied indiscriminately to all words
in a sentence but solely to topic-related words, namely nouns and verbs. Our score dif-
fers in one respect. It combines document-level with sentence-level significance. So
in addition totf ∗ idf , each word is weighted by its level of embedding in the syntactic
tree.
Intuitively, in a sentence with multiply nested clauses, more deeply embedded
clauses tend to carry more semantic content. This is illustrated in Figure 6.1 which
depicts the clause embedding for the sentence “Mr Field has said he will resign if he
is not reselected, a move which could divide the party nationlly”. Here, the most
important information is conveyed by clauses S3 (he will resign) and S4 (if he is not
reselected) which are embedded. Accordingly, we should give more weight to words
found in these clauses than in the main clause (S1 in Figure 6.1). A simple way to
enforce this is to give clauses weight proportional to the level of embedding. Our








wherexi is a topic word,fi andFi are the frequency ofxi in the document and corpus
respectively,Fa is the sum of all topic words in the corpus,l is the number of clause
1Compression rate can be also limited to a range by including two inequality constraints.
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S1
S2




if he is not reselected
, a move
SBAR
which could divide the party nationally
Figure 6.1: The clause embedding of the sentence “Mr Field has said he will resign
if he is not reselected, a move which could divide the party nationally”; nested boxes
correspond to nested clauses.
constituents abovexi, andN is the deepest level of clause embedding.Fa andFi are
estimated from a large document collection,fi is document-specific, whereaslN is
sentence-specific. So, in Figure 6.1 the termlN is 1.0 (4/4) for clauseS4, 0.75 (3/4) for
clauseS3, and so on. Individual words inherit their weight from theirclauses.




























βi j ·P(end|xi,x j) (6.11)
We also add a weighting factor (λ) to the objective, in order to counterbalance the
importance of the language model and the significance score.The weight is tuned on a
small parallel corpus. The sequential constraints from Equations (6.4)–(6.8) are again
used to ensure that the trigrams are combined in a valid way.
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6.1.3 Discriminative Model
For our discriminative model we use the model presented by McDonald (2006). This
model uses a large-margin learning framework coupled with afeature set defined on
compression bigrams and syntactic structure.
We briefly recap the model. Full details of the model including the features and
learning algorithm are discussed in Section 2.2.3. Letx = x1, . . . ,xn denote a source
sentence with a target compressiony = y1, . . . ,ym where eachy j occurs inx. The
function L(yi) ∈ {1. . .n} maps wordyi in the target compression to the index of the
word in the source sentence,x. We also include the constraint thatL(yi) < L(yi+1)
which forces each word inx to occur at most once in the compressiony. Let the score
of a compressiony for a sentencex be:
s(x,y) (6.12)






s(x,L(y j−1),L(y j)) (6.13)
The score function is defined to be the dot product between a high dimensional feature





w · f(x,L(y j−1),L(y j)) (6.14)
Decoding in this model amounts to finding the combination of bigrams that max-
imises the scoring function in (6.14). McDonald (2006) usesa dynamic program-
ming approach where the maximum score is found in a left-to-right manner. The al-
gorithm is an extension of Viterbi for the case in which scores factor over dynamic
sub-strings (McDonald et al. 2005a; Sarawagi and Cohen 2004). This allows back-
pointers to be used to reconstruct the highest scoring compression as well as thek-best
compressions.
Again this is similar to the trigram language model decodingprocess (see Sec-
tion 6.1.1), except that here a bigram model is used. Consequently, the ILP formulation
is slightly simpler than that of the trigram language model.L t:
δi =
{
1 if xi is in the compression
0 otherwise
(1≤ i ≤ n)
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We then introduce some more decision variables:
αi =
{
1 if xi starts the compression
0 otherwise
∀i ∈ [1. . .n]
βi =
{
1 if word xi ends the compression
0 otherwise ∀i ∈ [1. . .n]
γi j =
{
1 if sequencexi,x j is in the compression∀i ∈ [1. . .n−1]
0 otherwise ∀ j ∈ [i +1. . .n]


















βi ·s(x, i,n+1) (6.15)




αi = 1 (6.16)
Constraint 2 If a word is included in the sentence it must either start the compression
or follow another word.




γi j = 0 (6.17)
∀ j : j ∈ [1. . .n]
Constraint 3 If a word is included in the sentence it must be either followed by





γi j −βi = 0 (6.18)
∀i : i ∈ [1. . .n]
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βi = 1 (6.19)
Again, the sequential constraints in Equations (6.16)–(6.19) are necessary to ensure
that the resulting combination of bigrams are valid.
The current formulation provides a single optimal compression given the model.
However, McDonald’s (2006) dynamic programming algorithmis capable of returning
thek-best compressions; this is useful for their learning algorithm described later. In
order to producek-best compressions, we must rerun the ILP with extra constrai ts
which forbid previous solutions. In other words, we first formulate the ILP as above,
solve it, add its solution to thek-best list, and then create a set of constraints that
forbid the configuration ofδi decision variables which form the current solution. The
procedure is repeated untilk compressions are found.
6.2 Constraints
We are now ready to describe our constraints. The models present d in the previous
sections contain only sequential constraints and are thus eq ivalent to their original
formulations. Our constraints are linguistically and semantically motivated in a simi-
lar fashion to the grammar checking component of Jing (2000). However, they do not
rely on any additional knowledge sources (such as a grammar lexicon or WordNet) be-
yond the parse and grammatical relations of the source sentence. While grammatical
relations are a general concept, for our purposes we obtain them from RASP (Briscoe
and Carroll 2002), a domain-independent, robust parsing system for English. How-
ever, any other parser with a broadly similar output (e.g., Lin (2001)) could also serve
our purposes. Our constraints revolve around modification,argument structure, and
discourse related factors.
In presenting our constraints it is useful to have real worldexamples to understand
how each constraint affects compression output. Table 6.1 provides example sentences
and their corresponding compressions given by the trigram lnguage model, it also
shows the improvements made over the trigram model as we add different styles of
constraints (described below).
We can see from Table 6.1 that the language model (rows markedb) does a rea-
sonable job of modelling local word dependencies, but it is unable to capture syntactic
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1a. He became a power player in Greek Politics in 1974, when hefounded the
socialist Pasok Party.
1b. He became a player in the Pasok.
1c. He became a player in the Pasok Party.
1d.He became a player in politics.
2a. She was in a Canadian hospital last night suffering form exhaustion.
2b. She was a night.
2c. She was suffering from exhaustion.
2d.She was in a hospital suffering.
3a. We took these troubled youth who don’t have fathers, and brought them into
the room to Dads who don’t have their children.
3b. We don’t have, and don’t have children.
3c. We don’t have them don’t have their children.
3d.We took these youth and brought them into the room to Dads.
Table 6.1: Compression examples (a: source sentence, b: compression with the tri-
gram model, c: compression with LM and modifier constraints, d: compression with LM,
Mod and argument structure constraints).
dependencies that could potentially allow for more meaningful compressions. For ex-
ample, in sentence (1b) it is unable to capture the object-verb d pendency between
Pasok Partyandfounded.
Modifier Constraints Modifier constraints ensure that relationships between head
words and their modifiers remain grammatical in the compression:
δi −δ j ≥ 0 (6.20)
∀i, j : x j ∈ xi ’s ncmods
δi −δ j ≥ 0 (6.21)
∀i, j : x j ∈ xi ’s detmods
Equation (6.20) guarantees that if we include a non-clausalmodifier2 (ncmod) in the
compression (such as an adjective or a noun) then the head of the modifier must also be
included; this is repeated for determiners (detmod ) in (6.21). In Table 6.2 we illustrate
2Clausal modifiers (cmod) are adjuncts modifying entire clauses. In the example “h ate the cake
because he was hungry”, the because-clause is a modifier of the sentence “he ate the cake”.
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4a. He became a power player in Greek Politics in 1974, when hefounded the
socialist Pasok Party.
4b. *He became a power player in Greek Politics in 1974, when hfoundedthe
Pasok.
5a. We took these troubled youth who don’t have fathers, and brought them into
a room to Dads who don’t have their children.
5b. *We took these troubled youth whodo havefathers, and brought them into a
room to Dads whodo havetheir children.
5c. *We took these troubled youth who don’t have fathers, andbrought them into
a room to Dads who don’thave children.
6a. The chain stretched from Uganda to Grenada and Nicaragua, since the 1970s.
6b. *Stretched from Ugandato Grenada and Nicaragua, since the 1970s.
6c. *The chain from Ugandato Grenada and Nicaragua, since the 1970s.
6d. *The chainstretched Ugandato Grenada and Nicaragua, since the 1970s.
6e. *The chainstretched from to Grenada and Nicaragua, since the 1970s.
6f. *The chain stretched fromUganda to Grenada Nicaragua, since the 1970s.
Table 6.2: Examples of compressions disallowed by our set of constraints.
how these constraints disallow the deletion of certain words (starred sentences denote
compressions that would not be possible given our constraints). For example, if the
modifier wordPasokfrom sentence (4a) is in the compression, then its headPartywill
also included (see (4b) as a counter example).
We also want to ensure that the meaning of the source sentenceis pr served in
the compression, particularly in the face of negation. Equation (6.22) implements
this by forcingnot in the compression when the head is included (see sentence (5b)
in Table 6.2). A similar constraint is added for possessive modifiers (e.g.,his, our),
including genitives (e.g.,John’s gift), as shown in Equation (6.23). An example of the
possessive constraint is given in sentence (5c) in Table 6.2.
δi −δ j = 0 (6.22)
∀i, j : x j ∈ xi ’s ncmods ∧x j = not
δi −δ j = 0 (6.23)
∀i, j : x j ∈ xi ’s possessivemods
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Compression examples with the addition of the modifier constraints are shown in
Table 6.1 (see rows labelled c). Moving from the language model (rows labelled b)
to the compressions with modifier constraints also demonstrates the interaction of the
constraints during inference. We see that sentence (1c) and(3c) change little from the
language model but are certainly improvements. Unlike post- rocessing or reranking,
which could be used to ‘fix’ the output, the constraints play arole in inference and thus
the optimal compression according to the model and constraits will always be found.
Thus we see the differences between sentence (2c) and (2b) are much greater.
Although the compressions created with the use of modifier constraints are gram-
matical (see the inclusion ofParty due to the modifierPasok), they are not entirely
meaning preserving.
Argument Structure Constraints We also define a few intuitive constraints that take
the overall sentence structure into account. The first constrai t (Equation (6.24)) en-
sures that if a verb is present in the compression then so are its arguments, and if any of
the arguments are included in the compression then the verb must also be included. We
thus force the program to make the same decision on the verb, its subject, and object
(see sentence (6b) in Table 6.2).
δi −δ j = 0 (6.24)
∀i, j : x j ∈ subject/object of verbxi
Our second constraint forces the compression to contain at leas one verb provided the
source sentence contains one as well:
∑
i:xi∈verbs
δi ≥ 1 (6.25)
The constraint entails that it is not possible to drop the main verbstretchedfrom sen-
tence (6a) (see also sentence (6c) in Table 6.2).
Other sentential constraints include Equations (6.26) and(6.27) which apply to
prepositional phrases and subordinate clauses. These constraints force the introducing
term (i.e., the preposition, or subordinator) to be included in the compression if any
word from within the syntactic constituent is also included. By subordinator we mean
wh-words (e.g.,who, which, how, where), the wordthat, and subordinating conjunc-
tions (e.g.,after, although, because). The reverse is also true, i.e., if the introducing
term is included, at least one other word from the syntactic constituent should also be
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included.
δi −δ j ≥ 0 (6.26)




δi −δ j ≥ 0 (6.27)
∀ j : x j startsPP/SUB
As an example consider sentence (6d) from Table 6.2. Here, wecannot drop the prepo-
sition from if Ugandais in the compression. Conversely, we must includefrom if
Ugandais in the compression (see sentence (6e)).
We also wish to handle coordination. If two head words are conjoined in the source
sentence, then if they are included in the compression the coordinating conjunction
must also be included:
(1−δi)+δ j ≥ 1 (6.28)
(1−δi)+δk ≥ 1 (6.29)
δi +(1−δ j)+(1−δk) ≥ 1 (6.30)
∀i, j,k : x j ∧xk conjoined byxi
Consider sentence (6f) from Table 6.2. If bothUgandaandNicaraguaare present in
the compression, then we must include the conjunctionand.
Table 6.1 illustrate the compression output when sentential constraints are added
to the model (see rows labelled with d). In sentence (1d) we see thatpolitics is forced
into the compression due to the presence ofin. Sentences (2d) and (3d) change quite
considerably from those with only the modifier constraints (sentence (2c) and (3c)).
Finally, Equation (6.31) disallows anything within brackets in the source sentence
from being included in the compression. This is a somewhat superficial attempt at
excluding parenthetical and potentially unimportant materi l from the compression.
δi = 0 (6.31)
∀i : xi ∈ bracketed words (inc parentheses)
Discourse Constraints Discourse constraints will be fully investigated in Chapter7,
however, for the time being we include a naive approximationin our model.
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Our discourse constraint concerns personal pronouns. Specifically, Equation (6.32)
forces personal pronouns to be included in the compression.The constraint is admit-
tedly more important for generating coherent documents (asopposed to individual
sentences). It nevertheless has some impact on sentence-level compressions, in par-
ticular when verbal arguments are missed by the parser. When these are pronominal,
constraint (6.32) will result in more grammatical output since some of the argument
structure of the source sentence will be preserved in the compression.
δi = 1 (6.32)
∀i : xi ∈ personal pronouns
We should note that some of the constraints described above wuld be captured by
models that learn synchronous deletion rules from a corpus.For example, the noisy-
channel model of Knight and Marcu (2002) learns not to drop the head when the lat-
ter is modified by an adjective or a noun, since the transformations DT NN → DT
or AJD NN→ ADJ are almost never seen in the data. Similarly, the coordinatio
constraint (Equations (6.28)–(6.30)) would be enforced using Turner and Charniak’s
(2005) special rules — they enhance their parallel grammar with rules modeling more
structurally complicated deletions than those attested intheir corpus. In designing our
constraints we aimed at capturing appropriate deletions for many possible models, in-
cluding those that do not rely on a training corpus or do not have an explicit notion of a
parallel grammar (e.g., McDonald 2006). The modification costraints would presum-
ably be redundant for the noisy-channel model, which could otherwise benefit from
more specialised constraints, e.g., targeting sparse rules or noisy parse trees; however
we leave this to future work.
Another feature of the modelling framework presented here is that deletions (or
non-deletions) are treated as unconditional decisions. For example, we require not to
drop the noun in adjective-noun sequences if the adjective is not deleted as well. We
also require to always include a verb in the compression if the source sentence has
one. These hardwired decisions could in some cases prevent valid compressions from
being considered. For instance, it is not possible to compress the sentence “this is not
appropriate behaviour” to “ this is not appropriate” or“ Bob loves Mary and John loves
Susan” to “ Bob loves Mary and John Susan”. Admittedly we lose some expressive
power, yet we ensure that the compressions will be broadly grammatical, even for
unsupervised or semi-supervised models. Furthermore, in practice we find that our
models consistently outperform non-constraint-based alternatives, without extensive
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constraint engineering.
6.3 Experimental Setup
Our evaluation experiments were motivated by three question : (1) Do compression
models with constraints deliver performance gains? We expect b tter compressions
for the model variants which incorporate constraints. (2) Are there differences among
constraint-based models? Here, we would like to investigate how much compression
quality is improved with the additional modelling power gained through constraints.
For example, it may be the case that a state-of-the-art modellike McDonald’s (2006)
does not benefit much from the addition of constraints. And that e effect of these
constraints is much bigger for a less sophisticated model. (3) How do the models port
across domains? In particular, we are interested in assessing whether the models and
proposed constraints are general and robust enough to produce good compressions for
both written and spoken texts.
We next describe the data sets on which our models were trained d tested, explain
how model parameters were estimated, discuss the solve times of our ILPs and present
our evaluation setup. We discuss our results in Section 6.4.
Corpora Our intent was to assess the performance of the models just describ d on
written and spoken text. The appeal of written text is understandable since most sum-
marisation work today focuses on this domain. Speech data not only provides a natural
test-bed for compression applications (e.g., subtitle generation) but also poses addi-
tional challenges. Spoken utterances can be ungrammatical, in omplete, and often
contain artefacts such as false starts, interjections, hesitations, and disfluencies. Rather
than focusing on spontaneous speech which is abundant in these artefacts, we conduct
our study on the less ambitious domain of broadcast news tranc ipts. This lies in-
between the extremes of written text and spontaneous speechas it has been scripted
beforehand and is usually read off on autocue.
We use the two manually compressed corpora introduced in Section 3.1; a written
text corpus and a spoken text corpus. The written text corpuscomprises of 82 newspa-
per articles (1,433 sentences) from the British National Corpus (BNC) and the Amer-
ican News Text corpus. The corpus is split into training, development and testing sets
randomly on article boundaries. The sets contain 908, 63 and462 sentences respec-
tively. The spoken text corpus consists of 50 broadcast newsstories (1,370 sentences)
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taken from the HUB-4 1996 English Broadcast News corpus provided by the LDC.
Again the corpus is divided into 882 training sentences, 78 development sentences and
410 testing sentences; each set contains full stories.
Parameter Estimation McDonald’s (2006) model was trained on the full training
set on both corpora. The training is required to learn the featur weights,w. Our
implementation uses the same features as McDonald (2006) (see Section 2.2.3 for
details). The only difference is that our phrase structure and dependency features are
extracted from the output of Roark’s (2001) parser. McDonald uses Charniak’s (2000)
parser which performs comparably.
A loss function is required to inform the learning algorithmon the quality of a
compression hypothesis. McDonald’s (2006) loss is a measurof the number of words
falsely retained or dropped from the compression (i.e., thenumber of false positives
and false negatives). During development we observed that this loss function did
not compress aggressively enough on our corpora (typicallyaround 85% compression
rate). To alleviate this we introduced a new loss function:
L(x,y) = fp + fn +λLP (6.33)
where fp is the number of words falsely retained in the compression,fn is the number
of words falsely dropped from the compression andLP is the length penalty as defined
below in Equation (6.34). Herer is the length of the gold standard compression and
c is the length of the candidate compression. Theλ parameter controls how strongly
a candidate compression is penalised for exceeding the length of the gold standard
compression. Using a line search on the development dataλ was set to 3.
LP =
{
c− r if c > r
0 otherwise
(6.34)
Recall that two of our models require a trigram language model (see Sections 6.1.1
and 6.1.2). This was estimated from 25 million tokens of the North American cor-
pus using the CMU-Cambridge Language Modeling Toolkit (Clarkson and Rosenfeld
1997) with a vocabulary size of 50,000 tokens and Good-Turing discounting. The
significance score was calculated using 25 million tokens from the American News
Text corpus. In one of our models this score is combined with alanguage model (see
Equation (6.11)) and both terms are weighted. We optimised th weights using a small
subset of the training data (three documents in each case). Th optimisation followed
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Powell’s method (Press et al. 1992) with a loss function based on the F-score of the
grammatical relations found in the original sentence and its compressed version (see
Chapter 4 for details).
Solving the ILP As we mentioned in the previous chapter (Chapter 5) solving ILPs
is NP-hard. In cases where the coefficient matrix is unimodular, it can be shown that
the optimal solution to the linear program is integral. Although the coefficient matrix
in our problems is not unimodular, we obtained integral soluti ns for all sentences we
experimented with (approximately 3,000, see Section 6.3 for details). We conjecture
that this is due to the fact that all of our variables have 0,+1 or−1 coefficients in the
constraints and therefore our constraint matrix shares many properties of a unimodular
matrix. We generate and solve an ILP for every sentence we wish to compress. Solve
times are less than a second per sentence (including input-output overheads) for all
models presented here.
Evaluation Method Previous studies rely almost exclusively on human judgements
for assessing the assessing the well-formedness of automatically derived compressions.
We followed the evaluation procedure outlined in Chapter 4 byevaluating the output of
our models in two ways. First, we present results using an automa ic evaluation mea-
sure comparing the relations found in the system compression against those found in
the gold standard (Riezler et al. 2003). This allows us to measure the semantic aspects
of summarisation quality in terms of grammatical-functional information and can be
quantified using F-score. Since our test corpora are fairly la ge (over 400 sentences in
each corpus) differences among systems can be highlighted using significance testing.
Our implementation of the F-score measure uses the grammatical relations anno-
tations provided by RASP (Briscoe and Carroll 2002). This parser is particularly ap-
propriate for the compression task since it provides parsesfor both full sentences and
sentence fragments and is generally robust enough to analyse semi-grammatical com-
pressions. We calculated F-score over all the relations provided by RASP (e.g., subject,
direct/indirect object, modifier; 15 in total).
In line with previous work we also evaluate our models by eliciting human judge-
ments. In the first experiment participants were presented with a source sentence and
its target compression and asked to rate how well the compression preserved the most
important information from the source sentence. In the second experiment, they were
asked to rate the grammaticality of the compressed outputs.In both cases they used
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a five point rating scale where a high number indicates betterperformance. We ran-
domly selected 21 sentences from the test portion of each corpus. These sentences
were compressed automatically by the three models presented in his paper with and
without constraints. We also included gold standard compressions. Our materials thus
consisted of 294 (21× 2 × 7) source-target sentences. A Latin square design ensured
that subjects did not see two different compressions of the same sentence. We collected
ratings from 42 unpaid volunteers, all self reported nativeEnglish speakers. Both stud-
ies were conducted over the Internet. Examples of our experimental items are given in
Table 6.3.
6.4 Results
Let us first discuss our results when compression output is evaluated in terms of
F-score. Tables 6.4 and 6.5 illustrate the performance of our models on the written and
spoken corpora, respectively. We also present the compression rate for each system.
In all cases the models with the constraints (+Constr) yield btter F-scores than those
without. The difference is starker for the semi-supervisedmodel (Sig). On the written
corpus the constraint-based model outperforms the original model by 17.2% and on
the spoken corpus by 18.3%. We further examined whether performance differences
among models are statistically significant, using the Wilcoxon test. On the written cor-
pus all constraint enhanced models significantly outperform the models without con-
straints. The same tendency is observed on the spoken corpusexcept for McDonald’s
(2006) model which performs comparably with and without constraints.
We also wanted to establish which is the best constraint model. On both corpora
we find that the language model performs worst, whereas the significance model and
McDonald perform comparably (i.e., the F-score differences are not statistically sig-
nificant). To get a feeling for the difficulty of the task, we calculated how much our an-
notators agreed in their compression output. The inter-annotator agreement (F-score)
on the written corpus was 65.8% and on the spoken corpus 73.4%. The agreement is
higher on spoken texts since it consists of many short utteranc s (e.g.,Okay, That’s
it for now, Good night) that can be compressed only very little or not all. Note that
there is a marked difference between the automatic and humancompressions. Our best
performing systems are inferior to human output by more than20 F-score percentage
points.
Differences between the automatic systems and the human output are also observed
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Source The aim is to give councils some control over the future growth of sec-
ond homes.
Gold The aim is to give councils control over the growth of homes.
LM The aim is to the future.
LM+Constr The aim is to give councils control.
Sig The aim is to give councils control over the future growthof homes.
Sig+Constr The aim is to give councils control over the futuregrowth of homes.
McD The aim is to give councils.
McD+Constr The aim is to give councils some control over the growth of homes.
Source The Clinton administration recently unveiled a new means to encourage
brownfields redevelopment in the form of a tax incentive proposal.
Gold The Clinton administration unveiled a new means to encourage brown-
fields redevelopment in a tax incentive proposal.
LM The Clinton administration in the form of tax.
LM+Constr The Clinton administration unveiled a means to encourage redevelop-
ment in the form.
Sig The Clinton administration unveiled a encourage brownfields redevel-
opment form tax proposal.
Sig+Constr The Clinton administration unveiled a means to encourage brownfields
redevelopment in the form of tax proposal.
McD The Clinton unveiled a means to encourage brownfields redevelopment
in a tax incentive proposal.
McD+Constr The Clinton administration unveiled a means to encourage brownfields
redevelopment in the form of a incentive proposal.
Table 6.3: Example compressions produced by our systems (Source: source sentence,
Gold: gold-standard compression, LM: language model compression, LM+Constr:
language model compression with constraints, Sig: significance model, Sig+Constr:
significance model with constraints, McD: McDonald’s (2006) compression model,










Table 6.4: Results on the written text corpus; compression rate (CompR) and grammat-
ical relation F-score (F-score); ∗: constraint-based model is significantly different from









Table 6.5: Results on the spoken text corpus; compression rate (CompR) and gram-
matical relation F-score (F-score); ∗: constraint-based model is significantly different
from model without constraints.; †: significantly different from LM+Constr.









Table 6.6: Results on the written text corpus; average grammaticality score (Gram-
mar) and average importance score (Importance) for human judgements; ∗: model is
significantly different from model without constraints; †: significantly different from gold
standard; $: significantly different from McD+Constr.
with respect to the compression rate. As can be seen the language model compresses
most aggressively, whereas the significance model and McDonald tend to be more
conservative and closer to the gold standard. Interestingly, the constraints do not nec-
essarily increase the compression rate. The latter increases for the significance model
but decreases for the language model and remains relativelyconstant for McDonald. It
is straightforward to impose the same compression rate for all constraint-based mod-
els (e.g., by forcing the model to retainb tokens∑ni=1yi = b). However, we refrained
from doing this since we wanted our models to regulate the compression rate for each
sentence individually according its specific information content and structure.
We next consider the results of our human study which assess in more detail the
quality of the generated compressions on two dimensions, namely grammaticality and
information content. F-score conflates these two dimensions and therefore in theory
could unduly reward a system that produces perfectly grammatical output without any
information loss. Tables 6.6 and 6.7 show the mean ratings3 for each system (and the
gold standard) on the written and spoken corpora, respectively. We first performed an
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) to examine the effect of different system compressions.
The ANOVA revealed a reliable effect on both grammaticality and importance for each
corpus (the effect was significant by both subjects and items(p < 0.01)).
We next examine the impact of the constraints (+Constr in the tables). In most
cases we observe an increase in ratings for both grammaticality and importance when










Table 6.7: Results on the spoken text corpus; average grammaticality score (Gram-
mar) and average importance score (Importance) for human judgements; ∗: model is
significantly different from model without constraints; †: significantly different from gold
standard; $: significantly different from McD+Constr.
a model is supplemented with constraints. Post-hoc Tukey tests r veal that the gram-
maticality and importance ratings of the language model andsignificance model sig-
nificantly improve with the constraints (α < 0.01). By contrast, McDonald’s system
sees a numerical improvement with the addition of constraints, but this difference is
not statistically significant. These tendencies are observed on the spoken and written
corpora.
Upon closer inspection, we can see that constraints influence considerably the
grammaticality of the unsupervised and semi-supervised systems. Tukey tests re-
veal that LM+Constr and Sig+Constr are as grammatical as McD+Constr. In terms
of importance, Sig+Constr and McD+Constr are significantly better than LM+Constr
(α < 0.01). This is not surprising given that LM+Constr is a very simple model without
a mechanism for highlighting important words in a sentence.Int restingly, Sig+Constr
performs as well as McD+Constr in retaining the most important words, despite the
fact that it requires minimal supervision. Although constraint-based models overall
perform better than models without constraints, they generally eceive lower ratings
(for grammaticality and importance) in comparison to the gold standard. And the dif-
ferences are significant in most cases.
In summary, we observe that constraints boost performance.This is more pro-
nounced for compression models that are either unsupervised or use small amounts of
parallel data. For example, a simple model like Sig yields performance comparable
to McDonald (2006) when constraints are taken into account.This is an encouraging
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result suggesting that ILP can be used to create good compression models with rela-
tively little effort (i.e., without extensive feature engieering or elaborate knowledge
sources). Performance gains are also obtained for competitive models like McDon-
ald’s (2006) that are fully supervised. But these gains are smaller, presumably because
the initial local model does a good job at producing grammatical output. Finally, our
improvements are consistent across corpora and evaluationparadigms.
6.5 Summary of Chapter
In this chapter we have presented a novel method for automatic sentence compression.
A key aspect of our approach is the use of integer linear programming for inferring
globally optimal compressions in the presence of linguistically motivated constraints.
We have shown how previous formulations of sentence compression can be recast as
ILPs and extended these models with constraints ensuring that the compressed out-
put is structurally and semantically well-formed. Contraryto previous work that has
employed ILP solely for decoding, our models integrate learning with inference in a
unified framework.
Our experiments have demonstrated the advantages of the approach. Constraint-
based models consistently bring performance gains over thesame models without con-
straints. These improvements are more impressive for models that require little or no
supervision. A case in point here is the significance model discussed above. The un-
constrained incarnation of this model performs poorly and considerably worse than
McDonald’s (2006) state-of-the-art model. The addition ofc nstraints improves the
output of this model so that its performance is indistinguishable from McDonald. Note
that the significance model requires a small amount of training data (50 parallel sen-
tences), whereas McDonald is trained on hundreds of sentences. It also presupposes
little feature engineering, whereas McDonald utilises thousands of features. Some ef-
fort is associated with framing the global constraints; however these are created once
and are applied across models and corpora. We have also observed small performance
gains for McDonald’s system when the latter is supplementedwith constraints. Larger
improvements are possible with more sophisticated constrai ts; however our intent was




Throughout this thesis we have focused on a simple instantiaion of the sentence com-
pression task. First we assume that compression occurs without any rewriting opera-
tions besides word removal. Secondly, compression is performed on isolated sentences
without taking their surrounding context into account.
In this chapter we address the latter simplification and present a compression model
that makes use of discourse-level information. Performingcompression on isolated
sentences is at odds with most of its applications which aim to create a shorter docu-
ment rather than a single sentence. For example, compressing a document to display
text on PDA requires the resulting document to not only be gramm tical but also co-
herent in order to be easily read and understood. However, this cannot be guaranteed
without knowledge of how the discourse progresses from sentence to sentence. To
give a simple example, a contextually aware compression system could drop a word
or phrase from the current sentence simply because it is not men ioned anywhere else
in the document. Or it could decide to retain the word or phrase due to previous
references. Neglecting to incorporate discourse-level information into our compres-
sion models may lead to documents fraught with coherence violations (e.g., dangling
anaphora) and thus difficult to understand. The discourse information will provide
a much richer view of the document than can be gained from the surface form and
sentence parse trees. It can be viewed as another form of linguistic evidence and can
complement the representations used in earlier models, such as parse trees and gram-
matical relations, to provide a better interpretation of the document.
Knowledge of the discourse will not only help maintain coherence but can also
notify our models of what information is important thus providing improvements in
sentence-level compressions. The task is admittedly complex and the topic of much
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research in document summarisation. A number of factors have been identified as
signalling what information is important in a document. These include the discourse
topic, whether the sentence introduces new entities or events that have not been men-
tioned before, and the reader’s background knowledge. Evidence that contextual cues
are strong indicators of importance stems from professional summarisation. Abstrac-
tors often rely on contextual cues and a discourse-level repres ntation which they
piece together to form thethemeof the document, while creating summaries (Endres-
Niggemeyer 1998). The contextual cues are shallow sentence-l vel features whereas
the theme is a structured mental representation of what the document is about. It links
textual elements together in a similar way to a rhetorical-leve analysis of the doc-
ument’s content. For example, two passages may be linked if one is a restatement,
exemplifies, or is a cause/effect of the other passage.
For the remainder of this chapter we will use the term document compression to
refer to a document whose sentences have been compressed. More formally, given a
document,D, consisting of sentences,D = S1, . . . ,Sm, our goal is to compress each
sentenceS= w1, . . . ,wn by deleting words from the original. The compressed docu-
ment should retain the most important information, remain grammatical and coherent.
We could simply tackle the task by compressing each sentencesequentially using our
sentence compression systems from Chapter 6. However, in this chapter we will show
that a discourse aware model is better suited to this task.
7.1 Related Work
In this section we review some of the previous work on incorporating discourse-level
information into summarisation and compression models.
Jing (2000) uses information from the local context as evidence for and against
the removal of phrases during compression. Her model assumes that the local context
provides information about the main topic being discussed and phrases in the sentence
which are most related to the main topic should not be dropped. The topic is not
explicitly identified, instead the importance of each phrase is determined by the number
of lexical links within the local context. Words which are more connected have a higher
chance of being the focus of the local context and thus related to the main topic.
Her model links two words if they are repetitions, morphologically related or as-
sociated in WordNet (Miller 1995) through a lexical relation (e.g., hyponymy, syn-
onymy). This leads to nine possible relational links. Different types of links are con-
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sidered more important, for example, repetition and inflections are more important than
hypernyms. A context weight is calculated for each word based on the number of links
to the local context and the importance of each relation type. Phrases are scored by the
sum of their children’s context scores. The decision to dropa phrase from a sentence
are based partly on the local context and other factors such as the phrase’s grammatical
role and previous evidence from a parallel corpus (see Section 2.3.1 for more details).
Although Jing (2000) incorporates discourse information into a compression ap-
proximately through the local context, the number of ‘free’parameters in her method
poses some problems. Firstly, determining the size of the local context is non-trivial
and in the worst-case will be set arbitrarily. In her experiments the size of the local
context is not mentioned. Also weights must be given to each type of lexical rela-
tion to signify how good each relation is at determining the focus of the local context.
Ideally, we want a method for supplementing our compressionm dels with discourse
information which requires as few ‘free’ parameters as possible.
Dauḿe III and Marcu (2002) present a summarisation system that uses the syntactic
structure of each sentence and the overall discourse structure of the input document.
The system uses a statistical hierarchical model of text production in order to drop
syntactic and discourse units from a document deemed to be unimportant, this in turn
generates a coherent and grammatical summary. The task is framed in a similar manner
to the sentence compression task. Given a documentD = w1,w2, . . . ,wn the goal is to
produce a summary,S, by dropping any subset of words fromD.
Their model is an extension of the noisy-channel model for sentence compres-
sion (Knight and Marcu 2002). Recall that the noisy-channelhas two components: a
language model and a channel model. In the sentence compression in tantiation both
models act on probabilistic context-free grammar (PCFG) representations. Dauḿe III
and Marcu (2002) supplement this representation with a discour e representation that
connects sentences within the document in the form of a tree sucture. For this pur-
pose they select the Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST Mann and Thompson 1988) of
discourse structure to model the relationships between sentences.
In the RST framework, a document is represented by a tree whose leaves corre-
spond to text fragments. The fragments are the minimal unitsof the discourse and are
termedelementary discourse units(EDUs). The internal nodes of the tree correspond
to contiguous text spans and the nodes are labelled with arhetorical relation. A cru-
cial point made by RST is that most rhetorical relations betwe n two segments in a text
are asymmetric. Thenucleusin the relation is the node which contains more essential
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Figure 7.1: A DS-tree for text (1). The DS-tree depicts the full discourse and a partial
syntactic parse (to save space).
information, whilesatellite nodes indicate supporting or background units of infor-
mation. There are approximately 25 rhetorical relations inRST, examples of which
include: background, contrast, purpose, motivation, circumstance and solutionhood.
Dauḿe III and Marcu’s (2002) system works in a pipeline fashion. First discourse
structures are generated using a decision-based discoursepa r (Marcu 2000). This
builds a RST discourse structure containing EDUs and rhetorical relations. The EDUs
are then syntactically parsed using Collins’s (1997) parser. The EDUs’ syntactic trees
are then merged with the discourse structure to form a discour e structure tree (DS-
tree) which contains both discourse and syntactic information. The DS-tree acts as an
input to the compression model. An example DS-tree for text (1), below, is given in
Figure 7.1. The full parse of each EDU is omitted to save space.
(1) The mayor is now looking for re-election. John Doe has already secured the
vote of most democrats in his constituency, which is alreadyalmost enough to
win. But without the support of the governer, he is still on shaky ground.
Their compression performs compression by dropping eithersyntactic or discourse
constituents from the DS-tree. The problem is framed as follows: given a document
D, they wish to find the summary textS that maximisesP(S|D). They recast this
formulation into the noisy-channel model thus maximisingP(D|S) ·P(S). It is intuitive
to think of the compression process as: given a summarySwhat discourse and syntactic
units can be added toS to yield the full documentD.
The language model is tasked with assigning highP(S) scores to summaries that
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Figure 7.2: A sequence of discourse expansions for text (1) with probability factors.
contain grammatical sentences and are coherent. This is estimated using a bigram lan-
guage model combined with non-lexicalised context-free grammar (PCFG) scores and
context-free discourse probabilities, givingP(S) = Pbigram(S) ·PPCFG(S) ·PDPCFG(S).
The channel model,P(D|S) adds syntactic constituents or discourse units to the
summary. Syntactic constituents are expanded in the same manner s Knight and
Marcu (2002) (see Section 2.1.2 for details). For example, consider the text (2) as
a summary of text (1). Through a sequence of discourse expansions it is possible to
expand the summary (2) into the source text (1). The completediscourse expansion
process is demonstrated in Figure 7.2.
(2) John Doe has already secured the vote of most democrats inhi consistency.
The parameters for the language model,P(S), require three corpora: a raw text
corpus forPbigram, a PCFG parsed corpus forPPCFG and annotated discourse passages
with their PCFG parse trees forPDPCFG. Unfortunately annotated discourse passages
are in short supply thus it is difficult to accurately estimate PDPCFG. The parameters
for the discourse portion of the language model,PDPCFG, were estimated from an RST
corpus of 385 Wall Street Journal articles from the Penn Treebank. Documents ranged
from 31 to 2124 words with 458 words being the average.
The same corpus is also used to estimate the discourse paramete for the channel
model,P(D|S). 150 of the 385 documents were paired with extractive summaries nd
were manually annotated to mark the most important EDUs. Using these EDUs it is
possible to examine the RST discourse tree and mark all descendants of the EDUs as
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important. For example in Figure 7.1 if the annotators mark the two starred EDUs
then all the parents are also considered important. This newannotation is then used
to calculate the probability of dropping various nucleus and satellite nodes from cer-
tain relations, i.e., it is possible to estimate the probability P(Nuc= Span→ Nuc=
Span Sat= Eval|Nuc= Span→ Nuc= Span).
Dauḿe III and Marcu (2002) test their system on two small data sets. The first is
drawn from the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) portion of the Penn Treebank. It consists
of 16 documents of between 41 and 87 words. The second, the MITRE set, originates
from a collection of student compositions and contains five documents of between 64
and 91 words. They were unable to test the system on longer documents since the de-
coder (used to find the optimal summary) ran out of memory. Their system is compared
against a baseline which randomly drops 50% of the words, thesentence compression
system of Knight and Marcu (2002) in which each sentence in a document is com-
pressed sequentially, and human authored summaries. Six human evaluators rated the
systems according to three metrics: grammaticality, coherence and summary quality
on a five point scale. Their results show that their system provides more grammatical
(3.45 vs 3.30) and coherent (3.16 vs 2.98) summaries in comparison to the sentence
compression system but there is no statistically significant difference between the qual-
ity of the summaries (2.88 vs 2.70) on the WSJ data set; a similar pattern is observed
for the MITRE data. Another interesting note is that the system performs better on the
MITRE data set due to its short sentences which can be parsed more accurately for dis-
course information. However, all systems perform significantly worse than the human
authored summaries which score 4.65 for grammaticality, 4.48 for coherence and 4.53
for summary quality on the WSJ. Similar numbers are obtained for the MITRE data.
Discourse-information has also been incorporated into other summarisation meth-
ods including sentence extraction (Barzilay and Elhadad (1997), see section 7.2.2 for
details) and content selection (Teufel and Moens 2002).
7.2 Discourse Representation
Obtaining an appropriate representation of discourse is the first step toward creating a
compression model that exploits contextual information. Previous work has focused
on theories of global discourse such as Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST Mann and
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Thompson 1988), however RST parsers (Marcu 2000) tend to be unreliable1 for most
documents except those that are short and contain short, simple sentences. This is
demonstrated by the results given by Daumé III and Marcu (2002) where they found
that their discourse parser produced noisy parses for documents containing longer sen-
tences. We strive for a more robust method for obtaining discourse representations and
focus on local rather than global coherence. Models of localcoherence are concerned
with the way adjacent sentences bind together to form a larger discourse. Although
these models do not explicitly capture the long distance relationships between sen-
tences, local coherence is still an important prerequisitefor maintaining global coher-
ence. Our goal is to annotate our document automatically with discourse-level infor-
mation which will subsequently be used to inform our compression procedure.
In this section we will examine two complementary theories of local coherence,
namely Centering Theory (Grosz et al. 1995) and lexical chains. Both theories as-
sume that coherence is achieved through the way discourse entiti s are introduced and
discussed. We present a more detailed introduction in the following sections.
7.2.1 Centering Theory
Centering Theory (Grosz et al. 1995) is an entity-orientatedth ory of local coherence
and salience. Its aim is to make cross-linguistically validclaims about which dis-
courses are easier to process therefore it is best viewed as alinguistic theory rather
than a computational one. The theory is presented in an abstract form and provides no
specific algorithms computing the components required for centering.
The theory begins by assuming that a discourse is broken into‘utterances’. These
can be phrases, clauses, sentences or even paragraphs. Centering characterises dis-
courses as coherent because of the way discourse entities are introduced and discussed
between utterances. The theory further distinguishes between salient entities and the
rest. Specifically, although each utterance may contain several entities, it is assumed
that asingle entityis salient or “centered”, thereby representing the currentdiscourse
focus. One of the main claims underlying centering is that discourse segments in which
successive utterances contain common centers are more coherent than segments where
the center repeatedly changes.
Each utteranceU j in a discourse has a list offorward-looking centers, Cf (U j) and
aunique backward-looking center, Cb(U j). Cf (U j) represents a ranking of the entities
1Marcu’s (2000) parser achieves the following F-scores for identification: 38.2 for EDUs, 50.0 for
hierarchical spans, 39.9 for nuclearity and 23.4 for relation agging.
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invoked byU j according to their salience. Thus, some entities in the discourse are
deemed more important than others. TheCb of the current utteranceU j , is the highest-
ranked element inCf (U j−1) that is also inU j . TheCb thus linksU j to the previous
discourse, but it does sol cally sinceCb(U j) is chosen fromU j−1. These concepts
are demonstrated in passages (3-a)–(3-c) taken from Walkeret al. (1998). Here we
can see that utterances (3-a) and (3-b) have the forward-looking centersJeff, Dick and
car which are ranked according to their salience. To determine the backward-looking
center of (3-b) we find the highest ranked entity in the forward-looking centers for (3-a)
which also occurs in (3-b). The same procedure is applied forutte ance (3-c).
(3) a. Jeff Helped Dick wash the car.
CF(Jeff, Dick, car)
b. He washed the windows as Dick waxed the car.
CF(Jeff, Dick, car)
CB=Jeff
c. He soaped a pane.
CF(Jeff, pane)
CB=Jeff
Centering Algorithm As noted, Centering is primarily considered a linguistic theory
rather than a computation one. It is therefore not explicitly s ated how the concepts of
“utterance”, “entities” and “ranking” are instantiated. Agreat deal of research has been
devoted into fleshing these out and many different instantiations have been developed
in the literature (see Poesio et al. 2004 for details). For our purposes, the instantiation
will have a bearing on the reliability of the algorithm to detect centers. If the parameters
are too specific then it may not be possible to accurately determin the center for a
given utterance. Since our aim is to identify centers in discourse automatically, our
parameter choice is driven by two considerations: robustnes and ease of computation.
We therefore follow previous work (e.g., Miltsakaki and Kukich 2000) in assuming
that the unit of an utterance is the sentence (i.e., a main clause with accompanying
subordinate and adjunct clauses). This is a simplistic viewof an utterance, however it
is in line with our compression task which also operates oversentences. We determine
which entities are invoked by a sentence using two methods. First, we perform named
entity identification and coreference resolution on each document using LingPipe2, a
2LingPipe can be downloaded fromhttp://www.alias-i.com/lingpipe/ .
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publicly available system. Named entities are not the only type of entity to occur in our
data, thus to ensure a high entity recall we add named entities and all remaining nouns3
to theCf list. Entity matching between sentences is required to determine theCb of
a sentence. This is done using the named entity’s unique identifier (as provided by
LingPipe) or by the entity’s surface form in the case of nounsnot classified as named
entities.
Entities are ranked according to their grammatical roles; subjects are ranked more
highly than objects, which are in turn ranked higher than other grammatical roles (Grosz
et al. 1995); ties are broken using left-to-right ordering of the grammatical roles in the
sentence (Tetreault 2001). We identify grammatical roles with RASP (Briscoe and
Carroll 2002). Formally, our centering algorithm is as follows (whereU j corresponds
to sentencej):
1. Extract entities fromU j .
2. CreateCf (U j) by ranking the entities inU j according to their grammatical role
(subjects> objects> others, ties broken using left-to-right word order ofU j ).
3. Find the highest ranked entity inCf (U j−1) which occurs inCf (U j), set the entity
to beCb(U j).
The above procedure involves several automatic steps (named entity recognition,
coreference resolution, identification of grammatical roles) and will unavoidably pro-
duce some noisy annotations. So, there is no guarantee that the rightCb will be identi-
fied or that all sentences will be marked with aCb. The latter situation also occurs in
passages that contain abrupt changes in topic. In such cases, none of the entities re-
alised inU j will occur inCf (U j−1). Rather than accept that discourse information may
be absent in a sentence, we turn to lexical chains as an alternative means of capturing
topical content within a document.
7.2.2 Lexical Chains
Lexical cohesion refers to the degree of semantic relatedness observed among lexical
items in a document. The term was coined by Halliday and Hasan(1976) who observed
that coherent documents tend to have more related terms or phrases than incoherent
ones. A number of linguistic devices can be used to signal cohesi n; these range from
3As determined by the word’s part-of-speech tag.
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repetition, to synonymy, hyponymy and meronymy. Lexical chains are a representation
of lexical cohesion as sequences of semantically related wor s (Morris and Hirst 1991).
There is a close relationship between discourse structure and cohesion. Related words
tend to co-occur within the same discourse. Thus, cohesion ia surface indicator of
discourse structure and can be identified through lexical chins.
Lexical chains provide a useful means for describing the topic flow in discourse.
For example, a document containing the chain{house, home, loft, house} will prob-
ably describe a situation involving a house. It is common ford cuments to contain
many different lexical chains as multiple topics (or themes) occur throughout a docu-
ment. However, some of these topics will only be asides and berepresented by short
lexical chains whereas the main topics will tend to represented by dense longer chains.
Words participating in the latter chains are important for ou compression task — they
reveal what the document is about — and in all likelihood should not be deleted.
Barzilay and Elhadad (1997) describe a technique for building lexical chains for
extractive text summarisation. In their approach chains ofsemantically related expres-
sions are used to select sentences for inclusion in a summary. Their algorithm uses
WordNet (Miller 1995) to build chains of nouns (and noun compunds). Words in
WordNet are represented by senses which break a word into itspos ible meanings.
Senses are represented relationally by synonym sets which are t e sets of all the words
sharing a common sense. Words belonging to the same categoryare linked through
semantic relations. Generally, lexical chains are built using WordNet through a three
stage procedure (Barzilay and Elhadad 1997):
1. Select a set of candidate words (typically all words that appear in WordNet).
2. For each candidate word, find the appropriate chain relying o a relatedness
criterion among members of the chains.
3. If a chain is found, insert the word into the chain.
The crux of the problem lies in the disambiguation strategy for mapping words to
their senses. If a weak strategy is chosen (for example, greedily disambiguate) and
the senses are chosen wrongly, then chains obtained will notreflect the relationship
between the word senses used in the document. It is on this issue that lexical chaining
algorithms differ4 .
4We refer the interested reader to Barzilay and Elhadad (1997) for details of their word sense disam-
biguation algorithm.
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The lexical chains obtained by Barzilay and Elhadad (1997) are then used to per-
form text summarisation through sentence extraction. The chains are ranked heuristi-
cally by a score based on their length and homogeneity. A summary is produced by
extracting sentences corresponding tos rong chains, i.e., chains whose score is two
standard deviations above the average score.
Like Barzilay and Elhadad (1997), we wish to determine whichlexical chains in-
dicate the most prevalent discourse topics. Our assumptionis that terms belonging
to these chains are indicative of the document’s main focus and should therefore be
retained in the compressed output. Barzilay and Elhadad’s scoring function aims to
identify sentences (for inclusion in a summary) that have a high concentration of chain
members. In contrast, we are interested in chains that span several sentences. We
thus score chains according to the number of sentences theirterms occur in. For ex-
ample, the hypothetical chain{house3, home3, loft3, house5} (wherewordi denotes
word occurring in sentencei) would be given a score of two as the terms only occur in
two sentences. We assume that a chain signals a prevalent discourse topic if it occurs
throughout more sentences than the average chain. The scoring algorithm is outlined
more formally below:
1. Compute the lexical chains for the document.
2. Score(Chain) = Sentences(Chain).
3. Discard chains for whichScore(Chain) < Average(Score).
4. Mark terms from the remaining chains as being the focus of the document.
We use the method of Galley and McKeown (2003) to compute lexical chains for
each document.5 It improves on Barzilay and Elhadad’s (1997) original algorithm by
providing better word sense disambiguation and linear runtime.
7.2.3 Annotation Method
Before compression takes place, all documents are processed u ing the centering and
lexical chain algorithms described above. In each sentencewe annotate the cen-
ter Cb(U j) if one exists. Words (or phrases) that are present in the current sentence
and function as the center in the next sentenceCb(U j+1) are also flagged. Finally,
5The software is available fromhttp://www1.cs.columbia.edu/˜galley/ .
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yesterday2 detonated 400lb of dynamite 3,500 feet
up Mount Etna’s slopes.
Figure 7.3: Excerpt of document from our test set with discourse annotations. Centers
are in double boxes; terms occurring in lexical chains are in oval boxes. Words with the
same subscript are members of the same chain (e.g., today, day, second, yesterday )
words are marked if they are part of a prevalent chain. Examples of our discourse an-
notation are given in Figures 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5. As shown in thefigures, the centering
annotations tend to mark the most salient entities in each sentence. For example, in
Figure 7.3 the centers arelava anddebris, from this we can see that the document is
related to volcanoes. Similarly Figure 7.4 is concerned with Mrs Allan (see the centers
Mrs Allan, her, she). The centers of Figure 7.5 do not convey the salient topics of the
document in the way the previous two examples did. In this example we can see that
the lexical chains algorithm provides a better insight intothe text. It shows that the
centering algorithm was unable to fully annotate sentences, only findingPeter Ander-
sonandallotment; however, using the lexical chains annotations we can see the text is
about a policeman, a woman and her boyfriend.
7.3 Discourse Model
The foundation of our discourse model is the significance model presented in Sec-
tion 6.1.2 along with the constraints from Section 6.2. We sel ct this model for several
reasons. First, it only requires little parallel data (50 sentences) and thus can be ported
across domains and text genres, whilst delivering state-of-the-art results (see the re-
sults in Section 6.4 for details). Second, discourse-levelinformation can be easily in-
corporated by augmenting the constraint set. This is not thecas for other approaches
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body1 was found.Her husband, Stuart, 52, said yesterday he





month2 on the second pilgrimage to findher son.“ She is suffer-





night2 and she is under strict orders to have complete rest.”
Figure 7.4: Excerpt of document from our test set with discourse annotations. Centers
are in double boxes; terms occurring in lexical chains are in oval boxes. Words with the












woman2 in his marked patrol car while he was on duty and
in uniform.Sentencing constablePeter Anderson, 41, Mr Justice























man2 off and then
drove to the allotment .
Figure 7.5: Excerpt of document from our test set with discourse annotations. Centers
are in double boxes; terms occurring in lexical chains are in oval boxes. Words with the
same subscript are members of the same chain (e.g., police, policeman, officer )
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(e.g., those based on the noisy channel model) where compression i modelled by
grammar rules indicating which constituents to delete in a syntactic context. Finally,
the ILP framework provides exact inference even in the face of constraints thus avoid-
ing approximations and heuristics during decoding.
The base model includes the objective function from Equation (6.11), the sequen-
tial constraints of Equations (6.4)–(6.8) to ensure valid combinations of trigrams are se-
lected, and the syntactically and semantically motivated constraints from Equations (6.20)–
(6.31). The latter constraints instill global linguistic information into the model and act
on the modifier and argument structure of the sentence.




1 if xi is in the compression
0 otherwise
∀i ∈ [1. . .n]
This will be useful for building our new discourse constraints.
7.3.1 Discourse Constraints
We now turn our attention to incorporating discourse information into our compres-
sion model. Recall that we automatically annotate each sentence with its own center
Cb(U j), the centerCb(U j+1) of the sentence following it, and words that are members
of high scoring lexical chains corresponding to the document’s focus. Provided with
this additional knowledge our compression model builds twonew types of constraints
to ensure that compressed documents preserve the flow and topic of the source docu-
ments.
Our first goal to is preserve the focus of each sentence. If thecenter,Cb is identified
in the source sentence it must be retained in the compression. If present, the entity
realised as theCb in the following sentence should also be retained to ensure the ntities
in focus between sentences are preserved. Such a condition is easily captured with the
following ILP constraint:
δi = 1 (7.1)
∀i : xi ∈ {Cb(U j),Cb(U j+1)}
Consider for example the discourse in Figure 7.3. The constrai ts generated from
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Equation (7.1) will require the compression to retainl va in the first two sentences and
debrisin the second and third sentences.
The centering algorithm relies on NLP technology that is not100% accurate (named
entity detection and coreference resolution) therefore the algorithm can only approx-
imate the center for each sentence. In some cases the algorithm is unable to identify
the center. The lexical chains algorithm provides a complementary annotation of the
topic or theme of the document using information which is notrestricted to adjacent
sentences. We thus require that words in topical lexical chains be retained in the com-
pression.
δi = 1 (7.2)
∀i : xi ∈ document topical lexical chain
This constraint only applies to nouns that are members of lexical chains represent-
ing the focus of the document. See for instance the wordsflow andrate in Figure 7.3
which are members of the same chain (marked with subscript one). According to con-
straint (7.2) both words must be included in the compressed document. In the case
of Figure 7.5 the chain relating to the police (police, policeman) and people (woman.
boyfriend, man) would be retained in the compression.
Our final discourse constraint follows from our basic approximation of discourse
in Section 6.2. It concerns personal pronouns. Specifically, we wish to include per-
sonal pronouns (whose antecedent may not always be identified). This is realised in
constraint (7.3) repeated from Section 6.2.
δi = 1 (7.3)
∀i : xi ∈ personal pronouns
The constraints just described ensure that the compressed document will retain the
discourse flow of the source document and will preserve termsindicative of important
topics. The discourse constraints will not only ensure thatcompressed documents are
coherent but they will additionally benefit sentence-levelcompression. The discourse
information is a deeper interpretation of the document and provides the compression
model with strong evidence for including discourse relevant words in the compression.
Words not marked as discourse relevant can be considered forrem val. It is now possi-
ble to interpret what information is important through linguistic evidence as provided
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Bad weather dashed hopes to halt the flow during what was seen as
lull in lava’s momentum. Experts say that even if eruption stopped,
the pressure of lava piled would bring debris cascading. Some esti-
mate volcano is pouring million tons of debris from fissure opned in
mid-December. The Army yesterday detonated 400lb of dynamite.
Figure 7.6: Discourse ILP output on excerpt from Figure 7.3.
by the discourse rather relying solely on the surface level document characteristics
(i.e., word frequencies).
7.3.2 Applying the Constraints
Our compression system is given a (sentence separated) source document as input. The
model and constraints just presented are applied sequentially to all sentences to gen-
erate a compressed version of the source. We thus create and solve an ILP for every
sentence. In our earlier formulation of the compression task, significance score (see
Section 6.1.2) was used to highlight which nouns and verbs toinclude in the compres-
sion. As far as nouns are concerned, our discourse constraint perform a similar task.
Thus, when a sentence contains discourse annotations, we are inclined to trust them
more and only calculate the significance score for verbs.
During development it was observed that applying all discourse constraints simul-
taneously (see Equations (7.3)–(7.2)) results in relatively long compressions. To coun-
teract this, we employ these constraints using a back-off strategy that relies on pro-
gressively less reliable information. Our back-off model works as follows: if centering
information is present, we apply the appropriate constraints (Equation (7.1)). If no
centers are present, we back-off to the lexical chain information using Equation (7.2),
and in the absence of the latter we back-off to the pronoun constrai t (Equation (7.3)).
Finally, if discourse information is entirely absent from the sentence, we default to
the significance score. Sentential constraints are appliedthroughout irrespectively of
discourse constraints. In our test data the centering constrai t was used in 68.6% of
the sentences. The model backed off to lexical chains for 13.7% of the test sentences,
whereas the pronoun constraint was applied in 8.5%. Finally, the noun and verb sig-
nificance score was used on the remaining 9.2%. Examples of our system’s output for
the texts in Figures 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5 are given in Figures 7.6,7.7 and 7.8 respectively.
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Mrs Allan was taken to Kelowna Hospital. Her husband, Stuart, s id
he had been in contact with her since she flew to last month to find
her son. “She is suffering” he said. “I spoke to her last nightand she
is under orders to have rest.”
Figure 7.7: Discourse ILP output on excerpt from Figure 7.4.
Policeman was jailed for raping an woman while he was on duty and
in uniform. Peter Anderson, Jowitt told him he had done “damage
to trust”. Anderson, married with children, attacked the woman in
allotment after agreeing to give her and a boyfriend a lift home. Drove
to allotment.
Figure 7.8: Discourse ILP output on excerpt from Figure 7.5.
7.4 Experimental Set-up
In this section we present our experimental set-up. We briefly r cap the model of Mc-
Donald (2006) which we use for comparison with our approach,henceforth Discourse
ILP, and outline our parameter estimation strategy. Finally, we provide a summary of
the evaluation methodology previously introduced.
Comparison with state-of-the-art An obvious evaluation experiment would involve
comparing the ILP model without any discourse constraints against the discourse in-
formed model presented in this work. Unfortunately, the twom dels obtain markedly
different compression rates6 which renders the comparison of their outputs problem-
atic. To put the comparison on an equal footing, we evaluatedour approach against
a state-of-the-art model that achieves a compression rate similar to ours without tak-
ing discourse-level information into account. As discussed in Section 2.2.3, McDon-
ald (2006) formalises sentence compression as a classification t sk in a discriminative
large-margin learning framework: pairs of words from the source sentence are classi-
fied as being adjacent or not in the target compression. A large number of features are
defined over words, parts of speech, phrase structure trees and dependencies. These
are gathered over adjacent words in the compression and the words in-between which
6The discourse agnostic ILP model has a compression rate of 81.2%; when discourse constraints
are include the rate drops to 65.4%. Recall that the ILP models from Chapter 5.2 contained a simple
discourse constraint.
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were dropped.
McDonald’s (2006) model has a head start against our Discoure ILP model; it
uses a large parallel corpus to learn from whereas we only have a few constraints and
use fifty sentences for parameter tuning. The comparison of the two systems allows
us to investigate whether discourse information is redundant when using a powerful
sentence compression model. Our earlier experiments in Section 6.4 demonstrate that
sentence-level constraints do not bring significant benefits for McDonald’s (2006) fully
supervised model.
Corpus There are three compression corpora available to us: the Ziff-Davis corpus,
the spoken corpus and the written corpus. The Ziff-Davis is inappropriate for our pur-
poses since it consists of isolated sentences only. The spoken corpus does not contain
documents in the traditional sense as they are not crafted tobe read easily. Coreference
resolution algorithms on which the centering algorithm relies have been developed pri-
marily for written text. Therefore we focus on the human authored written compres-
sion corpus. This comprises of 82 stories (1,629 sentences)from the British National
Corpus and the LA Times Washington Post. The corpus is split into 48 documents
(962 sentences) for training purposes, three for development (63 sentences) and 31 for
testing (604 sentences).
Parameter Estimation Our parameters are estimated in the same manner as in Sec-
tion 6.3. The language model required for our Discourse ILP system was trained on
25 million tokens from the North American News corpus. The significance score was
based on 25 million tokens from the same corpus. McDonald’s (2006) system was
trained on the full training set (962 sentences) and the featur set was identical to his
original description. A slightly modified loss function wasrequired to encourage com-
pression on our data set (see Section 6.3 for details).
Evaluation Method Following from Chapter 6 we perform a sentence-based evalu-
ation on compressions using F-scores computed over grammatical relations (see Sec-
tion 4.2 for details). The relational F-score evaluation provides insight into how well
our systems are performing the isolated sentence compression task. It will also allow
us to assess if the discourse constraints increase or reducethe quality of sentence-level
compressions. Besides the intrinsic evaluation, we also wish to evaluate the com-




Discourse ILP 65.4% 39.6%
Gold Standard 70.3% —–
Table 7.1: Compression results: compression rate and relation-based F-score; ∗ sig.
diff. from Discourse ILP (p < 0.05 using the Student t test).
tion designed to answer two questions: (1) are the document compressions readable?
and (2) how much key information is preserved between the source document and its
target compression? We are assuming here that the compressed document will function
as a replacement for the source.
We will first briefly recap our document-level evaluation setup which uses a question-
answering paradigm to measure the extent to which the compressed document can be
used to find answers for questions which are derived from the source document. If
the compressed document can answer the questions it impliesthe compression con-
tains the core content from the source. Our evaluation itemscon ist of six documents
with between five to eight questions per document. Each question is factual-based
and typically involves a who, what, where, when, how style qustion requiring one
unambiguous answer.
Compressed documents and their accompanying questions werepres nted to hu-
man subjects. Three compression conditions were chosen: gold standard, Discourse
ILP and McDonald’s (2006) model. Each participant also rated the compressed docu-
ment on a seven point scale for readability. A high score corresponds to high readabil-
ity and a low score to low readability. Sixty unpaid volunteers took part in our Q&A
evaluation over the Internet.
The answers provided by the participants were scored against an answer key. Each
answer is marked with a score of one for a correct answer and zero of incorrect answer.
In cases where two answers are required a score of 0.5 is awarded for each correct
answer. The score for a compressed document is the average ofits question scores. All
subsequent tests and comparisons are performed on the document score.
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Model Readability Q&A
McDonald 2.65∗ 54.4%∗†
Discourse ILP 3.00∗ 67.8%∗
Gold Standard 5.27† 82.2%†
Table 7.2: Human Evaluation Results: average readability ratings and average percent-
age of questions answered correctly. ∗: sig. diff. from Gold Standard; †: sig. diff. from
Discourse ILP.
7.5 Results
As a sanity check, we first assessed the compressions produced by our model and
McDonald (2006) on a sentence-by-sentence basis without taking the documents into
account. There is no hope for generating shorter documents if the compressed sen-
tences are either too wordy or too ungrammatical. Table 7.1 show the compression
rates (CompR) for the two systems and evaluates the quality ofheir output using
F-score based on grammatical relations. As can be seen, the Discourse ILP compres-
sions are slightly longer than McDonald (65.4% vs. 60.1%) but closer to the human
gold standard (70.3%). This is not surprising: the Discourse ILP model takes the entire
document into account, and compression decisions will be slightly more conservative.
The Discourse ILP’s output is significantly better than McDonald in terms of F-score,
indicating that discourse-level information is generallyhelpful. Both systems could
use further improvement as inter-annotator agreement on this data yields an F-score
of 65.8%.
Let us now consider the results of our document-based evaluation. Table 7.2 shows
the mean readability ratings obtained for each system and the percentage of questions
answered correctly. We used an ANOVA to examine the effect of compression type
(McDonald, Discourse ILP, Gold Standard). The ANOVA revealed a reliable effect on
both readability and Q&A. Post-hoc Tukey tests showed that McDonald and the Dis-
course ILP model do not differ significantly in terms of readability. However, they are
significantly less readable than the gold standard (α < 0.05). For the Q&A task we
observe that our system is significantly better than McDonald (α < 0.05), but signifi-
cantly worse than the gold standard (α < 0.05).
These results indicate that the automatic systems lag behind t e human gold stan-
dard in terms of readability. When reading entire documents,subjects are less tolerant
of ungrammatical constructions. We also find out that despitrelatively low readabil-
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ity, the documents are overall understandable. The discoure-based model generates
more informative documents — the number of questions answered correctly increases
by 15% in comparison to McDonald. This is an encouraging result suggesting that
there may be advantages in developing compression models that exploit contextual
information.
7.6 Summary of Chapter
In this chapter we have presented a novel method for performing sentence compres-
sion on a document-level basis. Central to our approach is theuse of discourse-level
information which we annotate automatically. Our annotatin algorithms are robust
and complementary. They are inspired by two linguistic theories relating to local co-
herence, Centering Theory and lexical cohesion; and provideour compression model
with important information for document (as opposed to sentence) compression.
Discourse related information is instilled into our model through the integer linear
programming framework using a set of constraints. These constrai ts are designed to
preserve the coherence of the source document and also provide additional evidence
about which entities are important. We have shown that our model can be successfully
employed to produce document compressions that preserve the core content of the
source better than state-of-the-art discourse agnostic sentence compression models.
Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Directions
This chapter summarises the main findings and contributionsof this thesis and outlines
future research directions.
8.1 Main Findings
This thesis has been concerned with the task of sentence compression. We have in-
vestigated the broad spectrum of sentence compression, from the analysis of human
authored and automatically gathered compressions, to evaluation techniques of com-
pression systems and models for compression. The followingis a summary of the
central findings and contributions of this work:
1. We conducted a novel and detailed analysis of the sentencecompression task.
This involved examining manual and automatic methods for data acquisition
and resulted in the creation of two new publicly available compression corpora
in the domains of spoken and written text. We found that humanauthored com-
pressions and those automatically obtained from the Ziff-Davis corpus are sub-
stantially different in several respects. These include: compression rate, human
authored compressions are more conservative at compressing; and word span
removal, humans tend to remove single words rather than large phrases.
2. We have assessed whether automatic evaluation measures can be used for the
compression task. Our results show that grammatical relations-based F-score (Rie-
zler et al. 2003) correlates reliably with human judgements. This insight allowed
us to use larger test sets for comparing compression systemsand also helped with
system development.
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3. Two judgement elicitation studies formed a major part of our manual evaluation
setup. The first was a more rigorous formulation of the experim ntal design pro-
posed by Knight and Marcu (2002) in which naive judges rate compression out-
put along two dimensions: grammaticality and importance. We modified their
setup to only show one compression per source sentence usinga Latin square
design. The second elicitation study was concerned with document-level, rather
than sentence-level, evaluation and followed a question-answer paradigm. Naive
judges were asked to read fully compressed documents and answer questions de-
rived from the source material’s core content. Their answerwere compared with
a scoring scheme designed to assess the differences betweengold standard and
system generated compressions. This evaluation methodology h lds promise
beyond sentence compression and could be used more generally to evaluate ab-
stractive or extractive summaries.
4. We have presented a novel method for automatic sentence compression. A key
aspect of our approach is the use of integer linear programming for inferring
globally optimal compressions in the presence of linguistically motivated con-
straints. We have shown how previous formulations of sentence compression can
be recast as ILPs and extended these models with local and global c nstraints
ensuring that the compressed output is structurally and semantic well-formed.
Our experiments have demonstrated the advantages of the approach. Constraint-
based models consistently bring performance gains over models without con-
straints. These improvements are more impressive for models that require little
or no supervision.
5. Finally, we extended our ILP compression model to full documents rather than
isolated sentences. Important for the success of this task is the ability to anno-
tate documents with discourse information. We thus developed two annotation
algorithms inspired by linguistic theories relating to local coherence: Center-
ing Theory and lexical cohesion. Using these annotations weinstilled discourse
information into our compression models through constrains. Our constraints
preserve the coherence of the source document and also provide additional ev-
idence about which entities are important. Using our question-answering eval-
uation we found that our discourse informed compression model successfully
produces document compressions that preserve the core contnt of the source
document better than a state-of-the-art discourse agnostic sentence compression
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model.
8.2 Future Research Directions
In this thesis we have been solely focused on one instantiation of sentence com-
pression. When we introduced the task we outlined three factors that will influence
the compression’s information content: (1) the user’s background knowledge, (2) the
user’s information need, and (3) the user’s compression requir ments. For this thesis
we have explored the most general instantiation of these factors, that is, the compres-
sion takes into account general background knowledge and relates to the main topic
or topics of the document from which the sentence is drawn. Fially we have not im-
posed any compression related requirements such as limiting the compression rate or
changing the style of language between source sentence and compression.
Obvious future research directions within sentence compression are examining
how to perform compression in the face of different compression factors. The most
natural extension of this is query-focused compression in which the user expresses
their information desire as a query. Query-focused summarisation has been an integral
part of the past few Document Understanding Conferences. Theuser’s compression
requirements could be explored through providing compression for specific devices or
purposes. For example, in television captions and subtitles th display space is phys-
ically limited. A compression system would have to adapt to the available space by
compressing longer sentences much more aggressively than shorter ones. In subtitling
the compressions must remain coherent in a similar way to document compression
therefore, the discourse annotations are likely to help provide better compressions.
Other aspects of the compression task include investigatinnew objective functions
and constraints for ILP-based models. As we have demonstrated the ILP framework is
flexible and can allow for any linear objective function. Relat d to the objective func-
tion are constraints. Thus far we have only explored hard constraints (constraints which
must always hold), however it would be interesting to investigate soft constraints. Soft
constraints are constraints which have a cost associated wih them, the cost is incurred
in the objective function if the constraint is violated in the solution. An important direc-
tion for future constraint research is how to automaticallydiscover useful constraints
from compression corpora.
Within the wider task of summarisation, sentence compression holds promise. We
have already demonstrated that is possible to perform document compressions by in-
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corporating discourse information into our models. While thse document compres-
sions can be considered as summaries, they differ considerably f om most summarisa-
tion work in that they are fairly long. However, we believe this is the first step toward
understanding how compression can help summarisation. Sentence compression can
be viewed as part of the summarisation process which reducesdocuments horizontally
by squeezing the sentences. Extraction, on the other hand, squashes documents verti-
cally by removing sentences. These two methods can be combined in a pipeline where
compression is performed followed by extraction or vice versa. However, ideally these
two components should interface with one another thus allowing each component to
inform the other and guide the summary. This could be achieved in ILP by reformu-
lating existing extractive summarisation models as ILPs and integrating them into our
compression models. Such a formulation is an avenue for futue research.
In our document compressions we only examined the effect of local coherence. A
natural progression is to study the effect of global discourse structure (Dauḿe III and
Marcu 2002) on the compression task. In general, it will be usef l to assess the impact
of discourse information more systematically by incorporating it into generative and
discriminative modelling paradigms. Our discourse annotati n algorithms provide a
robust means of gathering discourse information. The simplicity of our annotations
will allow discourse information to be easily incorporatedinto existing summarisation
systems that are currently largely discourse agnostic.
Integer Linear Programming (ILP) has been the central framework adopted through-
out this thesis. We believe the approach holds promise for other generation applications
such as sentence level paraphrasing, headline generation and summarisation. The ad-
vantages of using an ILP framework are numerous. It allows our problems to be mod-
elled in a well-defined mathematical manner in which the solver provides the guarantee
of optimality. As we have demonstrated, ILP is a flexible framework which can model
a variety of different problems with the ability to include additional constraints moti-
vated through syntactic, semantic or domain specific knowledge.
Appendix A
Experimental Instructions
This appendix contains the instructions presented to our annot tors (see Chapter 3 for
details) and judges in our elicitation studies (see Chapter 4).
A.1 Annotator Sentence Compression Instructions
This experiment is concerned with sentence compression. You will be presented with
a selection of sentences from a news paper article. Your taskis to compress each
sentence or mark it as inappropriate for compression.
Compressing a sentence involves taking a the original sentence a d producing a
shorter version while retaining the most important information contained within the
sentence.
The compressions you will produced should be constrained such that the com-
pressed sentence can only be composed of words found in the original sentence and
the ordering of words must not change. Words can only be removd from the sentence,
there is no opportunity for the addition or reordering of words.
Ideally the compressed sentence will be grammatical and retain the most important
information of the original sentence. Global coherence should be taken into account
when possible but not at the expense of the compression of thesent nce (although this
typically won’t be the case).
Very few of the sentences will be inappropriate for compression due to them being
very short or containing no information. When you come acrosssuch a sentence you
should mark it is inappropriate and not attempt to compress it.
There are no correct answers to this task. All compressions produced are consid-
ered valid provided they have been made while considering:
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• The most important information in the original sentence.
• The grammaticality of the compressed sentence.
A.1.1 Interface
The interface will present you with a selection of documentsto choose from. Please
only select documents you have not done compressions for.
You will then be asked for your name and email address; these ar used for tracking
purposes and will not be passed onto any third party.
A list of sentences will be displayed with a checkbox underneath each word. Plac-
ing a tick in the box will remove the word (or punctuation) from the sentence; this
will be reflected immediately in the compressed sentence box. If the sentence is not
appropriate for compression, then please tick the inappropriate box.
A.1.2 Examples
Here are some examples of compressed sentences:
Example 1
• Seven states will hold presidential primaries or caucuses next Tuesday and Pres-
ident Bush campaigned today in one of the most important states , Georgia .
• States will hold primaries or caucuses next Tuesday and President Bush cam-
paigned in Georgia .
Example 2
• Even though they may not like it , most women learn to toleratebeing probed
and examined in awkward positions .
• Women learn to tolerate being probed and examined in awkwardpositions .
Example 3
• The FBI also found former White House Deputy Counsel Vincent Foster ’s fin-
gerprints on them .
• The FBI found Vincent Foster ’s fingerprints on them .
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Example 4
• Sergei , who is a licensed surgeon , now practices healing of the spirit , his only
instruments his hands and a bent wire that measures human energy fields for
curses that cause illness and depression .
• Sergei practices healing of the spirit , his only instruments his hands and a bent
wire that measures human energy fields for curses that cause illness and depres-
sion .
Example 5
• Sgt. Zuniga , when he first came on board , he had just gotten married , and , so
I- I mean , I was surprised .
• Sgt. Zuniga , when he first came on board , had just gotten married , and so I
was surprised .
Example 6
• Their spirit is just unbelievable - unbelievable spirit .
• Their spirit is unbelievable .
A.2 Sentence-level Evaluation Instructions
In this experiment you will be asked to judge how well a given stence compresses
the meaning of another sentence. You will see a series of sentences together with their
compressed versions. Some sentence compressions will seemperfectly OK to you, but
others will not. All compressed versions were generated automa ically by a computer
computer program.
Your task is to judge how good a compressed sentence is according to two criteria:
(a) grammaticaility, and (b) importance. The grammaticality judgement is based on
whether the sentence is understandable. The importance judg ment relates to how well
the compression preserves the most important information of the original and whether
it is adequately compressed. Both judgements are rated on scales from 1 (poor) to 5
(good).
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A compression with a low grammaticality score is one that is almost impossible
to understand. Compressions should receive low importance score if they miss out
important information from the original sentence. Or do notremove any superfluous
information from the original sentence even though it is evid nt that it can be omitted
without drastic information loss.
A good compression is one that is readily comprehensible andretains the most
important information from the original sentence. Good sentence compressions should
receive a high grammatical score and importance score.
For example, if you were asked to rate the following compression:
• Nonetheless, FBI director Louis Freeh has today ordered a change - this is being
reported by the New York Times - ordering new restrictions onthe sharing of
confidential information with the White House.
• Nonetheless, FBI director ordered change new restrictions sharing confi-
dential information with White House.
This sentence would probably receive a low grammaticality score (for example,
1 or 2) as it is difficult to understand. However it should receive a high score for
importance (for example, 4 or 5) as it is possible to get the gist of the original. Now,
consider the following compression of the same sentence:
• Nonetheless, FBI director Louis Freeh has today ordered a change - this is being
reported by the New York Times - ordering new restrictions onthe sharing of
confidential information with the White House.
• FBI director Louis Freeh has today ordered a change - this is being reported
by the New York Times.
You would give the compression a higher grammaticality score (for example, 4 or
5) but a low importance score (for example, 1 or 2). The compression preserves the
least important information (the fact that the New York Times is reporting). On the
other hand, if you were given the following compression:
• Nonetheless, FBI director Louis Freeh has today ordered a change - this is being
reported by the New York Times - ordering new restrictions onthe sharing of
confidential information with the White House.
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• FBI director Louis Freeh ordered new restrictions on sharingconfidential
information with the White House.
You would probably give it a high number for both grammaticality and importance
(for example 4 or 5). Here, the compression is meaningful (grammatical), it produces
a short version of the original sentence while retaining important pieces of information
(i.e., the changes that have been ordered).
You will be presented with the original sentence first. Please read the original
sentence and then click on the Show Compression link. Read thecompression then
make your judgements. The compression will always be present d i bold.
There are no ‘correct’ answers, so whatever number seems appropriate to you is
a valid response. While you are deciding a number for a compression, try to ask the
following questions:
• Does the compressed sentence preserve the most important bits of information
from the original sentence?
• Is the compressed sentence easy to understand?
• Has the compressed sentence removed information you deem not to be very
important to the original sentence?
• Does the compressed sentence seem fluent?
Use high numbers if the answer to the above questions is ‘yes’, low numbers if it is
‘no’, and intermediate numbers for sentences that are understandable, yet not entirely
accurate or natural compressions of the original sentence.Try to make up your mind
quickly, base your judgments on your first impressions.
The experiment will take approximately 20 minutes.
A.3 Document-level Evaluation Instructions
You will be given three summaries to read. Each summary has been automatically
created by a computer. Some of these summaries will be more coh rent (flow better)
than others. You will be asked to give a readability rating toeach summary on a scale
of 1 to 7 (low to high). The rating should reflect how comprehensible the summary
is. If a summary does not flow naturally, the topic changes at unexpected moments, or
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the text is difficult to read then you should give a low rating.Higher ratings should be
given to texts that readily flow and are understandable.
Once you have read the summary and rated its readability you will be asked a series
of questions. For each question you can consult the summary for the answer. Some
questions may not be answerable from the summary as the information may have been
omitted. In this case you should indicate ‘no answer’ using the check box. Please do
not attempt to guess the answers, only write the answer if youcan determine it from
the summary.
Questions will be displayed one at a time. Once you have answered a question
you cannot go back and adjust the answer (as later questions may reveal more details).
Please do not use your browser’s back button.
The experiment will take approximately 15 to 20 minutes.
Examples
South Korea’s current account surplus for the first six months fell 58% to$2.4 billion
from $5.8 billion. The drop was attributed to the sharply reduced trade surplus. Dur-
ing the first half, exports grew by a mere 6.8% from a year earlir to $29 billion while
imports surged 19% to$27 billion. The trade surplus shrank to$2 billion from $4.5
billion.
This summary flows well and is understandable thus it should receive a high read-
ability score such as 6 or 7.
The drop was attributed by the bank. Current account for the sixmonths of 1989
fell. The drop was by the bank to sharply reduced trade surplus. During the first ex-
ports grew a mere from a year earlier to$27 billion. As a result, shrank to$2 billion
from $4.5 billion.
In contrast this summary is difficult to read. It does not flow.For example, we first
learn about a drop but we do not know what the drop occurred in.It s also difficult to
read in parts. Thus the readability score should be low, around 2 or 3 as some sentences
are still readable.
Finally given the question:
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Which country has seen a drop in their current account surplus?
From the first example the correct answer is South Korea. However the second ex-





In this appendix we provide the documents and question and answer pairs derived for
the document compression evaluation. These five documents,along with the document
in Chapter 4 (Figures 4.5 and 4.6) form the full evaluation setfor he human document
compression evaluation.
AHX.5: Full Text
A British woman may have found the body of her murdered 20-year old son after a
three-year hunt.
She was in a Canadian hospital last night suffering from exhaustion. Mrs Denise
Allan, 42, of Sowerby, West Yorks, led a campaign to find out what appened to her
son, Charles, after he vanished while trekking across Canada.
A body was found on Saturday in Okanagan lake 200 miles east ofVancouver. It
was discovered in 130 feet of water in the exact spot where twoanonymous letters
written to Mrs Allan had said it would be. A post mortem examinat on will take place
in Vancouver later today to confirm identification from dental records.
Mrs Allan was taken to nearby Kelowna General Hospital afterth body was found.
Her husband, Stuart, 52, said yesterday he had been in daily contact with her since she
flew to Canada last month on the second pilgrimage to find her son. “She is suffering
from exhaustion but otherwise fine,” he said. “I spoke to her last night and she is under
strict orders to have complete rest. She is spending two daysisolated from the world.”
Mr Allan, a garment manufacturer who married Denise five years ago, said she was
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“deeply upset”. He plans to fly to Canada on Wednesday to bring her home. “It’s been
building up to this. Everything has pointed towards a body being found.”
“If it hadn’t been for her courage and fortitude in going out there and taking on the
role of investigator, private detective and motivator, those files would still be closed
and the police would just have an unsolved case of a missing person.”
Police now considered the case a murder inquiry and were appealing for any infor-
mation that would lead to the killer. Mrs Allan’s son disappeared in May, 1989, after
a party during his back-packing trip across North America. Nothing was heard from
him after he faxed a message home giving arrangements for hismother to meet him to
celebrate her 40th birthday.
She flew to Canada to retrace his steps a month later but had to return after running
out of money. After two years with no news, Mrs Allan sold her bauty salon in
Bradford and raised a £20,000 loan to resume the search a month ago.
After she placed an advertisement in a Canadian newspaper, ananonymous hand-
written letter was delivered to her motel. It said: “We were partying with your son
on May 26 and this is the last time we could establish that he was alive. Two people
knocked him out but he died. His body is in Lake Okanagan by thebridge.”
An underwater search was launched. Mrs Allan used her own funds to hire local
divers and a submersible camera crew at a cost of £500 per day.
Then last week a second note, in the same handwriting, informed Mrs Allan that
the search was on the wrong side of the bridge. The body was found a day later.
Mr Allan, who likened his wife’s campaign to that of the father of murdered British
woman Julie Ward in Kenya, said: “It’s most important we havesomething positive
even though it is bad news.”
AHX.5: Questions and Answers
Who is Mrs Allan looking for? (her son)
What happened to Mrs Allan’s son? (he disappeared)
What gave her the location of her son’s body? (anonymous letters)
Where did Mrs Allan fly to once she learnt her son was missing? (Canad )
What did Mrs Allan sell to resume the search? (her beauty salon)
After what actions did she receive the letter about her son? (placed adverts in the local
papers)
What did Mrs Allan do to search for her son’s body in the lake? (hired divers and
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camera crew)
What is Mrs Allan’s current phyisical condition? (sufferingfrom exhaustion)
A3G.15: Full text
The Treasury is refusing to fund a further phase of the city technology colleges. Plans
for the creation of 20 CTCs by 1990 were announced by Kenneth Baker, the then
Secretary of State for Education and Science, at the Conservative Party conference
in October 1986. They were to be a new form of secondary school— “beacons of
excellence” — funded mainly by industry, and would concentrate on science and tech-
nology. But the Government has been severely embarrassed bythe urgeoning cost of
the programme.
Mr Baker had said that industrial sponsors would pay “all or asubstantial part” of
the capital costs. The lack of sponsors has meant the taxpayer h s had to foot more of
the bill. The Department of Education and Science said yesterday that the Government
had spent £19.7m on CTCs and there was a further planned expenditur over the next
three years of £106.2m. So far industry had contributed £44m.
Sir Cyril Taylor, the Government’s adviser on CTCs, who had earli r been suc-
cessful in persuading Mr Baker to commit more government funds to the 20 schools,
had been hoping to get more money for a new round of schools. But sources have
confirmed that this has been ruled out by the Treasury in the current round of public
expenditure talks. But yesterday, Susan Fey, of the CTC Trust, said , “We were only
ever given a target of 20. We have never been to Treasury to askfor funds for more
than 20. Of course there have been discussions between the Trust and civil servants
but nothing has gone to Pesc (the expenditure talks).”
Although Sir Cyril had spoken in January 1988 about “hundreds” of CTCs, these
would be funded by local education authorities. Jack Straw,Labour’s shadow educa-
tion secretary said yesterday at the Labour Party conferencthat the news to abandon
further CTCs marked “the death of an expensive corrupt fiasco, which has already
cost the taxpayer millions”. “But so rotten has the policy proved that not even a ‘tax-
payer bail-out’ could save it. Indeed even Britain’s blue chip businesses boycotted the
scheme despite being put under intense personal and political pressure,” he added.
Mr Straw said this involved “veiled threats if they did not cough up and clear
promises of honours if they did”. He added: “What is so appalling is that millions
of pounds which should have been invested in children ’s education has been squan-
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dered in pursuit of electoral advantage.” He will renew calls on the public accounts
committee to conduct a full investigation into “this disgraceful waste of the funds so
vital to the education of our children”. He is also writing toJ hn McGregor, the Ed-
ucation Secretary, urging him not only to abandon the idea ofdditional CTCs but to
hand over those in the pipeline to local authorities.
A3G.15: Questions and Answers
Who are CTCs costing money? (tax payers OR the treasury)
Who was meant to pay for CTCs? (industry sponsors)
What is Jack Straw calling for? (an investigation)
What areas of education would CTCs concentrate on? (science andt chnology)
How much money has the government spent on CTCs? (£19.7 million)
How much further expenditure is planned? (£106.2 million)
How many CTCs are the government planning on building? (20)
A59.27: Full text
A Policeman was yesterday jailed for seven years for raping an 18-year-old woman
in his marked patrol car while he was on duty and in uniform. Sentencing Constable
Peter Anderson, 41, Mr Justice Jowitt told him he had done “grat damage to the trust
in police”.
Anderson, married with two children, attacked the woman in adeserted allotment,
after agreeing to give her and a boyfriend a lift home from a discotheque. He first
dropped the man off and then drove to the allotment. He threatened her by forcing
his truncheon under her chin and then raped her. She said he only refrained from
inserting his truncheon into her, after she begged him not to. Afterwards he told her
not to report the incident because he could have her “nicked”for soliciting. She did
not report it because she did not think she would be believed.
Police investigated after an anonymous report. The victim,now 20, said she had
drunk nine or 10 Pernods with blackcurrant and was merry, butknew what she was
doing and saying. She said she tried to push him off, but he wastoo forceful. Mr
Justice Jowitt told Anderson: “I accept that you were not on the prowl looking for a
victim and that it was by chance that this young lady got into your car. I accept that
there was no great degree of violence used by you. But you tookher against her will
in your car to the place where this rape happened, and one of the very disturbing and
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serious features of this case is the way you abused your position as a police officer in
uniform on duty.” The judge added: “ This girl plainly trusted herself in your company,
as she was entitled to. The public expect that they can treat th police with confidence.
You did great damage to that trust in the police when you behavd in this way.”
Anderson, who had pleaded not guilty and claimed the woman had handed him
“sex on a plate”, was convicted by a 10-2 majority of raping the woman on 4 April,
last year. He claimed she had instigated the intercourse by first, and without invitation,
performing oral sex on him. He said he had only offered to use the truncheon as a sex
aid but desisted when she shook her head.
Jean Southworth, Qc, in mitigation, said: “This was not a case of him taking away
the virginity of this young woman. He has lost his pension rights and the personal
affection of those dear to him and also, when a police officer goes to prison, he often
carries an extra load for his misdoings.”
A59.27: Questions and Answers
What crime has the policeman committed? (rape)
What has been damaged as a result of the rape? (trust in the polic )
What is the policeman’s defence? (She instigated the incident OR she handed sex on a
plate)
Where did the incident take place? (in an allotment)
What is the main punishment the policeman received? (a jail sentence)
What benefits did the policeman lose? (pension rights)
A96.17: Full Text
A Turkish print worker alleged yesterday that a Harley Street doctor paid £2,500 for
him to donate a kidney to a patient whom he believed was a fellow countryman.
Mr Ferhat Usta, a Muslim, said he realised minutes before theoperation that his
kidney was going to a Briton. “I suddenly got out of bed half naked. I realised I was
being deceived,” he told the General Medical Council’s professional conduct commit-
tee.
Mr Usta, aged 34, who lives with his wife, mother and three daughters in a shack
in an Istanbul shanty town, described how he came to London last year, attracted by a
newspaper advertisement offering money to kidney donors. He wanted to raise £2,000
to treat one of his children who suffered from a tubercular hip infection.
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Mr Usta was examined by Dr Raymond Crockett, a Harley Street physician special-
ising in kidney disease. Dr Crockett, Mr Michael Bewick, a leading kidney transplant
surgeon, and Mr Michael Joyce, a urologist at Guy’s Hospital, deny professional mis-
conduct over their involvement in transplanting kidneys from four living Turks, all of
whom were paid for the organs.
Mr Usta recalled how two brothers, described as “kidney broke s”, handed him
£2,500 in cash on the night before the operation in July 1988.Speaking through an
interpreter, Mr Usta said: “As far as I can figure it out, one day before the operation
the cheque was given by Dr Crockett, it was changed and the money giv n to me that
night.”
On Monday, the first day of the hearing, Mr Roger Henderson Qc,for the Gmc,
said Dr Crockett’s notes included a bill for £20,000 for a Mr B,described as a Briton
living in Israel who was suffering from a disease affecting his kidneys.
Mr Usta said he had come to London under the impression that his kidney was to
be donated to one of the “broker” brothers, Ata Nur Kuntar. Hehad said to Mr Kuntar:
“You could have told me the truth from the very beginning. Because I am a very poor
man you made me accept a figure like six million lire (£2,500).An Englishman, if he
is going to have an operation in a hospital like that, I am surehe would have at least
£5,000 in his pocket. I told him that I wanted £5,000 from him.He then accepted this
and he told me he was going to pay me the other £2,500 in Turkey in Turkish money.”
He said he never received the extra money.
The hearing continues today.
A96.17: Questions and Answers
What organ is being donated? (kidney)
How much was Mr Usta paid? (£2,500)
Who are the kidneys going to? (Britons)
Why did Mr Usta think he was deceived? (he believed the kidney was going to a Turk
or fellow countryman)
Why did Mr Usta agree to sell his kidney? (to treat his child)
AAC.10: Full Text
The Ford Motor Company faces an all-out strike next month following the 4-1 ballot
rejection yesterday of a two-year pay deal by its 32,000 hourly paid workers.
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They will be pressing for a settlement of more than 10 per centin what will be the
most severe test of the Government’s inflation policy. The two-year deal amounted to
9.5 per cent for the first year and inflation plus 2.5 per cent for he second. Improve-
ments in certain allowances were made, described as divisive by the unions, but the
company has refused to compromise on a reduction in the shorter working week.
Ford dismissed an immediate meeting with the unions but did not rule out talks
after Christmas. It said that a strike would be damaging to thecompany and to its staff.
Production closed down at Ford last night for the Christmas period. Plants will
open again on January 2.
Staff voted 20,343 in favour of action, with 4,727 against. The electricians are
holding a postal ballot with the results announced after Christmas. The unions said
that they were looking for the second week in January to beginan all-out stoppage.
Mr Jimmy Airlie, secretary of the Ford union side, said: “We exp cted to get a
favourable majority. This exceeded even our expectations.” Mr Jack Adams, chairman
of the union side, said that action would have to take place within a 28-day period from
yesterday’s anouncement or it would be ruled out of order. Hethought the big strike
vote was partly due to Ford’s record profits last year of £673 millions.
The company is likely to be affected by a series of unofficial stoppages before any
official action begins, as it was in the lead up to negotiations when Ford’s final offer
was rejected last month.
AAC.10: Questions and Answers
What is Ford facing? (a strike)
What caused the strike? (the rejection of a pay deal)
What are the unions pressing for? (more than 10% increase in pay)
Is Ford willing to hold talks with the unions? (they haven’t ruled talks out)
What effect will the strike have? (damaging to company and staff)
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